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woman in the White House who is 

too ugly for Bill Clinton to fuck? The 
answer lurks in the excruciating 

face of Linda Tripp, a 48-year-old 

former White House secretary and 

HUSTLER’s Asshole of the Month 
for June 1998. 

First, President Clinton is accused 

of shaking his prick at the mouth of 

Paula Jones, a woman with the 

physical appeal of a dead seagull. 
Now the President is assumed to 
have received Oval Office blowjobs 

from 24-year-old Monica Lewinsky. 

Monica looks like a barnyard animal 

dressed up in a Beverly Hills hairdo. 

Where, an alarmed electorate won- 

dered, will Bill Clinton draw the line 

with his fucking ugly behavior? 
The line is drawn precisely at Linda 

Tripp. There is absolutely no reason to 

believe that the President, nor any 

man, has made any sexual advance to 

Linda Tripp in almost 20 years. 

Linda Tripp was the last person 

known to see President Clintons 

lawyer, Vince Foster, alive. As Fosters 

secretary, Tripp fetched her boss his 
final junch, a burger and some 

M&M's. Her face did not help Foster's 

appetite. Vince made sure he would 

never look at Linda Tripp again. He 
committed suicide. 

Vince Foster's reaction was 

extreme, but it's easy to see how a 

man would rather kill himself than 

fuck Linda Tripp. The smart money 

bets her pussy gets no action. Like a 

person deprived of sex, Iripp sees 

fucking everywhere. 
Linda is named as a source of 

rumors about George Bush's personal 
life as President. In 1997 she spilled 

How does it feel to be the only | 

a story to Newsweek of Virginia 
socialite Kathleen Willey. Willey 

clothing, according to Iripp, was 

disheveled and her makeup smeared, 
supposedly from a grope session 

with Bill Clinton. Always hot on the 

scent, Tripp tried to sell a tell-all 

book, Behind Closed Doors: What | 

Saw Inside the Clinton White House, 
but failed. 

Her publishing prospects are look- 

ing up. Tripp, pretending to be a friend 
and confidant, encouraged Monica 
Lewinsky, the young former White 

House intern, to share juicy details of 

her fabulous oral-sex relationship 

with Bill Clinton. Tripp secretly taped 

the young girl's crotch talk. 
Tripp turned her sleaze tapes over 

to a New York literary agent who has 

reportedly egged bidding for them up 

to $2 million. Tripp also gave tapes 

to special Whitewater prosecutor 

Kenneth Starr. Over the past three 

years, Starr has spent $34 million of 

tax revenue and failed to pin any- 
thing on Bill Clinton. 

Linda Tripp looked good to Starr. 

She agreed to wear a wire. With 
grand inquisitor Starr and FBI agents 

listening, Linda lured Monica 
Lewinsky to lunch and talked her 

through the sticky details of her 

infatuation with Clinton. The feds 

whisked a cowed Monica away for 

interrogation. 
Did Bill Clinton's withholding of 

sexual favors spark Linda Tripp's vin- 

dictive wiretapping? Tripp claims 

that the pursuit of money or political 
a 

revenge had nothing to do with her 

cunty actions. Tripp claims she made 

the tapes to protect herself. 

She had been called a liar, “a rat,” 

and she needed proof so that she 

would not be called a liar again. 
"I'm being a shitty friend,” Tripp 

tells Monica as the tape rolls, 

“because | won't lie.” 
Secretly recording a confidant !s 

dishonest, a lie of omission. Iripp 

made phone tapes from her Maryland 
home, which is illegal in that state. 

Linda is unwilling to lie for her 

friend, but eager to commit crimes 
against her. 

Tripp released a statement attempt- 

ing to justify her perfidy. “As a parent 

of children close to Monica's age, | 

felt horror at the abuse of power and 

emotional anguish she has endured.” 

A splash of Presidential sperm in 

the eye? That anguish is nothing 
compared to being squeezed by the 

feds and set up for public ridicule, 

which is what Monica suffered from 
Tripp's abuse of trust. 

Lewinsky never harmed Tripp; she 

even referred the older woman to a 

hairdresser who made Linda look 

human and almost female. Still, 

Tripp, presumably because shed 

been scorned by Clinton, threw her 

friend to the wolves. 

"(Monica] should not be forced to 

defend her private life as a carefully 

orchestrated campaign is launched 

to discredit her,” whines Tripp, who 

clearly was lead orchestrator. 

Taxpayers pay Tripp a salary of 

$88,000 per year for gossiping, ciga- 
rette breaks, book research and tape 

preparation. That's $1 for each way 
she is an Asshole. 

A book 

agent, a ghostwriter, gossip 

columnist and sleaze novelist, 

Lucianne Goldberg has had 

| many occupations, but her 

_ greatest notoriety will be from 

presenting herself as_ the 

| “brains” behind Linda Tripp’s 

scheme to entrap Monica 

| Lewinsky. Goldberg is an old hat 

at dirty tricks: In 1972 she 

used faked credentials to infil- 

trate the press corps of presi- 

dential candidate George 

McGovern as a spy for Richard 

Nixon. Goldberg says that 

Linda Tripp “is heartsick.” 

Lucianne wears her Asshole 

on her sleeve. 

What's taking 

Kenneth Starr so long? It only 

cost 30 pieces of silver to build 

a case against Jesus Christ. 

Even with inflation factored in, 

Starr’s dismal tally of $34 mil- 

lion squandered with nary an 

indictment against sinning Bill 

Clinton is awful. The special 

June HUSTLER 

prosecutor is a special Asshole. | 



What Sort of Man Should Read 
BARELY LEGAL? 

Ever since he moved in with his 19-year-old TV | 
| daughter, Jodie O’Keefe, actor Don Johnson’s role 
as an off-camera father figure has been suspect. 
His reputation has been jeopardized by gossip-col- | 
umn speculation that he is impersonating incestu- | 
ous behavior with his delicious Nash Bridges co- | 
star. Aging Sonny Crocket, 48 years young, could 
have spared himself the PR disaster by subscribing 
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Sopping Sapphos 
Thank you for providing HUSTLER 

readers with a terrific spread of the two 

buxom beauties tongue- and twat-tied in 

the March °98 issue (Lisa and Tanya: 

Rancho del Sappho). This pictorial is 

the greatest I’ve ever seen, Thank you 

for such superior entertainment. I can't 

wait to pick up future issues with more 

hot Honeys tangled in sweet, sopping 

ecstasy. Keep up the fantastic work. 
—Z. F. 

Fort Hood, Texas 

Hair Down There 
The naked girls in HUSTLER look too 

much like mannequins, with silicone 

hooters and no pubic hair around the 

pussy. When you take the fur off the 

kitty, you rob a woman of her sexuality 

and humanity. I don’t really care if you 

answer my letter; just leave the hair on 

the pussy. —R. G. 
Quincy, Massachusetts 

Hair Down There Ii 
| read Feedback a few months ago. Some 

limp-dick asshole had a fucking fit over 

a luscious, shaved snatch-shot (“Sweet 

18,” October *97). He probably rides a 

moped. Next, I read in the March °96 

Feedback, some dickless wonder kicks 

his HUSTLER habit because of a Honey 

with an outrageous pussy afro (“Jungle 

Bush 3”). He must ride sheep. Fucking 

grow up, and love pussy. If you can’t 

handle hair, read Field and Stream. 
—T. W. 

Manchaca, Texas 

Hair Down There Ill 
In the Holiday ’97 issue, Jungle Jill’s 
pictorial (Jill: Jungle Bush) is one of 

the best I’ve seen. I love hairy women. 

The first question I asked when I met 

my wife was if she shaved her clam. 

Stop nicking legs and underarms with a 

razor. Throw out the hair-removal 

creams. Let the hair grow long and soft. 
—C. P. 

Montgomery, Alabama 

Any offer that seems too good to be true is probably untrue 

Hair Down There IV 
I loved the lovely Jill Vill: Jungle Bush, 

Holiday °97). I have worked as a licensed 

electrologist in Hollywood since 1968. I 

thought Jill’s layout was imaginative, yet 

realistic. Jill is a real beauty and extremely 

Lisa and Tanya: Rancho del Sappho 

HUSTLER June 

When ordering merchandise through any mail-order supplier, minimize your risk of being disappointed 

by dealing only with mail-order merchants who accept credit-card payment and have a working phone number in their ads 

letters have 

been very cruel. I make a living remov- 

ing unwanted hair permanently from 

feminine. The Feedback 

women like Jill. I must confess that 

removing the hair from such beautiful 

creatures breaks my heart. I find body 

hair to be a real source of attraction, as 

long as it is not on the face. Jill is beautiful! 
—J.F. 

Los Angeles, California 

In an attempt to satisfy all tastes in twat, 

HUSTLER invites readers to a monthly 

smorgasbord of snatch to sample. Variety 

enables fans of the bearded or bald to 

coexist in harmony. 

Bare Down There 
The June ’96 issue contained a hot pictor- 

ial of two girls with clean, bald pussies 

(Katie and Erika: Bon Cherie). | really 

enjoy the hairless bod. The shaved models 

look so young and natural. Which brings 

me to my point. I read in HUSTLER about 

a magazine called BARELY LEGAL that 

displays pubeless, flat-chested girls. | 

bought a copy off the newsstand. The girls 

in the magazine looked sexy, but too old 

for my tastes. The fact of the matter is, I’m 

what they call a pedophile. Maybe that's 

why I’m here. Prison, that ts. —W. Y. 
Fort Dix, New Jersey 

Hairless bodies and flat chests? The mag- 

azine is called BARELY LEGAL, not 
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FEEDBACK 
Rarely Legal. Subscribe, and stay out of 

the school yard, W. Y. 

Real Smart Slut 
I wanted to congratulate HUSTLER’s 

Dear Slut column. Giving sound advice 

on sexuality is tricky. Many magazines 

fabricate letters, using fake questions from 

their editorial staff. Even if that is the case 

with Dear Slut, the thoughtful advice really 

benefits the readers. If Jeanna Fine is for 

real, she’s a sage, and her wise words 

help people to learn about themselves. 
—S. S. 

Via Internet 

Ms. Fine is flesh and blood, using her 

mind, body and years of experience in the 

pleasure business to answer letters from 
real readers. 

Crass Crackerjack 
Why is HUSTLER ignoring the biggest 
asshole in the free world: egg-headed, 

racist, motherfucking, black ape Montel 

Williams? Quit fucking around, and nail 

this brown piece of shit. Slaughter Alec 

Baldwin while you're at it. He’s the bully 

all men dealt with in Catholic school and 

may run for President. —T. J. 
Thom, Indiana 

Thanks for casting your vote for anal 

awards, T. J. Nothing turns the stomach 

like the stench from bloated, self-impor- 
tant assholes. 

Hung Like a Horse 
In the past few issues of HUSTLER, | 

have seen a growing interest In women 
having sex with animals, like Linda 
Lovelace in the Holiday °97 issue 

(““HUSTLER’s True Fucks,” Bits & 

Pieces). Bestiality blows my mind. A 

friend told me about a movie featuring a 

pony or horse shoving his huge cock into 

a woman. Can this be true? Let the readers 

know this important information. 
—C.C. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

No, that was Larry Flynt’s dick. 

Hermaphrodite Horndog 
I’ve purchased every HUSTLER since 

the first issue was published in 1974. You 
guys are number one in the porn business. 

I’m writing because I have a problem, and 

only HUSTLER can help. I am in the 

entertainment business. I own several 

bars and nightclubs. Like Larry, I’ve slept 
with hundreds of women. The Sex Play 

about hermaphrodites (“Natural-Born 

Hermaphrodites,” April *98) made me 

extremely curious. I am straight and 

have never had a gay experience, but the 

idea of a person with male and female 

genitals turns me on. Please help me find 

a she-male interested in a relationship. 
—T. W. 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

HUSTLER would love to play Cupid, but 

giving out Bob Guccione’s home phone 

number to a complete stranger wouldn't 
be prudent. 

Murdered Memory 
I need information regarding an article 
about Gregory Nagel killing the stripper 
he loved. Please let me know the date, as 

well as how to order the back issue. 
—G. M. 

Okeechobee, Florida 

The feature, Sugar Sweet Murder: A Bled- 

Dry Mook Turns Bloodthirsty, appeared in 
the September "96 HUSTLER. Call sub- 

scriptions at 1-815-734-1142 to order any 

back issue. 

Bull Artists 
I would like to pose an idea to HUSTLER. 
I am a bull rider. This year, I plan to ride 
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June HUSTLER 

THANKS AND To DONNIE A: 

the Minnesota rodeo circuit, as well as the 

North American circuit. Iam trying to 

find a sponsor for the ’98 rodeo season. 

How about the HUSTLER bull-riding 

team? With support and sponsorship, my 

partner and I could go all the way to the 

National Finals. The only thing HUSTLER 

would have to do is provide an emblem 

for the safety vest, entry fees, travel 

expenses and equipment. —R. K. 
Grand Marsh, Wisconsin 

America’s Magazine already sponsors 

the HUSTLER bareback-riding team. 
Hopefully, our bronc busters can stay 

mounted for longer than eight seconds 
of glory. 

Heebie Jeebies 
When will HUSTLER start moving 

toward the front of the line? This line ts 

becoming extremely long! Evil Jews are 

in the front, ready to be cloned, Barbra 

Streisand and Steven Speilberg are work- 

ing the cloning machine at the opening of 
the world gates. Larry, get your chair 
rolling to the front of the line! The world 

needs multiples of you. —B. H. 
Duluth, Minnesota 

Larry Flynt’s integrity is unclonable. Are 

(continued on page 29) 
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JEANNA FINE TELLS THE 
FUCKING TRUTH 

[his month in her regular column, porn 
legend Jeanna Fine responds to readers 
seeking erotic enlightenment. She invites 
you to drop her a line and join her on the 
fearless quest for the fucking truth. 

TOILET TREATMENT 
lam a 20-year-old, male music major. | 
have never been involved in an intimate 
relationship with a woman. Every time | 
pursue a girl, she loses interest in me. 
My friends tell me I’m too soft on fe- 
males. Is it true that women want men to 
treat them like shit? —T. T. 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 

As long as you don’t mean putting 
your foot in the little lady’s ass if she 
burns the chicken pot pie or refuses to 
open your beer, your friends have a 
point. Don't be a milquetoast. Women, 
like men, enjoy a challenge and the 
thrill of a chase. We want independently 
minded men, rebels and free thinkers 
who don’t always follow orders. But 
treating a woman like flushable feces is 
taking good advice too far. Nice guys 
don't always finish last. There’s no rea- 
son to change your behavior from one 
extreme to another. Find the middle 
ground. If being yourself doesn't help to 
bag the babe, then you’re not wooing | 
the right woman. 

BIRTHING BEAUTY 
lam a well-formed beauty with a com- 
pact ass and tummy and C-cup tits. I love 
flaunting my sexuality. My husband and 
I want a baby. I’m sure I'll look sexy 
when I’m pregnant, but I’m still worried. 
You mentioned in your column that you 
recently gave birth. Looking at your 
videos, your body is tight and perfect. 
How the hell did you hide the evidence 
so well? Surgery? Diet? Exercise? Luck? 

—K.N. 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 

Sorry, sweetie, but luck is the answer. | You're inquiring about the inner work- 
ings of the lottery of life known as genet- 
ics. How I manage to look better now | 
than I did before my pregnancy is the 
work of higher powers. Exercise and diet 
play a huge role in recovery. I suggest 
low-fat protein, grains and fresh vegeta- 
bles. Stretch marks are a different story. 1 
have slight purple lines around my nipple 
from the baby. Laser technology zaps 
away the unsightly problem. 

PUNISHING PLEASURE 
I am an attractive, 30-year-old female. A 
hot lesbian from my health club keeps 
flirting with me. She says she wants to 
tie me up and spank my bare ass. The no- 
tion of experimenting with bondage and 
punishment makes my vagina wet, but 
scares me at the same time. I’m nervous 
that my lack of experience will bore her. 
She seems so worldly. What should I do? 

—K. O, 
Santa Barbara, California 

You sound like the perfect candidate, 
every S&M lesbian’s dream-come-true. 
Your lack of experience excites the ass- 

slappy vixen. I suggest you drop your 
panties, stick out your butt and have fun. 
Take the necessary precautions when 
playing with new bondage buddies. 
Never go to a stranger’s house to be 
beaten and locked in a closet without a 
caring friend knowing the address, phone 
number and when you plan to return. Se- 
lect a safe word with your partner that 
signifies Stop. But if this wily woman is 
as experienced as she sounds, be ready 
to blush and gush. 

HEAVY-METAL PRICK 
Piercing the end of my dick hurt like 
hell, but the results are worth the pain. 
Chicks want to see and touch my prick. 
With all the sexual benefits and appeal, 
how come I don’t see more pierced cocks 
in porn? —G. E. 

Charlotte, Michigan 

The male actors in porn portray nor- 
mal characters: the everyman. We know 
that the average Joe isn't hung like Alex 
Sanders or Mark Davis, but porn is a 
mass-media market. Not everyone 
wants to see a cock with a six-penny 

(continued on page 18) 
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Dear Siut Next time you're 
(continued from page 14) 

in the shower, ask her to hold your cock while you squirt 
some piss. Help her handle your hose. If she’s fun-loving, she'll understand. Start at the feet, and work up. 
nail hammered through the head. Com- 
panies limit their audience by specializ- 
ing in an area that many fans would 
consider fetish. Videos of pierced pene- 
tration exist, but the major labels stick 
to wholesome, all-American, unperfo- 
rated peckers. 

FOOD FUCKER 
The thought of fucking my girlfriend 
with food arouses me. My girlfriend 
claims sex with food is unsanitary and 
could cause an infection. Is she right? 

—G. S. 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

Ever hear of mad-cow disease? How 
about pesticides? There are important 
questions to ask before fucking with 
food. Is the food fresh? Did you wash 
it? Sex with an organically grown cu- 
cumber or banana is perfectly healthy. 
Avoid penetration from raw meat, aside 
from your own blood sausage. Never 
stuff your girlfriend’s uterus with fruit 
salad and let her pussy ferment. Make 
sure the food object has smooth edges. 
You don’t want to scratch her insides. I 
advise your girl to douche with a light 
distilled water after the sex to wash 
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_| INNER-CITY SHOW Guests | 
‘| NEEDED. MUST BE HoPE- ame LESSLY STUPID WITH BAD 

(yall | COMMUNICATION SKILLS. 
Bm, 4 PENCHANT FoR ON-StAGE |. 
7) >, VIOLENCE A Plus! 

away any uninvited germs attending the 
pussy picnic. 

NORMAL JERK 
I’ve been dating my boyfriend for just 
over a year. We have an active sex life, 
fucking four or five times a week. I came 
home from work early last Wednesday 
and caught my lover jerking off in the 
bathroom. Is it normal for a guy to mas- 
turbate even when he enjoys good pussy 
on a regular basis? —B.F 

Sea Cliff, New York | 

| hope so, or I would be out of busi- 
ness. Of course masturbating is nor- 
mal. Men do not stop fantasizing just 
because they are getting laid. Making 
love to yourself is a wonderful, relax- 
ing and fulfilling activity. Many times a 
man is alone in the shower, and junior 
raises his pink head. His cock is warm, 
soapy and feels great. He touches him- 
self and indulges in a fantasy. He 
comes. He doesn't have to say, “I love 
you,” cuddle or talk about his feelings. | 
Next time you catch your man spanking 
his monkey, ask to join the action, and 
put your mouth on his cock. Or better 
yet, sneak away, stick your hand in 

HELP WANTED 

CONTACT THE 

HOW 
595-6123 

HUSTLER June 

your panties, and grab a few digital 
moments of your own. 

PEEING PROPOSITION 
My girlfriend and I love having sex in 
the shower. The hot water feels terrific 
on my face and back as I lick her cunt. 
Lately, I fantasize about my girl shower- 
ing me with her piss. How should | ap- 
proach her with this peeing proposition? 

—A. L. 
Manteca, California 

You admit your passion for piss to 
me, a complete stranger, and a nation of 
HUSTLER readers. Now share your fan- 
tasy with your girlfriend. Communica- 
tion is the key. Watersports are fun and 

_ Stimulating. There’s nothing harmful in 
urine if both partners are healthy. Ex- 
plain to your girlfriend that if lost in the 
desert, survivalists drink their own pee 
to stay hydrated. Next time you're in the 
shower, ask her to hold your cock while 
you squirt some piss. Help her handle 
your hose. If she’s fun-loving, she’ll un- 
derstand. Start at the feet, and work up. 

CHOKING CHICKEN 
What's up when a sex freak cuts off a 
woman’s oxygen by strangling her at the 
point of climax, like in the movie Rising 
Sun? | think the process is called erotic 
asphyxiation. Does depriving the body of 
oxygen really heighten an orgasm, or is 
this a lie? —D. C. 

Providence, Rhode Island 

First of all, the act of strangling 
shouldn't cause sexual excitement. If 
that’s the case, the participant is a psy- 
chopath. To answer the question: Yes, 
erotic asphyxiation heightens orgasms. I 
strongly discourage experimentation by 
amateurs. People often go too far. Cops 
rule the naked, blue body a homicide or 
suicide. Just ask Michael Hutchence 
from INXS. Oh, wait, he’s dead—found 
naked with a belt around his neck. Inhal- 
ing chemicals, like Lockeroom or Rush, 
effectively kills brain cells and causes 
fleeting highs without leaving red welts 
around the neck. 

Do you have a question for Jeanna? Write 
to Dear Slut, clo HUSTLER, 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 
90211, or E-mail at slut@lfp. com.~@ 



“Yeah, well, send someone up to see Pat Robertson, and tell him to suck my red-hot dick.” 
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Heather never dreamed that stealing ja Tull 

leneth mink coat would result in &@ violent 

fisting by the long arm of the law. 

“Shoplifting is illegal,” hisses dykey 

Officer Holly, brandishing her nightstick. 

‘| know my rights,” Heather protests 

weakly, failing to her knees. Le 

Holly silences the suspect. with a mouth- 

ful of breast. 

Ihe vengeful policewoman spreads- 

Heather’s legs and plunges herelub into | 

the criminal’s saturated-sfiatch. : 

Subdued fully in the cop’s custody, 
Heather moans: “If you stop, I'll scream’ 
police brutality.” 
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(continued from page 13) 

you sure you haven't stumbled into the 
line for lithium, B. H. ? 

Gift Gripe 
I’m writing in response to a letter in the 
April °98 issue of Feedback (“Free for 
$39.95”). I agree one hundred percent 
with R. M. Subscribers should receive a 
free gift with their paid subscription. I’ve 
read HUSTLER for years. I deserve at 
least a complimentary calendar. What do I 
have to do to get something free from 
HUSTLER? —R. K. 

Erie, Pennsylvania 

HUSTLER provides various premiums, 
such as a free calendar, with paid sub- 
scriptions. Call customer service at 
1-800-566-5760. They'll verify your 
subscription and make sure that the 
postman delivers the freebie discreetly 

to your doorstep, assuming your mail- 
man doesn’t have hot hands. 

Old Ass Blast 
I am a longtime porn connoisseur. Upon 
seeing the pictorial Chrissy: Saturday 
Night Raver (September °97), I went 

nuts. This was the best spread I’ve seen 
in any men’s magazine in the past 20 
years: an attractive, slender young 
woman with real breasts and a normal 
amount of pubic hair covering her sweet 
little vulva. Her bare feet turn me on as 
well. Needless to say, | was somewhat 
disappointed to read that the set was 
more than two decades old. This is not a 
specific criticism of HUSTLER, which | 
think is the best men’s magazine on the 
market, but a criticism of the trend in nude 
pictorials over the past ten years. —M.S. 

Rock Island, [llinots 

An Inkling for Tinkling 
I really enjoyed reading the Sex Play arti- 
cle about watersports by Ruth Callett 
(“Wild About Watersports,” December 
‘97). I'm surprised that HUSTLER 
would print a fetish article of such 
extreme nature. | wanted to know where 
[ could find more information about the 
pleasure of peeing? —K. D. 

USS George Washington 

Aside from donning a wet suit and plung- 
ing into a Port-a-Potty, HUSTLER sug- 
gests you peep the proper peeing eti- 
quette from a squirting Martha Stewart 
in the Bits & Pieces “Celebrity Beaver 
Hunt” on page 10. For a full fix of 
fetish, check out the debut of our new 
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magazine, HUSTLER’S TABOO, in June 
1998. 

Tits and Articies 
We just received the March °98 issue of 
HUSTLER. It is absolutely great, except 
for the idiot who put Larry Flynt in the 
same class as Bob Guccione (Feedback, 
“Jungle Bush 3”). My girlfriend loves the 
pictures, but when you’ve been reading 
HUSTLER all your life, you come to 

expect gorgeous models every month. | 
honestly enjoy the articles. The Cuban 
whore adventure (/ Viva las Putas!: Whore 
Stories From Fidel Castro’s Fantasy 
Island) was cool to read while kicking back 

and smoking a joint. The cartoons were 
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Horny 
Neighbors: 

We're 1-900. @ 
WET-4PLAY A 

1-900-938-4752 

IS LOW AS S249) MIN TBs 

CALL US! 
We can’t wait 

hilarious, especially the “Million Woman 
March.” Keep up the good work. —J. D. 

lonia, Michigan 

Sit back, and spark another spliff, J. D. 
Reporter Mack Assarian is back to cover the 
Sin City spread in Pussy Bazaar; America $ 
Biggest Porn Convention on page 82. 

Do you have a comment or complaint? We 
want to hear it. Send your letters (typed or 
neatly handwritten) to HUSTLER Feed- 
back, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211, or E-mail to 
hustler@lfp.com. Include a phone num- 
ber if you want your letter considered for 
publication. @& 

Asian Buffet! 
1-$00-650-JADE | 

$233 

Bad ASS Doms 

1-800-68-WEN H 

HOT COCOA BUTTER! 
1-888-286-COCO 

BI-CURIOUS?! 
1-800-397-BOYS | 

CHICKS WITT DITHS! 

1-800-190-hiNi 
>46) 

1-800 
2-FUCK-YOU! 

1-800-738-2596 
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SEX SHOOTER 

Everyone has read a bogus book about 
how to pick up women. You know—the 
type of cheap volumes filled with advice 
such as, “Whisper when you talk to her.” 
| must have acquired 50 of these timeless 
tomes over the years; not one actually 
worked. So I set out to change those 
rather pathetic averages. 

First, | created and patented my own 
sexual device, the Vagometer Fuck-Gun. 
Basically, it’s a metal box with a vibrat- 
ing dildo attached. I also stuck on a 
bunch of wires to make the Vagometer 
Fuck-Gun look more imposing. Believe it 
or not, the Patent Office claims no one 
had ever thought of the idea! Then | 
placed an ad in the city’s free weekly 
newspapers. 

“Sexual behavioral scientist will pay 
ladies for research project,” read the 
small, grubby classified. The response 
was quick and overwhelming. A sexy- 
sounding woman named Frida called; she 
described herself as a buxom blonde. | 
explained my intention to collect data for 
the ultimate book of dating advice. Frida 
seemed intrigued. As a matter of fact, she 
seemed downright horny. 

My suspicions proved correct when 
Frida arrived on my doorstep dressed to 
fuck. Black, stiletto heels made her 

tower above my head. Her ripe, very 
exposed bosom stared me straight in the 
eye. If my experiment worked, Frida 
would go down in history as the best 
piece of ass I ever bagged. Hell, I just 
wanted her to go down on me! 

June 

With Frida’s permission, | hooked up 
her unclothed body to the Vagometer 
Fuck-Gun. Wires were taped to her supple 
flesh. She crouched over the dildo and 
slowly introduced the plastic tip to her 
depths. 

“Unngh,” moaned the big, beautiful 
bitch. “Doctor, I’m not quite wet enough 
for full insertion. Could you lend a 
hand...so to speak?” I caught her clever 
innuendo and stripped off my lab coat 
(actually, it was just an old trench coat, but 
Frida didn’t seem to notice). My hard-on 
was already raging in the name of science. 

I crept behind the crouching blonde and 
pressed myself against her cool, smooth 
back. God, I hadn't been laid in a long 
time! If only I had spent less time reading 
those goddamned books and more time 
trying to score scrunt. Graciously, my 
right hand traced over Frida’s pubes and 
pressed her love button. Having achieved 
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clitoral contact, | ran my other hand all 
over her bare backside and breasts. 

“Now I’m going to fire the rays of the 
Vagometer Fuck-Gun,” I gravely intoned. 
“I want you to be prepared for a mild 
shock; the thing has a tendency to short 
out.” A switch was flipped; with a loud 
squeak, pistons pumped the sopping 
dildo in and out of Frida’s hungry hole. 
She cried and creamed loudly, gyrating 
against the plastic plunger. My trouser 
snake slithered his way between Frida’s 
bouncing bum cakes. 

“Increase digital stimulation, Doctor,” 
begged Frida. I nimbly frigged her 
swollen clit, sending the quivering quim 
into an absolute orbit of carnal frenzy. 
Back at the cheeks, my hairy little friend 
was trying to make a back-door entrance. 
Unfortunately, Frida wouldn’t sit still 
long enough to allow anal penetration. 

(continued on page 41) 
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FULL LENGTH Sex Toys 
How to order them 

without embarrassment. 

How to use them 
without disappointment. 

t you ve been reluctant to purchase 

sexual products through the mail, our 

100%, three-way Xandria Guarantee 

FGATURE 
ann VIDEO 

might change your mind. 

1. We guarantee your privacy. 

Everything we ship is plainly and securely 

| wrapped, with no clue to its contents from the 

outside. All transactions are strictly confiden- 

tial, and we never sell, rent, or trade any 

| customer's name, 

2. We guarantee your satisfaction. 

If a product is unsatisfactory, simply return it 

for replacement or refund. 

3. We guarantee that the product you choose 
will keep giving you pleasure. 

Should it malfunction, simply return it to us 

tor a replacement. 

Luscious Kelly O'Dell opens her mind and 
legs for a virtual reality toy. She finds a 
stud burying his face in her pretty muff. 

7 s “14 Kelly and Tina “visualize” a fingering fan- 
What is the Xandria Collection? ; | "14) tasy of 5 females with a beefy buff hunk. 

It is a very special collection of the finest “Re 4 Sultry Sierra and Kelly share licks on a 
and most effective sexual products from WRG N ’ man’s love muscle before they bend over 

| Walt "| for it—MORE with Tiffany Mynx and 
rhe FE : Bh £ Deborah Wells! 90 X-rated minutes. 

around the world. It is designed for the 

timid, the bold, or for anyone who has ever 

wished there could be something more to 

their sexual pleasures. 

Xandria’s Collector's Gold Edition with 9. 5 Video Purchase | 
— on additional $34.95 Vato This super-stretchy jelly masturbator  . 

OUR CATALOGUE OFFERS: | — __can-envelope your bulging penis lil 
a " ec fleshy flower. Lavish yours eV Bik : Vibrators * Dildos BSOFT, ; water-soluble lube a | iT the 

¢ Penis Pumps ¢ Cock Rings Bisilii wonderful ha you press your 
| P 5° TEXTURE! erection be the fleshy folds. Add 

¢ Anal Toys * Massage Mitts 

* Lubricants * Tapes & CDs 
the removable vibrating egg to the 

nal Opposite end and savor multi-speed 
~ vibrations to a mind-bending, orgasmic 

¢ Seductive Lingerie release! Egg is powered by 
es INCLUDES 2 AA batteries (sold separately). 

The Xandria Gold Collection celebrates the FREE 

possibilities for pleasure we each have within LUBE! 100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEED! 
us. Send for the Xandria Gold Edition 

Catalogue. Its price of just $4 00 ts applied in | Visa/MasterCard ' ORDER BY PHONE TOLL FREE! 1-800-274-0333 24 Howrs/7 Days 

full to your first order. iheeee Tell your call representative you want offer EET'E A) New customers only, please 
Write today. You have nothing to lose and | -F— cen I Ph a AR Bln _ ) 

, sec Aspe nis 5 ie Vv CLIP AND MAIL WITH PAYMENT TODAY Vv 
an entirely new world of enjoyment to gain | 

Pee en : kdam) Dept.[HH152] © P.O. Box 900 © Carrboro, NC 27510 
| The Xandria Collection, Dept. HUD6GISA | want the VIRTUAL SEX feature 

| P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131-9988 video for $9.95 plus THE : MetHOoD OF Payment: (| VISA Mastercard (_] American Express 
| Please send me, by first class mail, the Xandria Gold VIRTUAL VIRGIN shipped in : (Sorry no Cash or COD’). 

| Edition Catalogue, Enclosed is my check or money order plain packaging. 
| for $4.00 which will be applied towards my first purchase. T= “#509 7 : 

($405. $5Ce E3ULK eM Fh : ACCT. NO EXP DATE _ 
je eee VIRTUAL SEX (VHS) $2205 |: 
| he Puie : 

| . § | THE VIRTUAL VIRGIN $2495 |} pwame_ 
| Add ness : PLEASE Phat? | CERTIFY | Aw 

| 
| ADDRESS 

| seme | 
| lam an adult over 21 years of age 

| Spemaelne rojeredt | 

Lancia, 165 Vahey Or Breeboee Cations SE005-1 00 Weed weer protuibed Dy jaw | 
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FULLY ERECT 

Directed by Nic Cramer; starring lvy Crystal, 
Dina Jewel, Elone, Zenza Raggi, Mariana Kiss, 

Orsolya, Clarisse, Timeo Kiss, Mike Foster, 
Zoltan Hess and Mike Beck. 
Videocassette: Private Gold. 

As Hungarian beauty Dina Jewel sups 

dual dongs in her greedy yap, the viewer 

lauds helmsman Nic Cramer for this nut- 

draining epic of international espionage. 

Not since The A-Team has the small screen 

experienced such gratuitous use of heli- 
copters, hand-to-hand combat and guns. 

Operation: Sex Siege is the rare big-ego, 

high-budget porn vid that successfully 

combines ass-kicking violence with ass- 

licking fornication. The foreign starlets’ 

garbled English may be tough on the ears, 

but their firm, supple bodies prove easy on 

the eyes. Below deck, full-bodied Dina 

spreads her plump cunt lips for the first 

mate. In the must-see disco orgy, three 
frenzied Euro sluts attack like piranhas and 
slurp the marrow from hump bones. Brunet 

strumpet Ivy Crystal wiggles her firm ass 
and natural tits out of bondage to bone her 

thick-lipped captor. After her enemy comes 

in her face, she cripples him with a flying 

karate kick. Operation: Sex Siege is one 

part James Bond, one part Jackie Chan and 

100% hard-core. — Mitch Shepard 

June HUSTLER 
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SEX SIEGE: Orsolya and Clarisse. SEX SIEGE: Jewel and two breast friends. 
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Heavy-hitting Tit Videos Slam Market 
“Men like big tits for all kinds of rea- 
sons,’ asserts a spokesman for H & S 
Sales, the nation's premiere supplier of 
hard-core breast-worship videos. 
“They're soft and comforting, They 
bring back memories of the nurturing 
love of mother. If you think about it, 
most people on Earth lived off of milk 
from breasts at one point in their lives.” 

Jerking off on a mountainous set of 
whoppers isn't always possible in life, 
but H & S Sales offers a mother's lode 
of jumbo-jug beat-off videos. Their 
expansive, photo-illustrated catalog 
weighs in with more than 400 titanic- 
tit features. 

hunderboobs, Deutschiand's Busen 
Wunder import series, Big Tit Hookers, 
The Duke of Knockers and The Best of 
Titfucking are fully hard-core and occa- 
Sionally anal, 

The Hee! Classics line delves into 
the glory days of all-natural, extra- 
large milk-can maidens performing 
nudie-cutie tricks in color and black- 
and-white stag films. 

Pumpin’ Plumpers and | Love Fat 
Girls rank among the most grotesque 
spectacles of flesh available any- 
where. Fatty chasers will dig stom- 
ach-churning scenes of sideshow- 
quality obese bitches engaging in 
sperm-guzzling acts of depravity. 

Milder and less sickening forms of 
palm-fucking fun are provided by 
freakishly endowed floozies, such as 
Twin Volcanoes, whose 100% real 
floppers are so gigantic, she can twist 
them into a knot. 

Dairy Farm Girls and Pregnant 

Mamas present lactating cows who 
engage in milk-spurting acts of per- 
version as their bellies swell with the 

unborn, messed-up kids of the future. 
The H & S Sales catalog can be 

ordered at a cost of $5 by phoning: 
1-800-677-5564. 

il 

Lethal Weapons conquers enemy 
choad in Der Champion. 

Paula Page’s all-natural milk 
mountains in Reel Classics #1. 
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Directed by Rob Black; 
starring Stephanie Swift, Mark Davis, 
Mickey G., Vince Vouyer, Kyle Stone, 

Tom Byron and eight uncredited fuckers. 
Videocassette: Elegant Angel. 

Is Gangbang Angels a fuck video 
Or a gross-out contest? Not only 
does petite, Eurasian trollop 
Stephanie Swift fornicate with a 
pile of 13 goons, she also tongues 
each creep’s bung and kneels 
while the Neanderthals spit in her 
face, slap her and call her whore. 
Stomach-churning views are pre- 
sented of Swift teething like a 
pup with a chew toy on an uncir- 
cumcised dude’s excess wiener 
skin. Occasionally, Angels is 

decently filmed. The camera 
zeroes in on Swift’s tiny mouth 
foaming on a succession of 
putzes; it lingers on close-ups of 
her sphincters engulfing and dis- 
gorging pale-pink links of man 
sausage. Though not credited, 
Ron Jeremy’s hairy, blubbery 
hide fills the frame of the final 
shot as he discharges the last 
sticky load onto Swift’s abused 

kisser. Helmsman Rob Black 
claims to make the dirtiest adult 
videos available today. Gangbang 
Angels is dirty; watching it is the 
visual equivalent of stepping in a 
pile of dog shit. 

—Mack Assarian 

Directed by Ralph Parfait; 
starring Kobe Tai, Chloe, Stephanie Swift, 

Lana Sands, Kia, Steven St. Croix, 
Mark Davis and Jon Dough. 

Videocassette: Vivid. 

Although not readily apparent, 
Ancient Asian Sex Secrets is a 

XXX spoof on the ’70s televi- 

sion martial-arts series Kung Fu. 
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A chubby Lana Sands has a mid- 
blowjob flashback to a lesson 
from her youth on the topic of 
how to remove noodles from her 
nipples using only her mouth. As 

Steven St. Croix’s squirting 
snake slithers into Sands’s furry 
cave, the plush grasshopper 
flashes on a horizontal muff-dive 
between Kobe Tai and Chloe. 
The proven Kung Fu format, 
however, only narrowly offsets a 
lethargic effort whose inefficient 
camera angles and lackluster 
supporting cast magnify the fact 
that Kobe Tai is overrated as a 
sneaky-eyed sexpot. 

— Steve Slauson 

Directed by John Leslie; 
starring Nikki Anderson, Erika Bella, 
Amanda Steel, Mercedes, Brigitta, 

Vanessa, Malory, Wvanda, Emanuell, 
Zenza Raggi, Dorian Lux, Leslie, 
Andrew Youngman, Frank Gun, 

John Walton, Mike Foster, 
Zoltan Cowboy and the Voyeur. 

Videocassette: Evil Angel. 

The Voyeur begins with the 
most basic of male fantasies: 

find a hot-looking broad on the 
street, follow her home and fuck 
the shit out of her. Nikki 

Anderson plays the broad stalked 
on the street. Anderson is the 
sort of blonde that stalking laws 

are designed to protect. With her 
appealingly wide tail, all-natur- 
al, no-filler chest puffs and 
translucent ice-goddess skin, 
Anderson wiggles on the screen 
like a sperm magnet. What could 
be better than seeing the plat- 
inum-haired wanton flipped upside 
down and schtupped silly in the 
privacy of her bathroom? A half 
dozen more scenes, each one 

pandering to male stalking 
dreams with alluring, appealingly 
sleazy Euro tarts lost in the plea- 

sures of sodomy, clam lapping, 
double penetration and gang- 

banging. The Voyeur is pure fan- 

tasy, but the sticky mess left in 
the satisfied viewer’s hand isn’t. 

—M. A. 

June HUSTLER 
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( iA NGBA NG ANGELS: 
Swift licks a row of assholes. 

ONE-QUARTER 
Be CERECT 

Directed by Jon Dough: 
Starring Tereza, Stephanie Swift, Mila, 

Alexandra Silk, Holly Body, 
Deva Station, Suzy Cat, Jon Dough, 

Vince Vouyer, Peter North and T. T. Boy. 
Videocassette: Vivid Raw. 

More than a half dozen bounc- 
ing, bubble-headed ball lickers 

romp through Sin-a-Matic’s 

Hawatian-style humps. Outdoor 

locations on the tropical isles 

ensure poor lighting and a rum- 

bling soundtrack. T. T. Boy 

hornswoggles his way into 

satiny shitters belonging to 

Holly Body and Suzy Cat, then 

paints their smiles while Dough 
barks directions off-camera. 
“Pull your skirt aside; keep suck- 

ing it.” Body’s atomic wham- 

mies boom from her chest like 

mushroom clouds, and she 

inhales chud like a choking vic- 

tim gasping her first breath, but 

Dough’s directorial mutterings 

puncture the performance. 

sweetly whimpering fuck face 

Alexandra Silk raises her fanny 

toward the sun. Silk’s silver hot- 

pants bind her knees as a meat- 

secking mussile sails into her slit. 

Bul the camera spins away to 

follow a jumbo jet arcing lazily 
through the sky. Sin-a-Matic 
promises tropical heat, but often 
runs cold. M.A. 
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HALF 
ERECT 

Directed by Neville Chambers: 
starring Cynthia Hammers, Sammie, 

Anna Malle, Ondrea Castille, 
Shelly Berlin, Ray Horsch, 

Hank Armstrong, Pierce Bentley, 
Mack Cannon and Jodie Winchester. 
Videocassette: Plum Productions. 

Dramatic adult videos that 
demand complex dialogue and 

acting skills usually overtax the 

talents of their cocksucking cast 

members. New York Uncovered 

avoids that pitfall by casting the 

talent in roles that seem to come 

naturally. The chicks play 

whores, and the dudes play bully- 

ing, illiterate retards, i.e., rogue 
New York City cops. A blowsy, 

redheaded hooker 1s hauled into 

an interrogation room for an anal- 

cavity search by a flabby police 

officer, who probes her crack 

with rubber-gloved fingers, then 

flails her crap chute with his skin 
baton; uniform cops bust a pair of 

felonious skanks in a clothing 

store and detain them for the pur- 

pose of making unlawful entries 

deep into their gullets; a tramp is 

hauled in for public lewdness, 

and the arresting dick uncovers a 

gigantic mound of unshaved 

beaver. New York Uncovered is a 
decent find. —M. A. 

ASIAN SEX SECRETS: Kung floozie Kobe Tai cunt-flips onto Davis's dork. 
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THE VOYEUR #10: 

Wvanda and Anderson. 

? 

SIN-A-MATIC: 
Cat mounts Boy. 
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NEW YORK UNCOVERED: A rmstrong laps skank’s snatch. 
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RJR Nabisco’s 
favorite porn 

— 

The adult industry has a rich tradition of 

parodying well-known Hollywood films 
with such titles as The Sperminator, 
Hannah Does Her Sisters and When 

Harry Ate Sally, but Al Borda's release 
of Whoreo, an all-black gang-bang of 
a white chick, drew the ire of Oreo 
cookies owner RJR Nabisco. On May 
8, 1996, Borda claims that 20 U.S. 
marshals and attorneys from RJR 
Nabisco raided his Chatsworth, 
California, business and confiscated 
videotapes and records pertaining to 
his sale of Whoreo and its sequel, 
Whoreos’ 
For years, RJR Nabisco's attorneys 

have fended off charges that the com- 
pany pandered to children with its | 
lovable (now retired) Joe Camel ciga- 
rette character and that the corpora- 
tion lied to the American public about 
its efforts to market highly addictive 
and lethal products. Turning their 
attention to the porn industry, RJR 

| a OkKIe and Cancer. Stic K Maker 
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totals anywhere from $60, 000 to $15 
million. 

‘lf they had sought a cease and 
desist, we would have stopped selling 

the tape,” Borda laments. “But they're 
going after us for damages from copy- 
right and trademark infringement and 
dilution of product.” 

What is dilution of product? 
“That means, if some guy is hungry 

_ for cookies, he goes into a video store 

Nabisco's legal brains have sought to | 
collect damages from the makers of 
Whoreo, an amount that Borda claims 

and buys our tape, thinking it's a box 
of Oreos. So, if that happens, we've 
diluted their sales. 

“The RJR Nabisco guys act like 
they're horrified to have their good 
name associated with the dirty porn 
industry,” Borda observes, “but if they 
win a huge settlement from us, we'll 
be making and selling videos for years | 
{0 pay off RJR Nabisco. At least they'll 
be profiting from something that 
doesn't kill people.” 

RJR Nabisco attorneys did not 
respond to repeated requests for com- 
ment on this case. Perhaps they were 
all out on a smoking break. 

Wall to Wall 
Volume 2 

Directed by Johnny Rey: 
starring Charlie, lan Daniels, Kira, 

Gino Greco, Cherie Leveux, 
Richard Keyz, Monique, Jeremy Steele, 
Sharon Kane, Cole Reece, Mia Ciccero, 

Menage Trois, Macy and Naome. 
Videocassette: Pleasure Productions. 

The opening scene in Wall to 

Wall Volume 2: an amateur couple 
in a cheap motel room. The nico- 
tine-stained dominatrix dons a 
gargantuan strap-on dildo, Her 
milquetoast lover trembles, fear- 

ing imminent anal violation. She 
plunges the ersatz cock into his 
clenched raisin. His grimaced 
visage broadcasts intense pain. 
Again and again, she ruthlessly 
stabs his colon with her shit- 
smeared sword. The claustrophobic 
viewer silently screams, franti- 
cally searching for an exit. 
Instead, he is trapped in a maze of 
horror. Two ghetto betties with 
gang tattoos mutually explore 
their polluted-looking love canals 
with slithering eel tongues and 
jewel-encrusted press-on nails; a 
behemoth bitch holds up her rolls 
of belly fat to expose the grayish- 
pink mess of her pussy, then body 
slams a pony-tailed male victim 
in the bathroom. Wall to Wall 
Volume 2 should only be viewed 
to induce vomiting. —M. S. 

Buda 

Directed a John Stagliano: 
Starring Ursula Moore, Reka, 
Judith Grant, Sylvia, Angela, 

Amanda Steel, Christy, Suzy, Blondy, 
Emanuell, Holly Black, Sophia, Leslie, 

Zenza Raggi, Rocco Siffredi, 
Mike Foster, Zsolt Walton, Steve Hard, 
Andrew Youngman, Cowboy, Cho-cho, 

Joe Koo and Marlon Xtravaganza. 
Videocassette: Evil Angel. 

The plot of Buda is incompre- 
hensibly awful. The four-hour, 
double-cassette video takes 
place in Budapest, where helms- 
man John Stagliano and his side 
prick, Rocco Siffredi, attempt to 
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sodomize East European girls 
or a XXX _ vid. Underworld 
thugs kidnap Siffredi; testicles 
shrivel with alarm when Siffredi 
is nearly raped by a screeching 

transvestite. Subtitles crop up 
during painfully long dialogues 
in foreign languages. As if any- 
one gives a shit. Fortunately, 
Budapest is crawling with 
prime, exotic tail. Bubble-assed 

ginches split their cracks for 
multiple keisterings that leave 

hands sticky with appreciation. 
Stagliano’s eye for capturing 
every contour of the beautifully 
formed curves and 
crevices remains unparalleled. 
Buda would be twice as good if 
it were half as long. —M. A. 

floozies’ 

Rearview Mirror 

Directed by Veronica Hart; 
starring Helen Duval, Ruby, Raylene, 
Deva Station, Jamie Lee, Jacklyn Lick, 
Candy Vegas, Monti, Stephanie Swift, 
Asia Carrera, Alberto Rey, Laika Belise, 

Jeremy Steele, J. J. Michaels, 
Joe! Lawrence, Valentino, Billy Glide, 

Colt Steele, Vince Vouyer 
and Jake Steed. 

Videocassette: VCA Platinum Plus. 

In Rearview Mirror Helen 
Duval addresses the fourth-wall 
viewer in a bar, spinning sala- 
cious tales of her days as a chauf- 
feur. As Duval babbles, her syn- 
thetic mams flop to the side like 
an alcoholic aunt’s wig after too 
much spiked eggnog. Her stories 
are vaguely interesting. In a back- 
seat business conference, entre- 
preneur Valentino power-break- 
fasts on Jamie Lee’s quim, white- 
washing her upper lip with gal- 
lons of curdled cream like a “Got 

Milk?” ad gone awry; a porcine 
pretty and Stephanie Swift loosen 
up on prom night, yanking up 
their dresses and peeling off 
white-cotton panties. Their dates, 
drunk on Champale, mount the 
lovelies, pumping away in their 
pink corsages. High-fiving, they 
shoot spuzz on their cummer- 
bunds and return home before 

curfew. Rearview Mirror offers a 
pleasant palm ride, but no reason 
to look back. —M. S. 

HUSTLER June 
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WALL TO WALL: Ciccero spreads 

clammy delight. 

Bad Girls 7: 

Lust Confined 
ONE-QUARTER 

ERECT 

Directed by Ralph Parfait; 
starring Lori Michaels, Sindee Coxx, 
Mila, Jacklyn Lick, Mark Davis, Brad 
Armstrong, lony Tedeschi and Henri 

Pachard. Videocassette: Vivid. 

Occasionally, a deep, meaningful 

butt-fuck can salvage an otherwise 

unwatchable production. Case in 

point: Brad Armstrong’s poetic 
welling of Sindee Coxx’s ever- 

consentual pooper in the opening 

scene of Bad Girls 7. The remain- 

der of the low-concept, low-dollar 

prison flick is as predictable and as 
erotic as Chris Farley’s heart 

attack. Sindee Coxx and Mila 
engage in a lickfest that wouldn't 

turn heads in a real prison, while 
Tony Tedeschi pretends to fuck 

some skag named Jacklyn Lick. 

Other penal imperfections include 
poor lighting, weak money-shots, 

ridiculous violin music, Lick’s 
hideous leg tattoo and a 95-second 

period when the screen goes black 
for no apparent reason. Bad Girls 
7 is best described by the adjective 

in its title. —S. S. REARVIEW MIRROR: Duval collides with lunousine. 
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BUDA: Voyage to the center of Moore’s shithole. 

BAD GIRLS: Coxx patiently earns 

porn-star paycheck. 
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A quick checklist of features reviewed in past issues 
of HUSTLER and HUSTLER EROTIC VIDEO GUIDE. 

Cafe Flesh 2 (VCA) 
Jeanna Fine, Stacy Valentine, Dave Hardman 

Klimaxx (Sin City) 
Angela Ambrus, Gina Savage, Jofi Parker 

L.A. Lust (VCA) 
Helen Duval, Stacy Valentine, Mark Davis 

Skin Xl; Unbound 
(Eurotique Entertainment) 
Nikita, Raylene, Mickey G. 

HUSTLER Presents: 
The World’s Luckiest Man (Vivid Video) 
Jon Dough and 101 porn stars 

é a} 
The Buttmaster 

Goes Around the World (Xcel) 
Reggie, Maria, Zoki Cowboy 

Ben Dover's English Asscapades (VCA) 
Cheryl, Lisa, Steve Perry 

Fountains of Innocence (VCA) 
laren Steele, Juli Ashton, Billy Glide 

Gaia 3 (Private Media Group) 
Erika Bella, Marietta, Mike Foster 

Jammed (Wet Video) 
Cherie Leveux, Raylene, Ron Jeremy 

Up and Cummers #46 (Evil Angel) 
Lejanni Lei, Sana Fey, Randy West 

Pussyman's All American Pussy Search 
(Odyssey Group Video) 

lera Heart, Kay London, Randy West 

The Audition (Wave Film) 
Melissa Hill, Sindee Cox, Steve Hatcher 

College Co-ed Cuties (Sunshine Films) 
Emily, Teri Starr, Steve Hatcher 

Sex Files Volume 2 (Xplor Media) 
Rebecca Love, Briana Lee, Tim Lake 

The Tarnished Knight (Arrow Productions) 
Ashley Renee, Christi Lake, Billy Glide 

Miscreants (Arch Angel Productions) 
Stephanie Swift, Jeanna Fine, Jay Ashley 

One Track Mind (VCA Platinum Plus) 
P J Sparx, Daisey Dahl, Rick Masters 

Pussyman Takes Hollywood 

(Odyssey Group Video) 
Caressa Savage, Summer Knight, Nick East 

The Streets of New York Volume 7 
(Pleasure Productions) 

Christi Lake, Heather Fields, Ray 

Deep Throat: The Quest Begins 
(Arrow Productions) 

Jill Kelly, Karime, William Margold 

My First Time 
(Oooh LaLa Productions) 

Donna Warner, Delfin, Sean Rider 

Screwed (Headlock Films) 
Al Goldstein, Ron Jeremy, Leena 

ONE-QUARTER 

BRECT 
Directed by Michael and Missy; 
Starring Missy, Jill Kelly, Ruby, 
Jacklyn Lick, Johnni Black, 

Stephanie Swift, Alexandra Silk, 
Nici Sterling, Mickey G., 

Brad Armstrong, Peter North, 
John Decker, Vince Vouyer, 

Alex Sanders, Steve Hatcher and 
Mark Davis. 

Videocassette: Wicked Pictures. 

Heart & Soul presents four fuck 
Vignettes in settings decorated 

with fake-marble statues, rose 

petals and plastic ivy to approxi- 

mate the look of a Hallmark card. 
Deep-thinking, blond hump kitten 

Missy recites poetry that sounds 
like it might have been plagia- 
rized from the journal of a socially 
retarded seventh grader. In 

“Fear,” the first drama, Missy's 

poetic flights of fancy turn to gut- 

tural screams as three fat cocks 

simultaneously invade her tight 

orifices. Triple-penetration cul- 
minates in a cum downpour that 

drenches the blond carnivore. 

Unfortunately, high standards of 
artistic depravity are not main- 

tained. In “Fantasy,” one of the 

most torturous scenes ever to find 
its way into a wretched adult 
entertainment, Peter North plays 

Queen of Mardi Gras and dons a 
sparkling feathered mask tn order 
to dork a vixen who wisely hides 

her face behind a layer of veils. 

The costumed couple awkwardly 
labors like ostriches in heat. 

Heart & Soul is gutless. —M.S. 

Directed by Brad Armstrong; 
starring Jenna Jameson, Avalon, 
Missy, Holly Body, Nikki Lynn, 
Kaitlyn Ashley, Johnni Black, 

Mark Davis, Brad Armstrong, 
Peter North, T. T. Boy, Steve Drake, 
Mickey G. and Jonathan Morgan. 
Videocassette: Wicked Pictures. 

In Paradise, Jenna Jameson 
arrives at an island resort seeking 

“relaxation.” The supposedly 

boner-tired porn starlet unwinds 
by smoking Peter North's fat joint, 

then relaxes with T. T. Boy’s ram- 
rod crammed up her snizz. Both 
putzes therapeutically coat 
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x PARADISE: Jameson as doubles partner. 

Jameson's chops with testicle 

lotion. Everyone in Paradise ful- 

fills a fantasy. Jameson, Avalon 
and Missy dress up like blond 

Swahili tribe wenches, dance 
around with spears and cannibalize 
one anothers’ clams. Mickey G. 

eats his own cum, licking it from 

Missy's freshly fucked ass pillows, 

then drooling it back into her 

mouth. Holly Body lives out her 

dream of being anally violated. 

Paradise is mostly pleasant. 
—M. A. 

HUSTLER June 
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"Private Entertainment offers 
“Masseuse 3”, the latest, sex- 

soaked video from the series that | 
changed XXX film! Vivid Video's © 

Taylor stars as a beautiful woman 
who sees sex as the 

ultimate deep 
muscle therapy! | 

Get “Masseuse 3” | 
and get the knots 

out of your love muscle! 

Get the whole set! Enjoy “Masseuse” and 
“Masseuse 2” for just $5.99 each when you 
buy “Masseuse 3”. Or you can order them [ 

separately for just $19.95 each! 

very video reviewed 
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item She shows you how to 
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orgy! Approx. 77 min. 
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| F (continued from page 31) 

| Hot Letters | commanded Marie with two of her favorite words: “Swallow it.” 

Luckily, there were no Twinkies or cupcakes around to compete with my dingdong. 

Instead, her firm rump milked my bone 
like a titty fuck from behind. 

Frida’s climax was imminent. Her 
spasms began in the chest area, sending 
those two creamy orbs flopping in oppo- 
site directions. Our mouths fused together, 
and her tongue slipped down my throat. 
Whatever perfume she was wearing 
smelled so fucking good, I swore to burn 
my entire library. From that moment on, | 
devoted my life to beaver! 

“Yesss,” hissed the orgasmic researcher. 
“Fuck. Me. Fuck. Me. Fuuuck!” Her erup- 
tion was violently volcanic. | noticed an 
involuntary clenching of her gluteus-max- 
imus muscles; the friction was sufficient to 
unleash my own load. 

I howled, “Thank fucking God, I’m 
coming!” When it’s been a long time 
since my last spurt, | throw science out 
the window and turn religious. My vocal 
enthusiasm was matched by a geyser of 
chum, spraying a straight, white line that 
began at Frida’s tailbone and ended 
between her shoulders. 

The last buck of Frida’s hips was accom- 
panied by a sickening crunch. Sparks flew 
everywhere. She’d smashed the Vagometer 
Fuck-Gun! We fell to the ground and 
panted among the exposed wiring. 

“Well, Doctor,” Frida gasped, “we'll 
simply have to continue our studies with 
more organic methods.” Having said as 
much, she dove to suck my limp, spermy 
sausage the way most babes reach for a 
postcoital cigarette. I can’t tell you guys 
out there how to get laid, but I’m having 
the time of my life. —J.C. 

Glen Ridge, New Jersey 

HOMEBODIES 

Landing a job where I work out of my 
home was the greatest move of my life— 
and my sex life. I finagled a hoity-toity 
administrative position with a govern- 
ment agency five years ago. So far, it’s 
been a dream-come-true. My wife is never 
around; so she doesn’t notice the proces- 
sion of hot, young chippies the agency 
sends over to help with paperwork. 
Usually, the only assignment these trol- 
lops get their hands on is straightening 
out my long, skinny, crooked willie. 

Recently, a particularly fuckable flesh- 
pot was assigned to my case. At a ripe 22 
years of age, she was older than most of the 
volunteers who sign on, but I wasn’t about 
to complain. This big-boned bitch looked 
just like Marie Osmond—a favored 
splooge fantasy of my youth. We'll call the 
temp tramp in question by the name Marie 
as well; if this letter isn’t anonymous, I’m 

afraid my wife will find out. 

Marie worked in the west wing of the 
house, making copies and tackling other 
brainless bimbo tasks. | kept a close eye on 

_ her for weeks before finally approaching 

| 
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her. She was bent over the copier, wiggling 
her gargantuan heinie ever so temptingly. 
One could argue that Marie’s pooper pil- 
lows were a little too plump, but can a man 
really get his hands on too much ass? 

“Oh,” exclaimed a startled Marie as my 
palm slapped her cushion. “Excuse me, 
sir. | didn’t mean—that is, |—oh, damn.” 
Like a child caught with her mitts in the 
cookie jar, Marie handed over her Xerox 
project: a photo of a nude beefcake model 
with my face pasted on top! 

I spat a weary, “Tsk, tsk,” in order to 

allow Marie a teasing glimpse of my 
_ tongue. Women tell me I’m the best cun- 
| nilinguist they’ve ever met; whenever the 
chance arises, I flash the tool of my trade. 
“Marie, you've been caught in a rather 
compromising position. | feel your pain; 
it’s happened to me many times. Let me 
soothe you where it counts.” 

Within seconds, her skirt was lifted, 
and her bare butt rested upon the copier. 
It’s funny how heifers like Marie often 
have petite, polite beavers. Big girls don’t 
get fucked as much; so things stay tight 
south of the belly. 

I dove for her intimate juices, lapping 

HUSTLER June 

the smooth, salmon-colored folds of her 
pouty pussy. She shook and shimmied, 
smearing snail tracks across the glass. At 
one point, Marie accidentally hit the START 
button; the ensuing flash of green light 
did not divert my muff-diving mission. 

Swooning, the plus-size honey bab- 
bled, “You really live up to your nick- 
name, Champ. So tongue-treat my clitoris 
like Muhammad Ali with a punching 
bag!” Marie seemed so sweet and inno- 
cent at first, but now she was talking dirty 
and digging her nails into my silvery head 
of hair. I jabbed, spun and poked two fin- 
gers into her taut clam. Her walls con- 
tracted with a shudder; I realized I'd bet- 
ter slow down and stave off her orgasm 
until I could receive a little genital service 
as well. Like a gentleman, I hoisted Marie 
from her perch and plopped her large 
frame before me. 

| commanded Marie with two of her 
favorite words: “Swallow it.” Luckily, 
there were no Twinkies or cupcakes 
around to compete with my dingdong, 
Her broad facial features pressed them- 
selves against my pubes; Marie managed 
to down the whole enchilada in one gulp. 
My hands clenched her helmet of dark, 
sprayed hair. Brutally, | fucked her great 
big pichole. The chubby slut loved every 
bite. Once in a while, she looked up at me 

4] 
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Hot Lette 9S Ail around me, the same women who spurned my advances were 

hysterically crying. | kind of got off on that, but there was no time to palm my bishop. 

and smiled, which scared the hell out of 
me. This sow had immense choppers! 

“Marie,” I rasped, desperate to with- 
draw from her esophagus before an acci- 
dent of Lorena Bobbitt proportions went 
down. “I'd love to lay you on this expen- 
sive carpet and pork the shit out of you. 
But I’m sorry to announce that I’ve got a 
meeting in five minutes.” Having made 
my apologies, I reclaimed my diggler 
from its tonsil-reconnaissance mission. 
Jizz belched from the engorged tip, splat- 
tering upon Marie’s oversized chin and 
cheap, blue Kmart dress. I heaved a sigh 
of relief and peeled off one last squirt into 
her eye. 

Marie hasn’t been back to the house | 
since that day. I suppose she got what she 
wanted: nice, steamy head from the man 

they call the Champ. My wife taught me 
everything I know, but I don’t think it’s 

important to tell my wife how I use that 
knowledge. Eating ain’t cheating. 
— Name and address withheld upon request 

TRAGIC BUS 

My hands are shaking as I type this letter. 
The nervous tremors have little to do with 
the fact that I just jerked off to a soft-core, 
cable sex-flick starring Sean Young. 
Although that hot fucking tramp is 
enough to turn any man into an epileptic! 
You can tell she probably enjoys anal sex 
on a regular basis; she’s got the sick-bitch 
look and demeanor of most chicks who 
crave a kiesterful of the large, stiff stuff. 
But I digress. 

I’m flustered by what I saw after flip- 

ping the channel away from Sean’s 
shapely shitter and onto CNN Headline 
News. Recently, a bus carrying college kids 
from the United States was ambushed in 
Guatemala. The despicable, inhuman 
hijackers robbed everyone on board and 
dragged five young women to a nearby 
sugar plantation. 

In the cane field, the unwilling coeds — 
whose ages ran the tender range of 18 to 
20 years old—were repeatedly raped. 
When I ponder the horror of those sweet, 
innocent, teenage girls lying facedown in 
the dirt...tight jeans around their ankles 
and bare bottoms exposed to the brutal, 

sweaty thrusts of swarthy terrorists... 
well, I’m actually forced to step away 

from my keyboard for a moment. I need 
to cool down. 

Sorry, but nothing chokes me up like 

the assault upon an unsuspecting nubile. 
Adding insult to injury, a Guatemalan 
ambassador appeared on the television 
screen to dismiss the rape-and-pillage 
reports as “exaggerations.” 

“We don’t believe that portraying 
Guatemala that way is a just way,” stated 
Pedro Lamport, the greasy, ugly little 
Central American apologist. My cock was 
already limp; now the flaccid member 
was about to implode in disgust. If only | 
had saved my load for a contemptuous 
splat upon his cathode countenance! | 
know the true horror within the region’s 
lush jungles...for I, too, was raped in 

- Guatemala. Perhaps reliving the experi- 
ence within the pages of HUSTLER will 

exorcise the demons I’ve grappled with 
since that fateful, humiliating day. 

Last summer, I found myself on a 

noisy, rundown bus, sweating profusely 
while chugging past Mayan ruins. My 

best friend, Victor, had talked me into a 

_hellacious week with his Guatemalan 
activist group. Their tour needed extra 
bodies for a petition of the United 
Nations’ Committee Against Torture. 

The real torture was spending seven 
days in a smelly, filthy country without 
drinkable water. I didn’t speak the lan- 

guage; | didn’t appreciate the prepon- 

derance of maggot-encrusted roadkill in 
the streets; worst of all, I didn’t get laid. 
Not a single one of the foxy, big-breasted, 

_Earth-mama, activist babes from San 

Francisco’s most “open-minded” unt- 
versity agreed to suckle my palooza. 

HUSTLER June 

That’s what I call hypocritical! 
My balls turned a deep shade of blue 

from the lack of pussy, pornography 
(which is illegal in Guatemala City) or 

even late-night cable television. I was 
pondering what a sweet life we masturba- 
tors take for granted in the good ol’ U.S. 
of A. when six men in militaristic fatigues 
stormed onto the bus. 

The leader was a Fidel Castro look- 

_ alike who brandished a machine gun and 
screamed gibberish at the top of his lungs. 

All around me, the same women who 

spurned my advances were hysterically 
crying. I kind of got off on that, but there 
was no time to palm my bishop. Fidel 
ordered everyone to file outside, where 
we were stripped of our clothes behind a 
decaying temple. 

Unfortunately, the woody I so cleverly 
concealed within my Fruit of the Looms 

only grew bigger when exposed to the 
balmy breeze. And when the row of hip- 
pie chicks popped their tops, I thought I 
was going to pop all over a terrorist’s leg! 
Those helpless lovelies were still appeal- 
ing, vivacious females, even while tear- 

fully staring down the barrels of automatic 
weapons. 

Man, you should have seen this one 
captive cutie, Donna. She packed a 

(continued on page 141) 
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“She’s got her mother’s eyes, her 
Aunt Susan's freckles, and she’s the 
greatest thing that ever happened to 
her daddy's dick!” 

So beams proud papa Keith 
Bolding as he fusses over his infant 
daughter, Kayla, in New York City’s 
Riverside Park. Bolding refers not to 
incest or pedophilia—“I'd kill any- 
one who so much as thought of Kayla 
in a sexual way”—but to the irre- 
sistible pull that cute babies exert on 
cule women. 

“In the half year since the baby 
was born, my life has been pussy par- 
adise,” Bolding says. 

As though to punctuate Bolding’s 
testimony, a chesty, red-haired coed 
from nearby Barnard College detours 
off the jogger’s path directly to 
Kayla’s stroller. 

“What a gorgeous baby!” the 
sweats-clad teenager coos into the 
carriage. “What's your name, sweet- 
heart?” 

“Her name is Kayla,” Bolding 
interjects. “What's yours?” 

“Erin.” The jiggly jogger giggles. 
“You have the most beautiful baby. | 
wish I could take her home.” 

“I'd miss her too much.” Bolding 
chuckles. “But we'd love to come and 
visit you.” 

“Would you?” A hint of naughty 
knowingness Slips into Erin’s voice. 

Bolding follows Erin to her dormi- 
tory suite. Erin's roommate is 
delighted to mind Kayla_ while 
Bolding tends to business. 

“I fucked the redhead three times 
that first day.” He grins. “She told 
me She was moved by the obviously 
deep affection I felt for my daughter. 
I slapped my schlong between her 
huge, creamy, 19-year-old mams and 
tweaked her plump, pink nipples. 1 
thought, You have no idea how deep it 
goes. Then I blew a load on her face. 

“Thank God for kids.” 
* * . 

Watch women watch men with 

infants. Primal, biochemical maternal 
instincts take hold. The females 
become transfixed, edgy and obvi- 
ously turned on. The sight of a father 
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Restrictive attitudes in the name of so-called morality increasingly take the fun out of fucking. 

Through good, old-fashioned homespun knowledge, hearsay, scientific facts and outright lies, 

this series strives to spread the word that rubbing uglies is a beautiful experience. 

Lady’s Man, Junior 
HAVING KIDS IS A SUREFIRE WAY TO SCORE CHICKS 

BY SELWYN HARRIS 

arouses myriad hot points in the 
female psyche: her own pop, her bio- 
logical drive to reproduce and the 
loaded fact that the little sucker has a 
mommy somewhere. 

In the February 1998 issue of 
Details magazine, rock songstress Liz 
Phair supports a notion that first-time 
dads have happily stumbled upon for 
centuries. “Women love a man with a 
baby,” quips Phair. “It’s not about the 
baby — it’s that the baby means another 
woman has marked him as desirable.” 

* * te 

Horny men have long lauded the 
power of walking a dog in pursuit of 
pink, but mutts are weak cooze magnets 
compared to the lure of the moppet. 

“Max was Mr. Semireliable,” 
states Brandt Dunlap, a 34-year-old 

* ILLUSTRATION BY JIM BLANCHARD 

furniture designer from Brooklyn, in 
reference to his beloved French bull- 
dog. “I'd walk him three times a day, 
and at the end of the week, I'd typi- 
cally have a few new girls’ phone 
numbers. I called lots of these chicks, 
and sometimes it worked out; other 
times, it didn’t. That was before my 
son, Adam, came along. 

“Now I walk Max and the kid, and 
| close the deal with three new girls a 
week. Fatherhood may be its own 
reward, but the attendant snatch it’s 
brought is one sweet surprise.” 

Unaware of Dunlap’s boasts of 
newfound sexual prolificity is his 
wife, Terri Ann, an actress in her late 
20s. She loves the attention Brandt 
lavishes on their son for other reasons. 

“Giving birth damn near killed 

HUSTLER June 
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. Black Beauty — Super-flexible 1" thick, 7" long black vibrator. 
Multi-speed vibes with clitoral stimulator. 
Item #1191 Was $10<95 

Soft Touch — Super soft, nontextured latex vibrator, 8 full inches. 
Quiet multi-speed vibrations. 
Item #1475 Was $28705 

Thin Jelly Vibe — This 8'/2" long, 1'/2" wide “jelly” vibe is super-flexible 
to satisfy your deepest desire! Soft, smooth, skin-like fee] Multi-speed. 
Item #7482 Was $2095 

The Corkscrew — Ridged pleasure for clitoris, vagina, anus. 
(9" long, 1'/2 thick shaft. Multi-speed w/remote, 
Item #2077 Was $1885 

Big 10-inch — Fill ‘er up. Flexible 10-inch long, 2 thick latex phallus. Multi-speed 
Item #2450 Was $24<95 

Mr. Satisfier — 10 full, soft latex inches. Soft veined surface increases stimulation. 
Item #2869 Was $2705 

Black Tower — Soft ebony “foreskin” rolls back like an uncircu mcised 
enis. 2" thick, 8'/," long. Multi-speed. 
tem #5050 Was $22595 

More Or re Products! 

The Virgin —Lube your hard 
a) penis and sink it into this 
| 4° deep, fleshy latex lovepocket., 

= _| The first time you enter The 
~~ Virgin, you'll break the latex 

™ hymen” for that “first time” feeling. Multi-speed. 
Item #3830 Was $34-35 

Prolong Lubricator — For staying power she'll love 
you for. Just a dab of this special benzocaine formula 
can turn you into a marathon lover. Comes in a 
handsome | oz. jar, 
ltem #7348 ‘as $8-05 

Slippery Stuff - This deluxe sex lube puts all others in 
second place! Specially formulated to feel like your 
own natural lubrication. You can even have sex in water 
without losing any lubrication. 8 oz. squeeze-top bottle, 
Item #1002 Was $1>-35 

Mr. Thin —7 '/2 inches of probing sensuality. Slender 1°/s" wide shaft. 
Perfect for deep-thrusting penetration. 
Item #8850 

Thick Jelly Vibe - This super-flexible “jelly” vibe satisfies! Measures 8" 
ph and 14/,"thick with nubby stimulators at the bulbous base. 
Multi-speed vibrations. 
ltem #7481 Was $24-95 

Mr. Thick — For ladies who hunger for a thick shaft. 15/," thick shaft. 6" 
long. Pleasure-nubbed, fill'er up base 
ltem #8750 

Caress ~ So flesh-like, it feels like the real thing. Flexes to your body's 
inner contours. Multi-speed. 
Item #6148 

The Equalizer - 4'/," jong anal stimulator delivers loaded rear-end 
entry. Multi-speed remote control. 
Item#1285 $2205 
FREE Vibrator Guide - ith an) 
a tree guide-ELECTRIC ECSTASY. You'll 2 

ihe G-Spot, achieving de: Dp Vaginal 

YOURS FREE with your purchase' 

"Prolong Your Erection!" 
Pleasure Rings - Flexible rubber rings fit 
comfortably around the base of your penis for 
prolonged erection. Or, before full erection, slip 
the large ring around your penis and 
testicles for added sexual pleasure! You get 3 
diameter sizes: 1", 1 ‘/2", 2” 
Item #8447 Was $12705 

12 XXX Videos-F 1G AAA VIUCUS = F 
a ae with any purchase! 

te [welve hot starlets go at it with 
hard studs and lesbian lovers. 
starring Tami Monroe, Viper, 
Nina Hartley, Madison 
and more! 
Item #6364 YOURS FREE! 
You pay only $4.95 postage 
& handling. 

Vibrator purchase, we'll include 
| ry , ry iii imc ft rot F iba CAD NOW=-[105 lor @e@ttine the 

most (rom vor vibrator, findine 

124.99 Value orgasms. Fully wlustrated 

Adam & Eve +P.0. Box 900+ —[DepiF HHi48] * Carrboro, NC 27510 
a Please rush the products listed in plain packaging 

my video, vibrator guide and hot sex catalog! 
—! Check or Bank Money Order VISA 2 MasterCard 2 American Express . r ~ ii r, re _ (Sorry, no Cash or COD's) ($10 Minimum for Change Orders Please) 

Exp. Date Acct. # 

signature 

Name ;, . 
(Please print clearly) lam 18. 21 years in NE. WY 

Address mee 

Gity — State _ Zip 

Offer void in AL, MS, UT, TN, KY. & AR 

Item # Description Price 

VG | ¢ 

1 

\9 

cca Vibrator Guide $ FREE 
Sex Catalog $ FREE 

#6364 12 Free XXX Videos (p&h) | $ 4.95 
Order Total $ 

ORDER BY PHONE: ry A - 7, 

24 Hours 

| “800-274-0333 or Fax. 1-800-794-3318 



Sex Play “I’ve almost entirely lost interest in guys who let their testes languish. Show me 

you’re a man—make some babies, and treat them right—and I'll do anything for you.” 

me,” Terri Ann says, “and that was after a 
pregnancy that made my every moment a 
nightmare of sickness and pain. I adore 
our little boy, Adam, but he took an 
extreme toll on me physically. 

“I was disgusted with myself after 
delivery.” Terri Ann sighs. “And exhaust- 
ed—sleep was a far-off memory. But 
Brandt has been a real blessing. He 
spends so much time with Adam, it gives 
me a rest.” Terri Ann smiles lovingly at 
her husband. 

Brandt puts Max on a leash, readies 
Adam’s stroller and pockets fresh con- 
doms. The wee one needs a bit of air. 

ba ae * 

“Oftentimes, women associate erotic 
experiences with birth and child-rearing: 
feelings of arousal while nursing, et 

cetera,” comments Dr. Daniel Georgiades, 
an East Coast psychotherapist. “I discov- 
ered the masculine equivalent when a 
patient of mine fathered twins.” 

Georgiades’s patient, William, landed 
so much tail postpartum that, in time, the 
doctor feared him teetering toward male 
nymphomania. 

“Prior to the pregnancy, William was 
reserved, shy, something of a mouse,” 
says Georgiades. “His wife wore the 
pants in their household. But something 
changed in him after she conceived, He 
grew proud, vital. Once he learned his 
sperm had done double duty, it was like 
talking to Tarzan. Women noticed him for 
the first time in his life. Somehow, he 
knew how to handle it.” 

Big Bill’s paternity-fueled machismo 
exploded upon the healthy arrival of his 
son and daughter. 

“He was all over the nurses in the hospi- 
tal,” Georgiades remembers. “They ate it 

up. I’ve never been jealous of a patient, but 
William’s reinvention from mouse to macho 
was largely responsible for my own kids.” 

Bill’s story shows no sign of ending. 
“T met William at the day-care center 

where I work,” says 27-year-old teacher 

Melissa S. “He was all darling daddiness, 

and yet had a certain stud appeal. You had 
to see him handle his kids. He was so 
devoted, so patient. I'd get wet watching 
him wipe the twins’ noses. 

“One Friday he came to pick them up. 
I requested to confer with him briefly.” 
Melissa wipes her eyes and adjusts the 
crotch of her pantyhose. “He asked Mrs. 
Wrigley, who has a little boy at the center, 
if she’d look after the twins on the play- 
ground until he came out. 

“William knew. He locked the class- 
room door and pushed me on my desk. 
What hands! He changed diapers with 

those same fingers that undid my blouse.” 

Melissa composes herself and con- 
tinues. “After he shot his stuff up inside 
me, he said, ‘My children need me. Gotta 

go.’ I came again on the spot. When | 
escorted William to the playground, Mrs. 
Wrigley sauntered by me and murmured, 
‘Welcome to the club.’ I was stunned. 

“Since then,” Melissa sums up, “I’ve 
almost entirely lost interest in guys who 
let their testes languish. Show me you're 
a man—make some babies, and treat them 
right—and I'll do anything for you.” 

* ca * 

“Most people assume little Darnell is not 
my son,” points out 26-year-old Caucasian 

Kevin Bisch. “I mean, he’s black. But that’s 

great. I tell people—meaning women—that 
my wife had a hysterectomy when she was 
young. And what else, Darnell?” 

The rambunctious Darnell springs to 
life and chirps, “I’m *dopted!” The would- 
be father and son high-five each other, and 
Kevin scans the sidewalk for skirts. 

In truth, Darnell is the toddler off- 
spring of Bisch’s downstairs neighbors. 
After originally baby-sitting in an emer- 
gency, Bisch now spends nearly all his 
free time with the tot. 

“At first I told the truth, and women 
just smirked and said, “Oh, cute.” It wasn’t 

until I blurted out the adoption angle that 
my fortunes changed. 

“Me and Darnell are a triple-threat 
appeal to female nuttiness,” Bisch rea- 
sons. “They feel bad for Darnell suppos- 
edly being a crack orphan, they feel bad 

for me because of the crippled cunt at 
home, and they feel warm in exactly the 
right spots over how noble I am.” 

Indie-rock diva Liz Phair backs up 
Bisch’s conclusions. “If there really was 
no [other] woman,” Phair told Details, 

“the single daddy wouldn’t be so attrac- 
tive. Women would think — What's wrong 

with him? Why did she leave? And why do 
I have to raise her kid?” 

Bisch escorts Darnell to a multiplex 
showing the Disney comedy Flubber. As 

they wait in line at the refreshment stand, 
a screening of the weepy romantic smash 
Titanic \ets out. Bisch is instantly mun- 
dated with lovesick honeys. He lifts 
Darnell up, sits the tyke on his shoulders 

and imparts this advice to the quim-lorn: 

“Get yourself one of these by any means 
necessary. Well, keep it legal.” 

A pair of blondes play peekaboo with 
Darnell as Bisch orders him a kiddie snack. 
They then enter the theater as a foursome. 

Bisch turns and grins: “The closest 
thing to heaven is a child.” @& 

“Go ahead, I dare you to insult my intelligence tonight!” 

June HUSTLER 47 
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for peeing in the flower bed,” gushes 
Southern belle turned streetwalker 

Daisy, “Ever since, I’ve had a hard-on 

for watersports. New York City is such 
a perfect place for me. I’ve turned my 
perversion into profit. Guys pay just to 
see me spread my legs and shoot hot pee 
on the ground or on their face, My aim 
is perfect. | can beat most any prick in a 

pissing contest. I empty my bladder, and 

tricks line up to fill my hole.” 
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TALES or SEXUAL CARNAGE FROM THE 
NOVEL PARADOXIA BY LYDIA LUNCH 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD KERN 

Fueled by dope and insatiable sexuality, Lydia Lunch prowls New York’s scummy streets and a 

rat-trap hotel in search of a dose of erotic atrocity. Culled from her fuck-drenched memotr, 

Lunch’'s real-life tales reduce seedy rockers, stoned-out pushers and hungry whores to human prey. 



and purple bruises from her implants, 

A confirmed confrontationalist and multi- 
media provocateur, Lydia Lunch has 
assaulted the mainstream with music, 
spoken-word poetry and film, collaborat- 
ing with the likes of seminal beefcake — 
Henry Rollins, novelist Hubert Selby Jr. 
and filmmaker Richard Kern. 

In the following excerpt from her new 
memotr, Paradoxia: A ) 
sexual travelogue of New York’s grimy 
underbelly of the late 1970s and Los 
Angeles’s crazed punk scene of the early 
‘60s, Lunch exhibits a sexual ferocity that 
verifies her predatory nature. 

* so * 

I hit the park again, trying to move the 
last of the shit. I had ten black beauties 
left and three weeks to go before I could 
head back up to the doctor in the Bronx. 
Waiting for something to give. A sleazy 
regular, Sal, offered to scoop the lot. 
Invited me back to a small cafe he ran 
next door to the Chelsea Hotel. The menu 
consisted of falafels, hummus and 
Turkish coffee. It was littke more than a 
glorified take-out stand with a few tables 
and chairs stuffed against the wall. Used 
as a front for something, the ridiculous 
rent would never be met by nickel and 
diming it over sandwiches. 

| couldn’t fucking stand Sal, his awful | 
hair, black and greasy slicked back to 

Diary | hated the way she bounced in the room eager to take us all upstairs to oogle the fresh scars 
a gift from Daddy. | couldn’t wait to smash her in the fucking face. 

cover a bald spot. He always stunk of 
booze and sex, filthy hands nervously — 

_ checking front and back pockets, smooth- 
ing his oily mane back, grabbing his own — 
ass, running a dirty index finger over — 

_ chapped lips. I tolerated him, intrigued by 
his cohorts from Long Island. Disturbed 
avant-jazz musicians who'd occasionally 
play the city, singing songs of basement — 
torture and mutilation set over a back- 
drop of spastic din. The Night Stalker 
meets Albert Ayler. Strange brew. I dug it. 
Sal’s the one who set me up with “Ill 
Will.” My short-lived affair with the 
benign cannibal. When I asked Sal for 
Will’s address at Riker’s, he said don’t 
bother. He’s in for life plus 30 years. End 
of subject. 

Stalling over a second muddy coffee, 
when in walk the Long Island Four. A 
relief from the useless drivel, rude com- 
ments and unwanted advances that were 
Sal’s trademark. The pig just couldn’t 
keep his hands to himself or his trap shut. 
Just to be a prick, he’d do shit like douse 
you in the face with beer, just to get a 
reaction, if he felt you were ignoring him. 
Which I did to the best of my abilities. 
Using him to unload pills, for free coffee — 
or his unique acquaintances. 

I had a crush on the lanky one, the 
Singer, who’d stand behind the drums, 

“The bitch gives great fuckin’ trunk!” 

June HUSTLER 

towering over, re-telling gruesome tales 
of kidnapping and forced sodomy. He 
possessed a strange charm, a slippery 
smile which would light up the dull 
pauses between lengthy silences. Sal and 
the Long Island Four went back fourteen 
or more years, since their junior high 
school days. They had little left to chew 
over except the seedy details of things 
done and nearly forgotten, whose twisted 
memories would be shared and refuelled 
in sample phrases only they could 
decode. Like “Backseat Booby-trap,” 
“Gin-Soaked Gang Bang,” “Trial by 
Tittie-Torture”; references to their shared 
escapades of male bonding, female degra- 
dation. Cruel bastards for whom I had a 
soft spot. 

They’d just blown in from the Island, 
taking a room upstairs at the Chelsea. 
Gina was coming in too, to show off her 
new tits. She was the only woman they 
ever mentioned by name. An irritable 
cunt with a shitty attitude. I detested her 
immediately, partly because she shared in 
the Long Island Four’s sadistic history of 
sexual abuse, which until now I'd only 
got secondhand. Something about her just 
crawled up my ass. Her phony smile, con- 
descending attitude, petty jealousy, dyed 
hair, fake nails and JAP upbringing did 
little to endear her to me—I hated the way 
she bounced in the room eager to take us 
all upstairs to oogle the fresh scars and 
purple bruises from her implants, a gift 
from Daddy. I couldn’t wait to smash her 
in the fucking face. 

The Long Island Four had lucked out, 
securing one of the larger rooms in the 
Chelsea, which was by now, if it hadn’t 
always been, a flea-bitten rat trap whose 
glorious history of bohemian rhapsody 
had long since ceased to resonate. The 
room overlooked 23rd Street, the noise of 
its traffic filling in the blank silence and 
greedy anticipation, as speed was chopped 
out. I didn’t do speed, I was edgy enough. 
I poured myself a glass of Jack Daniel’s. 
Smoked some hash that was doing the 
rounds. Waiting for the show to begin. 

Gina was already hopped up on caf- 
feine and diet pills; so she contented her- 
self with a single line. Greedy bitch. I still 
wanted to smack her. The Long Island 
Four settled into their usual ritual: snort a 
line or two, smoke some hash, pour a 
drink and speak in code. Over and over 
again. Sal, acting as lead instigator, 
clapped his hands three times, saying, 
“Ladies and gentlemen...quiet, please... 
break out those fucking tits.... ” Shooting 
back a slug of Jack and slamming the 
glass down, he demanded Gina take off 
her top. A striped number which she 
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‘Diary Tells me to stick the coke bottle inside her. Stick it in her pussy. Fuck her. a that cunt. | 
spit on the rim, dribbling a little inside. Gina starts begging, “No, Sal, please, not this again.. 

slowly unbuttoned, basking in the atten- 
tion. All eyes on her tits. Still swollen, 
black and blue around the edges, 
magenta scars, they were beautiful. A 
perfect 36C. 

A debate ensued between Sal and two 
members of the Four. Votes taken on pref- 
erence of real vs fakes. Sal, outnumbered, 
sided with the silicone. Warren, the one | 
had my eye on for the past few weeks, 
insisted on an up-close comparison, sug- 
gesting I lend my tits to the conversation. 
Since I’ve always considered them one of 
my finer assets, I had no inhibitions about 
tweaking them once or twice, coyly 
exposing first the left, then the right, and 
finally releasing them from the prison of | 
my clothes. Warren let out a small grunt, 
walking over and cupping first my tits, 
then Gina’s, hers still sore from surgery. 

The self-proclaimed expert gently fon- 
dled the fleshy mounds checking for 
ripeness, fullness, contour and sensitivity. 
Applying tongue and teeth to nipples, he 
gauged the response. Satisfied with the 
results, he declared my tits the winner, 
complaining that Gina’s reminded him of 
a Granny Smith that had failed to blos- 
som. They were stuck forever stitched in 
place, two hardballs miles from home- 
plate that might indeed help Gina to 
score, but had failed to win her the game. 

“Sick, twisted, perverted. 

In a snit, she screamed, “Fuck off you 
fucking speed freak!!!” and disappeared 
into the bathroom. 

Warren and Sal celebrated her humili- 
ation with two more lines, another stick 
of hash and more Jack Daniel’s. The other 
three of the Long Island Four begged off, 
heading up to Show World to catch one of 
their girlfriends headlining a live sex 
show. Sal insisted they stay, he’d get Gina 
to put on a show as soon as she was fin- 
ished in the bathroom. They shrugged it 
off as old news and split. 

Warren invited me over to the fuzzy 
chair his 6-8 frame dominated, insisting I 
sit on his lap. He was in desperate need of 
flesh to bounce his speed jitters off of. He 
grabbed me by both tits, holding on to me 
like a small pony as he bounced me up 
and down. Stirring the fiery liquid which 
was slowly intoxicating me. I was only 
one more drink from drunk. I asked him 
to slow it down, let me do the bouncing. I — 
began a slow grind against him, forcing 
my ass into his crotch, bearing down as | 
felt him stiffen. Big dick. Small hole. | 
was getting gooey. He slipped his hands 
between my legs. Felt the moisture. The 
heat. Responded by flexing his prick. 

Sniffing his finger. Sticking it in his 
mouth. Demanded to taste my pussy. | 
slip my pants off, straddle the chair, Tease 

Dennis Rodman and Marv Albert passing on the street. 

60 June HUSTLER 

his tongue with pussy. Bury his face in it, 
pull away. Slam it against him. Pull it 
away. He catches me between his teeth. 
Chews on my peach fuzz, the sweet flesh 
beneath it. Jabs at me with his fleshy tip. 
I shiver. 

Sal, supine on the bed, all the while 
hissing out directions: “Spread those 
cheeks, show me some asshole, rim that 
cunt, suck it...suck it...” until Warren tells 
him to shut the fuck up. His running com- 
mentary a blight on our high. Gina saun- 
ters out of the bathroom in her panties and 
heels. She must have dropped a few more 
diet pills, you could almost feel her scars 
crawl. Sal instructs her to come no closer, 
to turn around, face the wall and bend 
over, to expose some pink. She smiles 
demurely mumbling a “Yes, Daddy” and 
does what’s expected. Sal and Gina have 
been screwing each other for years. Hate- 
fucking. 

Sal gets the brilliant idea of dragging 
me into it. Instructing me to remove my 
cunt from Warren's face and pick up the 
coke bottle from the dresser. A filthy left- 
over from the last tenants. Crusted with 
dust and dried sugar water. Motions me 
over to Gina, still obediently bent over, 
waves me in her direction. Tells me to 
stick the coke bottle inside her. Stick it in 
her pussy. Fuck her. Fuck that cunt. I spit 
on the rim, dribbling a little inside. Gina 
starts begging, “No, Sal, please, not this 
again....” 

“Shut your fucking mouth, you scum- 
sucker; open your pussy. Open it, you 
fucking cunt!” 

Gina starts to whine. And wiggle her 
fucking ass. The bitch thrives on humili- 
ation. She parts her hairy slit, revealing 
deep purples, browns, gray, pink. Warren 
cocks his head to improve his view. He’s 
taken his dick out, half erect and moist, 
resting against his belly. Sal’s rubbing 
his prick against the pillow, slowly 
humping, raised up on one elbow. 
“FUCK HER, YOU FUCK!!!” he bel- 
lows, never tiring of playing dictator. I 
slip the tip of the bottle inside her sloppy 
hole, moistened by the shouts, the 

instructions, It swims inside her slick. I 
pump the bottle slowly inside her, up to 
the round swell past the neck. 

The bitch moans, wagging her ass. She 
actually wants more. I jerk it in, steady 
pump of glass in cunt. Sal becomes deliri- 
ous. Shaking his prick, flailing it in cir- 
cles, squeezing the purple head in both 
fists, he shouts, “Do you fucking know 
how to fuck???” Leaping off the bed, he 
grabs the bottle from my hands with a 
loud plop, as her struggling cunt begs for 

(continued on page 68) 
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“Honey, what’s with all the motorcycles on the lawn?” 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY JAMES BAES 

Sex addict Cheyenne dries out in a clinic near Santa Fe. “My 

husband, Chet, finally checked me into this place. I fucked 

everyone in town except the fag minister,” confesses the 

powerless choad freak. Cheyenne appeases the insatiable 

craving in her cunt with a finger. “After all these damned 
meetings and counseling sessions, I barely have time to 

jack off.” Cheyenne spreads wetness across her asshole. “I 

tried to tell Chet not to waste his money. Cock is the only 

therapy that can fill the void I have inside.” 
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Diary Group frenzy. Gina sobbing, slobbering, gagging; 
(continued from page 60) 

Sal, bucking quicker still, ready to explode. 
Me, pumping, slapping her now, punching at her with the bottle. A hideous collective orgasm swept the room. 
more fuck. I remember my mother con- 
fiding to my aunt about her job in a Coca- 
Cola bottling factory in the late fifties. How 
they'd supposedly find mice embalmed in 
bottles, or roaches. She said it was her job 
to inspect the line to make sure no vermin 
were visible. How one woman had to be 
rushed to the doctor, after getting a bottle 
stuck inside her. That’s why coke bottles 
now have concave bottoms, so they 
wouldn’t get stuck inside. I was only five 
when I heard this, but I never forgot it. 

Sal was pump-fucking her with the 
glass cock. Pulling her hair with one 
hand, pumping with the other, shouting 
out a string of brutal obscenities. Violent 
curses. Threatening to jam the bottle up 
her cunt until she was spitting shards of 
broken glass. Slapping his cock against 
her. He spun her around, bottle dangling 
between her legs, told me to get behind 
her, keep that cunt full, while she sucked 
him off. 

Gina was shaking, choking on his 
cock. He had her by both ears, fucking 
ruthlessly into her face. Suffocating her 
with his horrible prick. Warren was still 
blissfully silent, stroking himself off, 
ready to unload. Group frenzy. Gina sob- 
bing, slobbering, gagging; Sal, bucking 
quicker still, ready to explode. Me, pump- 
ing, slapping her now, punching at her 

with the bottle. A hideous collective 
orgasm swept the room. Grunting, groan- 
ing, crying, screaming, an audio-night- 
mare of ungodly proportion. I felt filthied 
by the hot come which seemed to bathe 
the room in a ghostly film. Thirty seconds 
of silence. 

Sal plopped his cock free. I pulled the 
buried treasure out. Warren scooped a 
load of sickly white onto the arm of the 
chair. Sal walked to the window over- 
looking 23rd Street, grabbed a cigarette 
and shook his dick at a passing school 
bus. Gina ran to the bathroom, slamming 
the door. I took another drink. Lit a roach. 

Fifteen minutes pass. We sit there 
spent, collecting ourselves. Gina re- 
emerges from the bathroom, showered, 
wrapped in a towel. Smiling. Sal asks her 
what the fuck is she oogling. Why is she 
so fucking happy. What the fuck is wrong 
with her, why hasn’t she left yet. She 
stammers a “But...Sal....” He tells her to 
disappear, he can’t stand her fucking glee. 
To get gone. Get out. Get the fuck out. He 
rushes over, shoving her on her ass, kick- 
ing her once for good luck.... “What the 
hell do you want now...you got off, now 
go!" He rips the towel away from her, 
snapping it against her thighs. Pulls her 
up by the hair. Rushes her over to the 
door, opens it and shoves her out. 

= " 

WHATEVER... 

June HUSTLER 

Gina pounds on the door, begging to 
be let back in. Pleading for her clothes, 
her purse, the ring she left in the bath- 
room. Sal ignores her, staring out the 
window picking his ass. Warren, used to 
years of their bullshit, announces he’s 
taking a bath...would anyone care to join 
him? The pounding continues, Sal grabs 
the coke bottle off the floor smashing it 
into the door. Glass splatters every- 
where. Her footsteps trail down the hall. 
Sal says he’s taking a nap. See ya later. | 
collect my shit to leave. A timid knock 
on the door. Hotel management, asking 
for the lady’s clothes back. Sal demands, 
“What lady?” 

Another timid knock. “Sir, please...” 
Sal grabs her clothes and purse, wings 

them out into the hall, slamming the door. 
Gina whines about the ring she left in the 
bathroom. Sal yells for her to fuck off. 
He’ ll see her this weekend. She can pick 
it up then. She kicks the door and storms 
down the hallway. 

Her footsteps fade. The three of us 
have a drink, Warren pink from soaking, 
Sal greasier than ever. I decide to split, 
swearing I'll never see Sal again. Warren 
walks me to the door, whispering, “I’m 
gonna fuck you. A good fuck. Next time I 
see you. Just the two of us. Soon, okay?” 
He kisses the top of my head. Opens the 
door, steps aside for me to pass. Bows at 
the waist. “Bye, beautiful....” He blows 
me a kiss, slipping behind the door as he 
eases it shut. 

* os ae 

I met up with him a few nights later at 
Club 82. A stinking basement dive. | 
dragged him into the ladies’ toilet, last 
stall. We blew a joint and finished our 
beers. He stood me up on the toilet seat, 
had me face the wall. Began a glorious 
finger fuck, penetrating my asshole with 
long lean fingers, moistened with spittle. 
Whispered he wanted to smear my shit all 
over the bathroom walls. Would take my 
ass until it was so juicy and loose that my 
bowels would explode, perfuming the 
room. Wasted, high, horny, he eased 
another finger in. Then another. Urging 
me to come, to shit, to erupt. I came 
screaming, a small trickle of liquid gold 
expelled from my asshole. He wiped his 
hands on the stall door, drawing a Star of 
David in chocolate. Licked the last of it 
from his middle finger. Just as the club’s 
manager walked in, alarmed by our muf- 
fled screams. Kicked us out, banning us 
from returning. Haven’t seen him since. 

* a * 

To order Paradoxia, call Last Gasp 
at 1-800-848-4277, or access Lunch’s 

Web site at www.figureheadrec.com. @& 



“The House recognizes the senator from Alabama and his proposed Constitutional change....' 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTI KLATT 

“I never liked alternative music until I heard Glass Eye,” says nubile groupie 
Rosie. “Now I can’t leave my radio in case their power ballad, ‘98% Lady,’ comes 
on. I'm in love with Johann, the lead singer. That song was playing when I 

screwed him backstage.” Rosie blushes with a mixture of shame and longing. 

“Well, first | had to suck off the road manager and let that one roadie stick his 
prick in my dirthole. Then it was just me and my dream man all night long.” 

Rosie tweaks her nipples. “I touch myself the way Johann did, but it’s not 

the same. I’m dying to get laid, but I promised Johann I'd wait for him. 

I hope | can last.” 
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A black woman entered a sex shop and was captivated 
by a huge display of dildos. 

“How much for the white model?” she asked Joe, the 
young clerk. 

“It’s a steal at $20,” Joe proclaimed. 
“I’ve never tried a white one,” the black woman said. 

“What the hell.” 

“Excuse me,” a white lady inquired moments later, 
“could you tell me the price of the African American 

marital aid?” 

“Only $25,” the industrious salesman said. 

“I’ve never gone black,” the shy woman revealed. “But 

I’ll try anything once.” 
Next, a leggy blonde approached the counter. 

“How much for the plaid one?” she chirped. 

“One hundred and fifty dollars,” Joe answered. 
“I’ve never done plaid!” the blonde exclaimed. “I'll 

take it.” 

The sex-shop owner returned near closing time. 

“How was business today, Joe?” he asked. 

“Great. I sold a white dildo for $20, a black one for 

$25 and your thermos for $150!” 

Al the Polack came home from work early and discov- 

ered his wife, Mable, fucking his best friend, Jerry. 

“What the hell are you doing?” Al demanded. 

“See,” Mabel said to Jerry, “I told you he was stupid.” 

The HUSTLER dictionary defines cherry float as: a 

virgin on a waterbed. 

Hinpity honeymooners Jethro and Mary Ellen entered a 
rustic hotel in the Ozarks. 

Jethro plunked a sock full of nickles down on the 
reception desk. 

“Got a room for two newlyweds?” Jethro asked. 
“How about the bridal?” the desk clerk offered. 

“Naw,” Jethro said, “I'll just hold her by the ears till she 
gets used to it.” 

SO June HUSTLER 

Determined to marry a virgin, Tad began each date with 

a routine anatomy quiz. 
Tad would expose himself and ask, “Do you know what 

this is?” 
The baffled girls invariably replied, “A dick,” and Tad 

would drive them home. 

Countless women failed the test, until Tad met a shy 
librarian named Sue. 

He immediately brandished his prick. 

“What's this?” Tad queried. 

Sue shrugged. “I have no idea.” 

Ecstatic, Tad proposed. On their honeymoon, he placed 

his new bride’s hand on his penis. 

“This, my dear, is a dick,” he whispered. 

Sue shook her head. “Oh, honey, no. A dick is much 
bigger, and it’s black.” 

Question: How many real men does it take to open a can 
of beer? 

Answer: The bitch better have it open when she brings 

it to me. 

A puzzled caseworker reviewed LaWanda’s welfare 
application. 

“Next to ‘Number of children,’ you put down ‘13,’ ” the 

worker said. “Under ‘Names,’ you’ve simply written 
‘Leroy.’ We need the names of all 13 children.” 

“They all name Leroy,” LaWanda said. 
“But how do you call the one you want?” the worker 

inquired, 

“I calls them by their last names,” she replied. 

Qaestion: How do you know when you’ve entered a 

gay church? 

Answer: Only half the congregation is kneeling. 

Poor young Mary went to the doctor to complain of 

abdominal pain. 

“Well,” the physician announced, reviewing her test 

results, “I hope you like changing diapers.” 

“Oh, I’m going to have a baby!” squealed Mary with 
delight. 

“No,” the medic answered. “You have bowel cancer.” 

HUSTLER Humor jokes are sent to us by our readers. If 
you've heard a gut-buster lately, why not send it our way? 
Submit your jokes to HUSTLER Joke Page, 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. Or E-mail jokes 
to hustler@lfp.com. If your joke is selected, we'll send you a 
check for $50. Sorry —we cannot return submissions. & 



“I’m fine, Doc—but I think my dick may be compulsive-obsessive!” 



AMERICA’S BIGGEST PORN CONVENTION 



limber displays her wares. 

Phillisha and Phoenix Black perform lesbian tricks 

Ivier Sweet, Timber and 

Morean Fairlane mug for mooks. 

REPORT BY MACK ASSARIAN 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY EVAN WRIGHI 

Every year, the entire fuck-film industry and 

legions of its perverted fans gather in Las 

Vegas for a weekend of sleazy transactions 

and even sleazier fun at the Consumer 

Electronics Show. In porn, as in most business 

ventures, marketing is the key to realizing 

financial dreams; for the hordes of slutty starlets 

at the CES, show business means promoting 

their pussies. 



CES Phoenix pulls aside her hotpants and exposes her rippling cunt mound. Across from her, 30 men 

strain their necks to watch as she caresses her labes with the leather tip on the end of her riding crop. 

“I’m entering porn because I want to 
make enough money to see the world 
before I die.” 

—Porn starlet Phillisha, on her hopes 
and dreams in the sleaze trade. 

oo So te 

The greatest pornographers’ convention 
in the United States of America ts held 
each year in Las Vegas, Nevada, as part of 
the mainstream Consumer Electronics 
Show (CES). Like Muslims making the 
annual Hajj, or holy pilgrimage, to Mecca, 
thousands of dirty-video makers, online 
smut sellers and bra-popping fuck bunnies 
stream into Las Vegas’s glitzy temples of 
easy money for this year’s CES from 
January 8 through 11. 

One of the most heavily promoted 
attractions of the mainstream CES this year 
is a keynote address from Republican ex- 
Presidential candidate and all-around rich 
guy Steve Forbes. Few of the adult 
exhibitors attend Forbes’s windy exhorta- 
tions on achieving salvation and financial 
success through hard work and ingenuity. 

Instead, the flocks of ambitious sleaze | 
entrepreneurs are already on the conven- 
tion floor, plying their trade in hopes of 
making Forbes’s lofty sentiments a hard- 
core reality. 

i fc so 

Porn purveyors oblige the prurient 

interests of their fans by stocking dis- 
play booths with a plentiful supply of 
cunts to sign glossy photos and pose for 
pictures. 

Worried by the potential acts of shock- 
ing depravity that might confront the reg- 
ular folks passing through the porn-exhi- 
bition area, event organizers post warn- 
ings on the adjacent restrooms: ENTER AT 
Your Own RISK: THESE RESTROOMS 
SERVE THE ADULT SECTION. 

Overworked security guards patrol the 
hall, attempting to squelch acts of public 
lewdness and force the porn stars into a 
level of decorum no more slutty than that 
of a posing car-show model. But the sex- 
ual exuberance of the porn squack proves 
unquenchable. 

Sluts lure hordes of camera-toting, 
flash-popping fans to their booths and 
gratify them with courageous displays of 
public sexuality. 

“You sick, perverted fucks,” Phillisha, 
a dirty-blond dancer turned porn chick, 
mutters to a crowd of mooks who have 
assembled at the Legend Video booth to 
ogle her as she jerks her nipples out from 
her top and twiddles the meaty points 
with her thumbs. 

“Want to see them go crazy?” Phillisha 
asks with a sly smile. She turns to her 
cohort, Phoenix Black, a wispy, 95-pound 

“THE OFFICE OF 

OUNY COCHRAN 
ATTORNEY 

SPORTS AGENT 
TALK-SHOW HOST 

WELL-DRESSED 

MEDIA WHORE 

June HUSTLER 
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fuck toy wearing flame-red boots and a 
matching hotpants outfit, and climbs onto 
her lap. Phoenix and Phillisha lock tongues 
and fondle each other’s breasts. The crowd 
surges to the edge of the counter. 

Phillisha grows bored of toying with 
her playmate and the crowd of cheering 
males. She climbs off of Phoenix and puts 
her nipples away. With her tit spigots cov- 
ered, Phillisha grows invisible to the 
mob. All attention focuses on Phoenix, 

_ who continues the show by masturbating 
with a riding crop. 

Phillisha drops to the floor and rubs 
her red, swollen toes. “My feet are killing 
me,” grouses the weary sex object. “All I 
want is to go back to my room and soak 
my feet.” 

One yard away, Phoenix pulls aside 
her hotpants and exposes her rippling 
cunt mound. Across from her, 30 men 
strain their necks to watch as she caresses 
her labes with the leather tip on the end of 
her riding crop. 

“Bad girl,” chants a mesmerized elec- 
tronics-industry executive leaning down 
to gaze at her slice. 

“You want to play with me?” 
Phoenix flirtatiously reaches out with 
the crop and strokes the man’s zipper. 
He stands like a zombie; the only signs 
of life are the beads of sweat forming on 
his bald pate. 

Phoenix retracts the crop and slides 
the tip several inches into her vagina. 
The leather reemerges, glistening with 
inner-porn-star juices. Phoenix waves 
the fragrant leather crop beneath the 
executive’s nose. As if guided by an 
unseen force, the man’s lips move. He 
kisses the crop tip. 

“You look like a fag,” 

bystander. 
“This doesn’t mean I’m gay,” the crop 

kisser protests, snapping out of his trance. 
“Yes it does!” Phillisha taunts him 

from her vantage behind Phoenix. 
“You probably wished that was a big, 

black cock you were kissing,” jeers one 
of the onlookers. 

Phoenix giggles; her once-adoring fan 
shrinks away, the embarrassment of pub- 
lic humiliation making his head glow like 
a whorehouse lightbulb. 

ae * at 
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Behind the screen of freebie sex shows 
taking place at the front of nearly every 
exhibitor’s booth, rotund, middle-aged 
men hunch over tables at the back of the 
booths, smoking cigarettes and inking 
deals. Videotape buyers and distributors 
come from around the world, hunting for 
bargain “show specials” on unsold product 

(continued on page 94) 
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Spiritual pilgrim Teresa buys an Arizona ranch 

situated near ancient whirlpools. She moves in her 
crystals and candles and takes possession of her home 

space by having her sacred vortex filled by Trey, the 
hired landscaper. 

“Spread my ass while you fuck me,” demands 

Teresa. Trey’s veiny meat disappears into her slick, 

pink twat. 

a 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLIVE McLEAN 

“You're so tight, Teresa,” grunts Trey. “I feel like 

my dick ts a grenade.” 

“If you're going to blow, blow on my mouth.” 

Trey follows his boss’s orders and sprays her face 

with cum. 

Her handyman heads back to work. Teresa lies in 
| . . : . 
| the sticky aftermath, meditating on the transcendent 
properties of tequila and a good, hard boning. 
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(continued from page 84) 

CES “We shot a great little whore in my hotel room last night,” Max enthuses. “A little girl from 
Florida. Ninety-eight pounds of pure fuck meat. She sucked my asshole like no one has before.” 

left over from the end of the year. 
It is rumored that in the old days, 

when skin-film manufacturing was an 
illegal activity that fell on the wrong 
side of most U.S. cities’ pimping, pan- 
dering, prostitution and obscenity laws, 
the porn kingpins of yore settled 
accounts at the CES by exchanging 
shopping bags stuffed full of untaxed, 
ill-gotten gains. 

The business practices of today’s 
raunch industry are evidenced by the 
many high-tech service providers clamor- 
ing to shill their skills. Alongside the 
booths fronted by cunt-teasing porn sluts, 
point-of-sale computer companies and 
telecommunications firms display prod- 
ucts to maximize profits and efficiency 
for the adult manufacturers. 

Nancy Vee, the gray-eyed goddess of 
sleaze who achieved porn-video infamy 
by fucking herself in the butt with the 
handle of a toilet plunger (HUSTLER, 
May 1998 Erotic Entertainment), signs 
for fans at the Astral Ocean booth. Much 
of Vee’s time is spent diving between the 
legs of a chesty, blond colleague and 
thrilling onlookers with a lesbian act. 

Away from the booth, Vee shelves her 
perverted slut persona and slips into the 
role of small-business owner. Her dreams 
are no different than any other fledgling 
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entrepreneur, even though her business is 
her ass. “There are a lot of numbers 
involved and decisions to make,” Vee 
frets. “I have appointments with a half 
dozen telecommunications firms here at 
the show. I’m setting up my own phone 
line and Web site. I’m investing $10,000 
of my own money.” 

In the back of the Sin City booth, Vee 
dresses for a business appointment, primly 
buttoning her blazer and straightening her 
wool skirt. She can almost pass as a 
junior executive. If she keeps her legs 
crossed during her meeting, perhaps no 
one will notice the neatly trimmed bush 
on her pantyless clam. 

afe oe ae 

Since being attacked and throttled by 
an irate husband at the East Coast Video 
Show a few months ago, Max Hardcore is 
now accompanied at all times by a com- 
pact yet beefy young man in a gray busi- 
ness suit—his bodyguard. 

“You're looking at the new Max,” 
Hardcore declares, modeling his new 
uniform of sky-blue, Western-cut jeans 
and bright-red, Dale Evans-style cow- 
boy shirt, complete with white-fringe 
sleeves. “I’m not so much of a bum any- 
more. I’m now a high-styling playboy, a 
gentleman cowboy.” 

Max's changeover includes, in addition 

“Comets are believed to have carried the elements essential for man’s existence to Earth.” 
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to the bodyguard, a five-man entourage 
who wear red, racing-team-pit-crew uni- 
forms emblazoned with MAX WoRLD 
logos. They follow Max in a flying-V 
formation and communicate with one 
another via shoulder-mounted police 
walkie-talkies. 

“We've all got handles,” Hardcore 
explains. “I’m Top Dog.” He points to the 
bodyguard. “He’s Viper. If the batteries 
go out on the radios,” Hardcore boasts, 
“my boys have all been trained to use 
hand signals.” 

Max demonstrates by raising his hand 
and wiggling his fingers. 

A crew member stares at him, not 
comprehending. 

Hardcore cups his hand over his mouth 
and shouts, “Bring me the goddamn 
notebook! 

“We shot a great little whore in my 
hotel room last night,” Max enthuses while 
waiting for delivery of the notebook. “A 
little girl from Florida, Ninety-eight 
pounds of pure fuck meat. She sucked my 
asshole like no one has before. But the 
best part was the pens.” 

Hardcore’s crew member rushes for- 
ward with a spiral notebook. The pages are 
dog-eared and smudged with a substance, 
most likely smears from anal-lube-covered 
fingers. Hardcore flips the notebook to a 
page of scrawled block letters that spell: | 
AM A LITTLE FUCK HOLE. 

“She stuck a whole box of pens up 
her cunt, like a bad little schoolgirl 
goofing off on her homework. After I 
fucked her pussy with the pens still in it, 
I stuck one up her ass and made her 
write the note.” Hardcore chuckles 
fondly at the reminiscence. 

“This gal is just starting off in the busi- 
ness. She doesn't know what the fuck 
she’s doing, and she’s just having a good 
time. That’s my kind of slut.” 

Jutting his chin out like General 
Patton, Hardcore marches across the 

exhibit floor, flanked by his bodyguard 
and followed by his disciplined, flying-V 
entourage. 

a * ak 

smoke fills a corner of the hotel car- 
port. Outside, in the frigid winter air of 
the desert, a half dozen not-so-well- 
known porn studs stand behind a pillar, 
heating their lungs with smoke from a 
massive spliff. They puff away, staring at 
a red Ferrari parked nearby. 

“Shit,” grouses a $50-per-scene woods- 
man, “look at that Ferrari. $180,000 for a 
ride like that.” 

“That’s Patrick Collins’s car,” his buddy 
says, referring to the owner of adult- 

(continued on page 102) 
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(continued from page 94) 

| CES After dispensing helpful tips about using butt plugs to train virgin sphincters into accepting a 
loved one’s penis, Chloe finishes with a moving personal description of experiencing orgasm by anal sodomy. 

manufacturer Elegant Angel. “I ought to 
start directing some of my own videos.” 

“You guys want to know the secret to 
coming with more jizz than Peter North?” 
A cadaverously gaunt man approaches, | 
holding his fingers out for a hit on the joint. 

The porn dudes turn deferentially to 
the new arrival. He is reputed to be an 
Internet sex-services millionaire who just 
signed a mainstream deal with a computer- 
software giant for many millions more. 
Everyone listens because it’s always 
hoped that people with money will say 
something unheard of that will unlock the 
secret to getting rich. 

“There’s a secret to coming more than 
you've ever dreamed of,” the millionaire © 
states, pausing to suck in a hit. “That | 
secret is to train your body so you piss 
and come at the same time.” 

His wisdom is greeted with a strained, 
polite silence. 

“That sounds kind of painful,” some- 

one finally speaks up. 
“No, man,” the millionaire says with a 

cryptic grin, “it’s like shooting heroin.” 
He walks off. 

“Rich people,” one of the toolmen says, 
shaking his head. “They’re different.” 

i = aa 

The dream of mainstream acceptability, 
even stardom, flourishes within the hearts 

ee ee 
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WSLUTTY 

| FASHIONS 

# DOUCHEBAGS 

of many hard-humping fuck dolls. On 
Friday night, Chloe, a Bambi-eyed starlet 
of multiple anal-gang-bang videos, arrives 
at the studios of The Edge, Las Vegas’s 
alternative-rock station, located in a 
windblown industrial park. She is pro- 
moting a techno-dance single, “Harder,” 
by the band Saboteur, on which she per- 
forms the lead moaning while chanting, 
“Fuck me harder, harder.” 

Chloe’s catlike body, half-nymph, 
half-hellion, is scantily covered in a gauzy, 

black top and a skirt short enough to 
reveal the black garters supporting lace 
stockings. She enters the studio and 
begins her one-hour interview with the 
show’s riot-grrrl deejay, a simmering 
blonde approximately Chloe’s age. 

“I’m happy to create something,” 
Chloe gushes about her single, “so that 
after I’m done, and my ashes are scattered 
over the desert, people can say, “Oh, yeah. 

I remember Chloe. Wasn’t she great?’ ” 
Part of Chloe’s greatness this night 

consists of her brave attempt to sell the 
station’s young female listeners on the 
joys of practicing anal sex with their 
boyfriends. 

“What’s the easiest way to get yourself 
through that first time of anal sex?” the 
deejay asks. 

“Be with someone you trust,” Chloe 

HUSTLER June 

proselytizes, making butt sex sound like 
an act of positive affirmation. “You’re not 
doing it for him. You’re doing it for you!” 

After dispensing helpful tips about 
using butt plugs to train virgin sphincters 
into accepting a loved one’s penis, Chloe 
finishes with a moving personal descrip- 
tion of experiencing orgasm by anal 
sodomy. “It builds until I break into a 
sweat that starts in my butt cheeks and 
curls around my thighs. I get very quiet 
when I actually come. Sometimes I say, 
‘Jesus Christ,’ which I guess is a result of 
my strict Catholic upbringing.” 

a a * 

The grandest organized event to take 
place over the weekend of the CES is 
Saturday night’s Adult Video News 
(AVN) awards dinner at the Caesars 
Palace ballroom. Dozens of goldlike 
statuettes, fabricated with the quality 
and craftsmanship of fine bowling tro- 
phies, are handed out to top-scoring 
adult-video honorees, from performers 
and directors to box-cover designers. 
Awards are voted on by a panel of AVN 
editors, whose salaries depend on paid 
advertisements from the award nomi- 
nees and winners. The most gullible par- 
ticipants speak of this event as the 
“Academy Awards of porn.” More accu- 
rately, the awards are AVN’s way of 
showing thanks to its advertisers. 

If paying $175 per ticket for a dinner 
of warm sushi and cold ravioli accompa- 
nied by a four-hour show of overly ampli- 
fied, amateur rock music qualifies a per- 

son as a sucker, then there are nearly 
2,500 suckers in attendance. Throughout 
the ordeal, those not drunk enough to 
withstand the music, the gushing speeches 
of the winners and the regurgitated 
borscht-belt jokes from the comedian 
escape to the lobby. 

Nearby, Chloe stands next to her 
mother, an attractive, middle-aged woman 
who exudes quiet, suburban politeness. 
Chloe’s mom nods with muted pride as 
her daughter lists her impressive award 
nominations to a reporter from a dirty 
magazine. 

“I’m up for Best Anal Scene, Best 
Group Sex Scene and Starlet of the 
Year!” Chloe shouts with unsuppressed 
excitement. 

Chloe’s mother gently strokes her 
daughter's back, like a proud parent at a 
high-school-graduation ceremony. “Chloe 
is so sweet,” Mom chimes tn, “sometimes 

She'll call home and say, “Mom, you 
don’t want to see the Playboy channel this 
week.” Her stepfather and I—we’ve been 
together for 17 years—don’t want to see 

(continued on page 118) 
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inistrative assistant from San Jose, 

California, combines titillation with technology. aed 

Dancing, shopping and working on her Web s
ite rounc 

out the 28-year-old’s demanding
 lifestyle. This modern 

lady lusts after “a threesome with my husband and 

another woman.” Daring Danielle is bound to sie a 

willing participant with that worldwide web of hers. 
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Exotic dancer Princess of Burlingame, 
her crowd-pleasing moves, “ Fucking, 

possible” are the laws that govern this 2 
writes: “There isn’t much I have 

open person.” When you are a P 

California, demonstrates one of 
sucking and getting off any way 

l-year-old’s sordid kingdom. She 
mt tried because I am a very sexually 

rincess, all your dreams can come true. 
Photo by Friend 
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in consideration of $250 tor photographs or $500 fora videor) hereby 

give HUSTLER Magazine, its affiliates, SuCCeSSOrS and assigns, and 

those acting under its permission or upon its authority, full worldwide 
rights and exclusive permission in perpetuity to copyright and/or 

publish any photographs or videos of myself with or without my name 

and to make any changes or any additions whatsoever fo such 

photographs, video footage, portraits or any of the above information, 

whether true or fictional, | understand that editorial matter will accom 

pany these photos, and that my video footage may be accompanied Dy 

commentary and can be distributed with other affiliated videos, and that 

my photographs or video image can be published in other 

HUSTLER affiliated magazines. | certify that | am of full age and am pos- 

sessed of full legal capacity to execute the foregoing authonzaton 

WARNING: ANYONE SIGNING THIS RELEASE 
FORM OTHER THAN THE MODEL WILL BE 
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kles up for safety. A crea- 

d, Missouri's Ton
ya buc 

ture of the moment, T
onya dreams of having sex “on impulse 

with a woman I just m
et.” As much as she desires to violate 

the natural order, Tonya also loves to spend time in the great 

outdoors, campin
g and enjoying “all kinds of wildl

ife.” 

Cunnilingus aroun
d the campfire, perh

aps: 
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Springfiel 

Looking every bit the blushing 

Southern bride is Alexis, from 

Nashville, Tennessee. 
Don’t let this 

22-year-old designer’s delicate 

appearance fool you. Alexis is 

made of equal parts leathe
r and 

lace. Her fantasy is to “have sex 

on a motorcycle riding through 

the desert.” Maybe A
lexis isn’t 

ready to settle down quite yet. 
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hoever said working out was boring didn’t go for the 

burn with Cinnamon Rain. A dancer from Dudley, 

Massachusetts, 25-year-old Cinnamon Rain loves “animals, 

money and other girls,” but is totally turned off by 

“unhealthy food, close-minded people and alarm clocks.” 

This ambitious dancer hopes to make her cinematic debut 

between the legs of her female co-star. Dig in, Cinnamon. 

“ny It’s a long way from Dudley to Hollywood. 
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_ When Looking Glass sang q 
“Brandy, you’re a fine girl,” = 

they might have had a woman 4 like this executive secretary ) from Dallas, Texas, in mind. a 
Barren Beaver Brandy, who | 
shares her name with that —% 
fabled lady of song, enjoys 7 
“dancing, watersports and © 

making love in public places.” 
Sounds intoxicating, Brandy. F 
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=a Karla of Taunton, 

Massachusetts, reflects on 

more than her career as a 

certified dental assistant. 

This 30-year-old 

nudist/photographer claims 

her fantasy of having sex 

with more than one man 

has become an “ongoing 

reality.” After all, even 

dental professionals need 

to have their cavities filled. 
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Jennifer, a 26-year-old resident of Omaha, Nebraska, sine 

cornhusking to the rubes and lives instead by the maxim, 

“To suck, to satisfy, to swallow, to spasm. | he ers 

flag-woman’s wistful longing for a menage a vse : — 

fully captured in the line, “Oh, how wonderful, just the 2 . 

of us.” Cultivate your sensitivity and earn $50, ae 

Submit those poetic musings to HUSTLER’s “Graffilthy. 
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Lacey, of Indianapolis, Indiana, is a registered nurse who 
yearns to administer the perfect remedy for a nagging 

hard-on, The 30-year-old angel of mercy hopes to 
improve her bedside manner by “giving a man such an 
incredible blowjob that he passes out from coming so 
hard.” Bet you give great enemas too, Lacey. 
Photo by Friend 



NOTE: YOU DO NOT NEED A CREDIT 
CARD TO CALL THE NUMBERS IN THIS 
COLUMN. ALL YOU PAY FOR | 
IS THE COST OF THE CALL , 

aH) Per min Alt pbs. 

HOMSHEARY SEX WITH THE 
GIRL OF YOUR 
CROIGE 

011-592-569-042 
I'LL DO |WHATEVER YOU WANT 

ON YOUR MAC OR P.C. 

: www. WET7 com 
No long intros, no boring rubbish. Just dirty, Ke : 
hard sex talk that'll have you panting with 
pleasure and exploding all over the phone. 

HARDCORE ANAL ACTION } 
GIRLS WHO LOVE TO TAKE HARD COCKS | ' | 

4 UP THEIR BUTTS! oy £1 
G ae eS le saad 2 

wl ADULTS OVER 18 ONLY! LOW LDR 
FROM $2.50 MIN 268-404-4471 

PURE PLEASURE! | 

LIVE PUSSWEEST! 1*800- 

HOURS A DAY! 

ip bh NEEDED: 

ot ; 392. LIVESTUDS 24 

24 HOUR FUCK SLUTS! 

Oli 683205 00m 



1 -800-61 5- 1488 
[1-900-435-3955 fom s2.0 

Ali CHECKS \\ 

HARDCORE 
TALK | 
RIGHT , 
Now! / 

Double Juicy Fuck & 

Suck Orgies {/ 24 Hrs. 

me at 1 
LIVE ONE ON ONE | . PHONE SEX! 

PEASONAL CHECKS & MAJOR CREDIT CARDS « OVER 18 ONLY 
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Fiagh Flood | - Head for Higher oF round! 

cover @ crashed meteor and develop a forrential new talent... they 
equirt gallons when they cum! Sexy Shous » Edward's gus 
havec on Denver as she opens her backdoor fo Joey Edwa 

Lick throws her lege in the air for Sean Rider 

Chicago in cream! And Nubiao Noomi shows Mich 
an he Socks, bucks and squirme al] ower L.A! 

Flach Flood 1) — This ones a super soaker! A esning ghost haunts 3 24 Hours / 7 Days 
plush hota! and helps the female quests experi Gace the joy at ' yz . 7 

squirting orgasms! See naughty Nikita ride Vinee eu ind erupt 1-800-846-0555 
in a splashing finish! Mile and John Decker drive Alaxir ." 
muff-droining drancher! And hot-bedied Cannibal opens at and “ae 4 oS s emse 6% Ge 

backdoors for Guy DiSilve and Michael J. Cox — and showers them ba wa aes s ee 
with she-com! http://www.vidmail.com 

VideoMail « [Dept. VHU285]* PO Box 1550 * Madison Sq. Station * NY, NY 10159 
Chargemy: [JVISA []MC [JAMEX. I'veenclosed: [Check (CJ) Bank Money Order (Sorry no cash or COO's) 
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+ of Brortns! a2 

Se 

a Send me 

Flash Flood 1&2 | Acct Exp Ot | | 
' (over 2 1/2 hours of | | Flash Flood 1&2 (#3968) $14.95 | 

| Name i 
' dripping excitement I) Please print clearly | certify | am ape 16 or altar 

in plain packaging. Signature Packaging & Delivery . $ 3.00 | 
Both volumes will . 

: arrive on one handy | Address Rush Processing - Add $2 ! 
EP mode VHS 

cassette. City State: Zi Order Total: $ Pp H 
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NOTE: YOU DO NOT NEED A CREDIT 
CARD TO CALL THE NUMBERS IN THIS 
COLUMN. ALL YOU PAY FOR 
IS THE COST OF THE CALL 

_aVE toi 
KEL MAKE XOuU 

mm “SHOORINMY 
FUCKING MOUTH! 

~\) AWEMINITTE TERRES 
‘Le gee 2 \ 

4 f: é me CA /T [at IF | 

: U) DD a=7 394 $ WU a) 1/ peor Lic 

I'VE GOT LOTS OF TIME ON FF 
MY HANDS. I'D LOVE TO : 
ON YOUR MEAT - THEN YOU |e 

ME DOGGIE STYLE. Be 

CHOOSE 
SAMPLES FROM OVER 100 ja THE ONE YOU 

HOT, HORNY WOMEN if WANT TO TALK TO LIVE 

| WAITING TO TALK TO YOU! | RIGHT NOW! 
We aT Make you Cium 

mm 30 Seconds! 
No long intros, no boring rubbish. Just dirty, 

‘hard sex talk that'll have you panting with 
pleasure and exploding all over the phone. 

011-597-693-423 
Int’! Rates Apply 

| NEED YOUR OT 

14 FF GUY SIWHOMTAK EIT: UP HEPA ASS! 
_ LIVE,OBEDIENCE| TRAINING, SESSIONS!, 

HARDC Hee ee OE MANO ING MISTRESSES!; 
| NISHUNMILIATION! 

MEET SINGLES WITH S 
THE SAME DESIRE 

om ATTER 
iow KINKY! 

DEEP AND HARD. 

011-689-9955 
Mistress Garoline 
ve UNCENSOPGH REAUEr'S abX RECOTHINGS! ia 

"Caroline yells when her boyfriend 

rams Wis $'/2" cock up her" 

011-597-693-4272 
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1-600-44< IO Mies 0 ; S15 oa : a bes “+8 aN 24HRS. oA 

-900- 537-6110 

Best Film! Best Director! 

Best New Starlet! Best Couples Sex Scene! 

EAE “& Sy MMR 500 555suth 
a ON 1 J PARTYLINE / RECORDED 
Mc / VISA OR CHECKS BY PHONE! 

ail $2.98 PER MIN. 
ONLY 

WiCKE Wap IEN\ $6.95! 

84. minutes 
of mindbending sex! Please let me 

gulp’down 
every'last 

drop? 

/ ‘ z a! . : ’ — 

1-8 00-2 74- 0333 a = fon stvounsapar Am 
Clip and mail with payment today to: * |Dept. HH147) * P.0. Box 900 © Carrboro, NC 27510 

we P 

NAME Please send me in plain pack- iets Come on ae ag slide 
we ne ae at eer your money- pe — | y our ‘h a rd co ck 

Length Feature XXX Video §$ 6.95 be tween my huge wits: ! 

ais nar a mor ns Postage & Handling $ 3.00 

(_] Check {| Bank Money Order (Sorry, No CASH or COD's) For Rush Processing Add $2 $__ 
’|\Charge My |_|VISA |_| MasterCard |_| Amex Order Total $_____ 

2? faa Gee eaeore =f Adult Products Catalog With Purchase! 



aa'LL DO ANYTHING!!! 

ip:/iwww.cybererotica.co 

lhe VIBAAICIAMEN/DIRECT. we To o 33.9000 , 

; 

ri 

WE TM. LIP! 

WITH YOURYG By, »» 
1-800-66983754% 

eC Cafe 

you ve been 
| wackag for f 

“1. -888. 286. i ig 2 |514 8 | 

a’ . AL/DO 

CROSS 
“DRESSERS 

PRE & 
i POST OPS! 

\ \1.800-269 

All 
Billing 

We 
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DICK; NOW! 

HOT PUSSY-COCK 
MACTION! SARS: 1. Q4Q@_ INTERNATIONAL 

9” SHE-MALES! 

“SUCK ON MY 

§2 98 PERM 

0114232-923-95 

HOT, WET PUSSY 

WAITING TO 

INTERACT WITH 

YOU ON YOUR 

SP.C. OR MAC. 

www. WET3.com 

1-800-443-5678 
1-900-9393-1 45655 

‘GIRLS PAY YOU! 

HEY GU ys! 
make money 

providing INTIMATE 
SERVICES to lonely 
ladies. $750 per week 
possible. We = also 
provide names, 
addresses and photos. 
Send $1 for info to 
ROYCE Attn. Lori 
5152 Sepulveda 
Blvd. Suite #200-HR 

| Sherman Oaks, CA. 
up area! BREE 



MEN& 
WOMEN 

PLACE YOUR 
Y” PERSONAL AD OR 
CHECK FOR RESPONSES 

_ ABSOLUTELY 

1-888-789-FREE 
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sex connections http://www.online18.com/hole « adults over18. cyber-sex connections http://www.freelooks.com/tramps + adults over 18. cyber 
Internet action http://www.twogirlsex.com/wet-girls + adults over 18. cyber-sex http: ://www.onlinel8.com/pink « adults over 18. 

THE ULTIMATE PHONE SEX LINE! 
Pick Your Pleasure. Women Are Waiting. 

1-800-742-4450 
Adults over 18. 

SENSATIONAL PHONE SEX! | 
We're friendly, hot & so horny! 
1-800-557-3230 aduits over is. 

NEW YORK'’S FINEST PHONE SEX 
All Fantasies! All Fetishes! 

l- 800-440- 9210 Adults over 18. 

WARM, WILLING & HOT! 
1-800-815-6670 or 1-800-748-4420 

tet as 

Adults over 18. 

HANNAHS HOT PHONE ACTION | 
1-800-766-4489 
* Adults over 18, 

NASTY PHONE SEX! 
1-800-571-4867 

Adults over 18. 

1-800-210-8808 Adults over 18, 

SEXY! SENSUOUS! HOT! 
1-800-856-4001 Adults over 18, 

SHOW ME!! 
mn do it! Tell me how you want it! 

Call 1-800-770-6270 
Adults over 18. 

“LUCY’S FULL STRENGTH PHONE SEX 
Packs a wallop! 1-800-572-4867 Aduits over 18. 

MISTRESS JULIA KNOWS WHAT 

you want! 1-800-770-6230 
Adults over 18. 

SEXY, HOT GALS 1-800-373-3052 
Adults over 18. 

NAUGHTY NANCY'S 
LUSCIOUS LADIES 

1-800-588-1810 Aduits over 18. 

JUICY FANTASIES 
1-800-770-6310 

Adults over 18. 

EXQUISITE BY PHONE 

er 1-800- 488-0513 adutts over 18, 

NASTY NANETTE!! | need it bad, 
everyday! Everyway! Can you give me 

what I need?! Call 1-800-724-2280 Aduits over 18, 

EXOTIC ASIAN GALS WANT YOU 
Hot phone sex with Suzy! 

1 -800-720-2290 Adults over 18. 

I" M JUST NAUGHTY, BUTI KNOW HOW 

TO BRING OUT THE BAD BOY IN YOU! 

1-800-511- 2428 Adults over 18, 

HOT BLACK MODELS GIVE GOOD PHONE! 

1- -800-506- 5425 aduits over 18, 

YOUR HOT THROBBING FANTASIES | 

Break The Taboo 
1-800-488-0514 Adults over 18, 

HOT PHONE SEX. DIAL DIRECT. 

| 1- 800- 741 -4480 Adults over 18 

PERSONAL PHONE SEX CONTACT 

1-800-717-1150 aduits over 18. 

HOT TALKING - HARD LOVING 
Listen or record. Straight & Kinky 

1-800-811-9400 Hot info 
Adults over 18. 

BUSTY BLONDES 
1-800-494-8462 asuits over ia. 
EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE 
PHONE FANTASY 10N1 

1 -8 0 0- 731-33 | 0 Adults over 18. 

TOTAL TITILLATION 1-800-588-1750 
Adults over 18. 

LOVE TALK AND MORE > 
1- 800- 205- 6300 Adults over 18. 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
1-800-714-1140 

Adults over 18. 

EXTREME 1-800-210-8802 Aduits over 18. 
HOT PHONE FANTASY 1-800-206-9998 

Adults over 18. 

~ ADULT EROTICA 
Lesbian Couples Need Men 
For Ultimate PLEASU RE 

FANTASY!! 1-800-588-2170 
Adults over 18. 

UNUSUAL URGES 1-800-209-1920 
Adul ts over 18, 

FAST PHONE SEX! 1- 800- 230- 1452 
Adults over 18. _ 

HAND PICKED FOR PLAY 

1-800-2 16-1207 Adults over 18, 

HOT AND STEAMY 

Adults over 18. 

10N1GETIT NOW! No Credit Cards 

1-800-258-5237 aduits overs. 
INSTANT PHONE SEX!! 

1-800- 207- 8104 Adults over 18, 

_ FARM GIRLS SO HOT WE'LL 
BURN YOUR EARS! 1-800-238-6722 

Adults over 18. 

“EAGER ELAINE! 1-800-280- 7482 
Adults over 18. Hot housewives do it all! 

PALACE OF PLEASURE 

l1- 800- 258- 5231 Adults over 18. 

“ALWAYS HOT! ALWAYS PRIVATE! 

1-800-557-3558 
Adults over 18. 

| “REAL SAMPLES” 
Horny women want to turn you on! 

1-800-871-1131 Adults over 18. 

“SEXY HOT GIRLS* 1 on 1 or Wild Party! 

1-800-373-3046 Aduits over 1. 
FOR THE BEST QUALITY& PRICE . 
IN. PHONE SEX 1-800-440-9150 

Adults over 18. 

"HOT PANTY GIRLS WILL DOIT 

rom. You 1-800-440-9250 
Adults over 18. 

INSTANT PHONE SEX CONTACTS! 
24 Hours/All Points 1-800-488-0517 

‘Adults over 18, 

SEXY SARAH'S FABULOUS FEMMES 

1- 800- 440- 9180 cuits over 18. 

AMAZING ANNIE’S SENSUOUS 
SOULMATES 1-800-406-7878 

Adults over 18. 

HOT PHONE SEX 
1. -800-444-8478 Adults over 18. 

LUSCIOUS LISTINGS. 

PERSONAL BY PHONE. 

1-800-720-2230 
__ Adults over 18. 

SLEAZY SENSATIONS 

1-800-474-5472 acuits over is. 

RACY RANDI'S WICKED WIVES 

l- 800-5 18-5425 Adults over 18, 

PAULA PINK'S SLEAZY SEXPOTS 

1-800-373-3041 Adults over 18. 

SPECIAL INTERESTS? 
You Know What We Mean! 

1-800-709-2226 
Adults over 18. 5 

DARING DARLA’'S BOUNCY BLONDES 

1-800- 527- 2229 Adults over 18. 

TEMPTING TRICIA'S LUSTFUL 

LESBIANS 1-800-508-8255 Adults over 18. 

SENSUAL PHONE EXPERIENCE 
They’re hot, erotic, and available. 

Call 1-800-588-2140 
Adults over 18. 

HORNY HOLLY'S HAPPY HARLOTS 
1-800- 470- 5472 Adults over 18. 

PASSIONATE PATTY’ S PHONE SEX 

| EXPERIENCE ]- 800- -501-7825 Adults over 18. ; 

NAUGHTY NURSES 

1-800-207-8105 aduits over ia. 

HOT BABES! WILD 800! 

1-800-7 08-0020 Adults over 18. 

PERSONAL! Real Ladies 

Real Action 1-800-588-1840 
Adults over 18. . 

SEX-CRAZED 1-800-405-3687 Adults over 18. 

TERRIFIC TRACY'S DEEP DESIRES 

1-800-440-9230 or 1-800-495-7710 
Adults over 18. 

FOR THE WILDEST ADULT MESSAGES 

CALL 1-800-440-9350 
Adults over 18, 

KINKY CONNECTIONS 1- 800- 557- 7558 
Adults over 18, 

CUNNING CONNIE’S LUSCIOUS 
LOVELIES 1-800-373-3042 

Adults Over 18 

DOWN AND DIRTY 
1-800-440-9310 

Adults over 18. 

JIGGLING JUDY'S 
SAUCY SECRETARIES 1-800-373-3051 

Adults over 18. 

‘PERSONAL PLEASURES FOR MEN 
1- 800- 340-4990 Adults over 18. 

sex connections http: :| www. twogirlsex. com/horny | * adults over 18. cyber-sex connections http: //www. freelooks. com/tramps * adults over 18. cyber 
Internet action http: -//www.twogirlsex. com/wet-girls «adults over 18. cyber-sex http://www. online18. com/lips « adults over 18. 
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IWant to suck your cOck* 
“al night long! Call me!’® 

ghee rH} MIL 

| Want To 
Make You 
Cum! Lets 

Vo \t Togetner F 
\ WET 

Ryn 

1-800-990-0005|| Far 
| “Ol J U- f q IQ let = 

WE*NEED, A A | a 7 rh SENSATIONAL 
SEX KITTENSL. 

SEXCONLINE WITH THE HOMNEST 

SGIRES ON YOUR NIAC OR DPC. 

Wwww.CUMGS com de 
OM es 169: 

100% Money-Back Guaranteed! 

| OVER 100 HOT, HORNY om 
WAITING TO TALK TO YOU! 

CLIP AND MAIL WITH PAYMENT §f 

os | YES! | want all 
7 Sex Kittens in the 
Super Sexed Superstars 
Video #2 FREE in plain | 

packaging. I've enclosed 
$4.95 to cover postage 
and handling. All videos 
will arrive on one handy 

4 | VHS cassette. See our web site! http: /iwww. adameve. com 

Visa/Maviertard/ \merican Express Castomers 21 Mours/7 Days fff 

Adam & Eve « Dept. HH153. * P.O. Box 900 « Carrboro, NC 27510 
(Sorry, NO CASH or COD's) #9292 1! 

| certify | am over 18 

Sts AG 1 ip 

Offer void in UT. AL. MS. TN. KY. AR. H 

|; 
1 

——_—_—_— |; 
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CES Like prom-queen losers, porn sluts who don’t win awards b 
(continued from page 102) 

y the end of the evening leave with 
angry tears staining their faces. “What the fuck do | have to do to win, stick a baseball bat up my ass?” 
her movies. But we are very proud of her 
cover on Fetish. My brother-in-law is 
over 80 and hasn’t been able to express 
himself for years. When we showed him | 
Chloe’s picture on Fetish, he smiled and 
gave us the thumbs-up.” 

Porn paparazzi stalk through the 
lobby with flash cameras and ambush 
the sex sirens. The fully dressed recog- | 
nition is a rarity in the professional lives | 
of porn stars. They pose in front of the | 
lenses with their clothes on and some- 
times resemble international starlets at a 
Cannes Film Festival opening. A 19- 
year-old fuck-film ingenue, in a tasteful, 
velvet dress, her hair styled elegantly, 
almost achieves the glamorous look of a 
classic film star. The illusion is shat- 
tered when the young beauty opens her 
mouth to joke about swallowing cum, 
speaking in an honest hillbilly accent as 
crooked as her front teeth. 

Like prom-queen losers, porn sluts 
who don’t win awards by the end of the | 
evening leave with angry tears staining 
their faces. 

“What the fuck do I have to do to 
win, bitches Best New Starlet of the 
Year runner-up Mila, “stick a baseball bat 
up my ass?” 

af a * 

The following day exhibitors pack up 

Va Iw 

(\s 

118 

“al e« CA 

Abe [us ‘i ba." fore Pye | 

and close the show at the Sands Expo | 
Center. 

At a cut-rate room in the Sahara Hotel, 

Kevin states. “A few months ago I was 
_ working at a video store. Being a porn- 
_ movie maker was just a dream.” 

two perverts from Florida carry out the | 
fundamental business of dirty-movie 
manufacturing. Kevin and his partner, Dan, 

“We both come from jobs that people 
consider the bottom of the barrel,” Dan 

_ continues. “I was delivering pizzas.” 
are preparing to videotape a slut being | 
fucked in the room. 

Kevin, tall and gangly, walks out to the 
terrace. The sky is uniformly gray. The 
sun hasn’t set, but the neon lights on the 
Sahara’s Arabian Nights domes are flick- 
ering on, providing a colorful backdrop. 
Kevin will be fucking the girl, and he 
blocks out the moves with his hands. 
“First, ll mangle her against the wall. 
Then we'll drop into the chair for a little 
oral. She’ll do me, and I'll do her. Then 
we'll come inside on the bed.” 

Dan, the cameraman, bears a striking 
resemblance to Ray Liotta. He follows 
Kevin's movements, holding an imaginary — 
video camera in his hands. The real camera _ 

_ blouse, unbuttoned to reveal a bustier is on the floor having its batteries charged. 
Satisfied with the rehearsal, the two 

partners drop onto a bed and wait for a 
girl to come through the door. They met | 
her and her husband/manager on the floor 
of the CES and have agreed to pay her 
$400 for a straight-sex scene. 

“Our entry into porn-movie making | 
is pretty much a Cinderella story,” | 

Sa wAINE | Tiida 

June HUSTLER 

“We came to CES, and right away we 
flew a pretty big deal with a fairly major 
video company to supply them with 
footage,” Kevin marvels. 

There is a knock on the door. Kevin 
opens it. A longhaired man with a craggy 
face —he looks like an extra in a low-bud- 
get slasher movie—extends his hand. 
Kevin shakes it. 

The longhaired man’s 24-year-old 
wife, 12 years his junior, steps around 
him. Her blond hair is parted in the mid- 
dle and flipped back in wings, a style 
popular in suburban-Ohio shopping 
malls. Her eyebrows have been plucked 
into thin, black arches over hard-blue 
eyes. She wears jeans and a white 

top, with natural breasts overflowing 
from its D-size cups. 

“| have C-section marks,” the wife 
squawks in a flat, Midwestern tone. “But, 
like I said, they don’t show up on film.” 

“Everything’s perfect,” Kevin reas- 
sures, cocking his head as he studies her 
legs, which look chunky around the 
thighs and ass. 

She produces an AIDS test, and Dan 
hands her a model release to sign. “I’m 
using Tia or Tricia. I haven’t decided yet,” 
she informs him. 

“Write both names on the release.” 
Kevin produces four 100-dollar bills. 
“Hon, will you take the money?” Tia 

or Tricia asks. 
Her husband folds the bills into a wal- 

let attached to his belt loop with a chain. 
The links look like skulls. He drops onto 
the room’s second bed. 

Dan loads the batteries into the camera. 
Kevin leads Tia or Tricia onto the bal- 

cony and mashes her against the wall, 
flopping her two fat breasts out and grin- 
ning as he juggles them in each hand. 

Her husband watches with a poker 
face. Dan ducks in front of him with his 
camera rolling. 

“She’s real pretty,” Kevin calls out for 
the husband’s benefit. 

Tia or Tricia drops into the chair on the 
balcony and sucks Kevin’s dick. 

“Watch your teeth, sweetheart,” 

gently directs her. 
“Who knows,” Dan whispers to the 

husband while pausing to adjust his video 
cam, “maybe this time next year, your 
wife and Kevin will be up there at the 
AVN show accepting an award.” @& 

Kevin 
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= <<. NEEDED 

°216-295-Gl 
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 

HFT INC. 1995 18+ 
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nail — ——— The Family Jewel” “fies, *A¥01T vanares 
by itself | 

Safe! Feels and Looks Like Flesh. | In Plain Brown Package. 

Send to: Playhouse Products | 
P.O. Box 3530 Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 =e 3 630): 51 Bio: 

es z. gitem/nP) ITEM|#FP2 

" CITEM#AP 1...$39.95 TOTAL PURCHASE $_ 
+ LJITEM#FP2...$19.95 (CARES. ADDSALESTAXS —_i) 

: Doweex COMONEY ORDER SHIPPING & HANDLING... $4.95 

| 
Non-Vibrator Model —_-Vibrator Model 

| 
| Nv. residents add 6% Sales Tax. US Funds only! 2 Black || * Cvisa COMASTERCARD 

| 

| 

Size* Color 

6-1/4" x 1-3/4" (1 $44.954s3paH (1 $52.95+s83 OC Caicesion 
8-1/2" x 2-1/4" ©) $49.95+s3paH (©) $57.95+s3 (©) Mulatto 

%* Penis size does not include bails. © 1985 Family Jewel Collection 

Enclosed is my ©) Check () Money Order All prodects ore intended for ORDER TOTAL S_ 

or charge (1) Visa () MasterCard in the amount of $ entertonnmer! purposes only U.S. Funds only. Foreign orders odd on add'l $10 Sti.» 

4 SS a : 

| ee nae." = SE * wanes 
MO YR. + — 

| ; ADDRESS__ APT. # 

EE ENCE «CITY/STATE/ZIP 
5 I cee etctioe ne entintei 

Adoress__ FREE | Signature required on all orders. | am 21 years old or older. By my — 
Sexual 1 signature | authorize charging the cred card account listed on this form. * 

City ; State _ Zip + ' [declare under penalty of perjury tha! the foregoing is true and correct. 5 

| i Make Payable lo: V & G Products 
Send To P.O. Box 9413 Canoga Park, CA 91309-94 l 3 



(1-800-933-8258) 
, ve Te YOU CUMY 

MC/V/AMEX | 

(938-3825) 9!) 
as low as $2.49 per/min | Y'1-BBB- 

| 

i1-ABA A324 = 154) INTN'L RATES APPLY 

CET ON 
YOUR 
ANEES 
AND BEG! 

NO CREDIT 5 a 
| CARD NEEDED 

I- 619-497-4000. (OU OFF 
PUK ONLY 

CUM WET VOUR DICK 

WITH US ON YOUR MAC 

OR P.C. 

WWW:AWWET5.com 

PITHY BI-SEXUAL & 
CROSS DRESSER 
. 

800 . | «0113592-569-067 
Lae 

$1.99-33.99/MIN MC/VISA ADULTS ONLY 

2 GIRL GROUP-SEX SPECIAL: 
1-800.307-60:.R GY; or . 

NO CREDIT CARDs: @FFuaG Bubs AaTseMicks $2.98 PER MIN. ON YOUR PHC 

SoA ere baste 1-900:66651777 ~ 800#ts: billed per min. 01 14: Int'l Rates Apoly 18+ 3318 
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Miike wii 

Phone Sex N 

w best it 

can be! 

1-SO0-300 

ASHX 

Men Who Want The 

Live! ag Cm i oH ~ ive! “No Restrictions” ? WE AC ALY 
-528-2183 |-800°568- CUMM& 

‘ONLY $229) MN ANAL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS & CHECKS A! 
All Calls As Low As 2.50/min. Adults Only 184 

)edaay 

FATPOI »PS<] A a A 



Shocking video of unthinkable sex 
|with girls of all sent FREE to 
fall new customers. When you see 
this one, you'll be back for more. fj 

Name, Address and $3 Catalog & info. tor| 

__ mt Cherr Popping Vi Videos 
ay In Europe Where Anything Goes! 

50 Videos | 
5100 Videos §9 200 Videos $12 

: 5101100 Little XXX Photos $2 

 . : ‘Sassy Sales s, Box 480638, LA, ACA 90048 | 

( enna subject matter 
importe d from Denmark that's 

too e tne moot { to describe | in this ad. 

(160 og oH60 Videos $10 

L150 Photos $3 (] Catalog § 
=“ / Shipping $4 * Rush Delivery Add $1 

Meo Movies Dept. #u-68 Box 69850 Los Angeles CA 90069| 

y| VIDEOS: 
GANG FUCKED WOMEN IN SEX ACTS _: 

| ERSIAL TO BE DESCRIBED : 
IN THIS AD. NOT FOR THE TIMID VIEWER. : 
[J100 VIDEOS $15 (1200 VIDEOS $25 
[1300 VIDEOS $30 (SAMPLES 4 CAIALOG $5 

Postage $4¢lmmedicate Service $1 

hiene 

CE | 

UNDER THE 
, COUNTER 
FORBIDDEN VIDEOS 

*\70150 VIDEOS $5 11100 VIDEOS $10 
| (21180 VIDEOS $15 [1225 VIDEOS $20 

nBOO} - DEOS 
+ Tiivitu a 
< WHERE THERE | ARE NO LIMITS 

Mama's _|The Family Way 

(135 each ()3 for $10 (6 for $15 
CO) Catalog $1 Postage $4 

Cherry Popping 

GANGBANG VIDEOS 
i L) The Fuck Freaks $10 
O) Afterschool Orgies $10 
L) Gang Fucked Coeds $10 
O) ALL THREE ONLY $20 

" 3 Photo Story Magazines $5 
: Shipping S40 24 Hour Service = 

z Aria | sex AMATEUR 
BATHROOM 
VIDEOS | 

'“e.] (7125 Tinkle Twat Videos $10 
@| (25 Little Squirt Videos $10 

(25 Wet Family Videos $10 
(1 25 Potty & Play Videos $10 
DALL 100 VIDEOS $20 

No strings. You will receive absolutely f my 
free, a genuine INFLATABLE rubber doll 

HOME MOVIES) 

dn 
£ , 

“with a hole in the right place’ when caf >. L) 
send $2 for our catalogs full of pleasure / - 
products, Act now, offer limited. af 

77] bend over 
backward or forward 

fo please you. 
Ive been well trained! 

*16 hot photos $3 |S; Anna Lee - #1 # HU256 
* 32 hot Eon for $5 | N. Hollywood, CA 91606 

AMAZING VIDEOS! | 
' You've never seen anything like this| 
before! Flapping lips, gaping tunnels, | 
huge clits. 175 gashes, no two alike. 
Plus get 6 MORE VIDEOS FREE! 

aoe 150 more horny girls to CUM with. | 

Bat Photos. t4| HWP - Box 530 - Dept. HU256 | 
CBoth si9 | Van Nuys, CA 91408 

WHEN THE FOLKS ARE 
AWAY THE KIDS WILL 

PLAY AND LET IT ALL 
HANG OUT...AND HOW! 
WE WERE THERE. Mike, Delta House Dorm #HU256 
SECRET PHOTOS $3.00 Box 15745, N_Hiywd, CA 91615 | 

8 BIG INCHES 
in 8 WEEKS 2 lone 

OR YOUR MONEY BACK | 
Risk nothing! Need we say more? Even if | 

you re wraller thon a Yeroge, you can have 8 rull, 

acl inches on jue weeks Inf roductory cP heer $a.95 

plus $2 postage & handleng 

CA 91357 

4 

COMPLETELY FLEXIBLE..: 

SPAINUS Tat INE 
WHAT IS SPANISH FLY? 
The power of “Spanish Fly” to 

| stimulate breeding in livestock 
is legendary. It has been used | 
by breeders the world over 
for centuries to encourage 
animals to copulate....... ——_— 
but the placebo effect can ig me Row 5 " 
produce a very POWERFUL ; 9 
psychological EFFECT gaya . 
in the human female!! > ikon, 
AVAILABLE AS: | $595 & OS ied 
@ LIQUID i, ot 
MM CAPSULES id > ry 

to POWDER 

| HANDS STROKES | 
| PREE! act sy itsetr 

@ MALE MASTURBATOR @ 

Revolutionary new idea in 

mala masturbation. Once on your Penis, 
THE STROKER stays on and keeps 
working. Your hands never touch 
your cock. The ingeniousremote 
activator does all the work for you. | 

Uniike a mouth or pussy, a 
the stroker never gets tired. b 4 
it's ike the best blowjob or / 

| fuck you can imagine 
Over a half-a-million sold for 

| up to $99.96. It 6 yours now 
for the unheard of low pnce © 
of gory she ane a FREE y 2 

r I 8 

; go | WHESTROKER $4.00 
postage | 407. SLIK $1.50 
em ORO-SIM * Dept ates toe 
oF BOX 1808 STUDIOCITY 1614 

Uy 

\LOVE: DOI Lé 
Never before have these dolls been offered in America! | 

Now through an exclusive importer, we can offer their 
smooth, warm-to-fhe-fouch bodies to you af this low, 
low price. But act fast, this offer is limited! 

Susie and Danny are SOLID and completely FLEXIBLE 

teen dolls. Not paper dolls, not inflated, they'll never burst 

or go flat on you. Solid yet their natural flexibility allows 

them to assume and hold any position you can dream 

of! Explore and probe Susie's eager body! Indulge in 

your fantasies! 

Susie and 

Danny shipped 
compleialy naked! 
Sq the fur the fun starts before they arrive! 

WHOLESALE DOLL CO. « BOX 39604 
DEPT. HLas ®* LOS ANGELES, CA 90039 

Gentlemen: Please RUSH tome ___ Dolls 
as | have indicated below 

| have enclosed $ 

_) SUSIE DOLL with American, Greek 
& ‘Deep-Throat’ openings $9.95 

| DELUXE SUSIE DOLL as above 
plus Natural Hair Add $2.00 

|.) DANNY DOLL Deluxe model 

complete $9.95 

|| BOTH SUSIE & DANNY DOLLS 

BONUS: Natural Hair FREE! $14.95 
Postage and handing $2 
Sold a8 an adull nowelly only 

angle 

Name 

Address 

City : 

State _ = Zip =! 

| certify | am at least 19 years of age 

| 

Hct? E leepeeeg SMe : 

Signed as 
= as SS SS SS eeeseseses os 

DANNY, 

| # First and only 
SOLID, flexible 

male doll in : a 

America! . ff f legs. 
te Detailed, clean 

shaven face. His 
head is completely 
movable. 

| SUSIE, your wild teen nympho 
w 

==, IMPORTED *wEager, 
Open Mouth. 
Her movable head #% Large firm 
lets you enjoy her 
fim lips and ‘deep 

throat wom 1 any nipples. 

%*« Natural Hair 
Long, silky, golden 

breasts 
with budding pink 

¥% American & Greek 
openings. * 

Tight willing *”V Well rounded 
pussy and thighs and legs 
deep snug that are sett and 
ass. caressing 

the bucking young stud 

¥ Broad shoulders, 
large masculine 
chest and strong 

%& Natural, firm latex 
cock thal is warm 

lo the touch, hard 
and ready for 
ACTION! 

Both Susie and Danny are actually warm to 
fhe touch, Life-like and completely flexible 

to make your wildest dreams ‘cum’ true! 
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1M SO\HORNY, MY BIG. > VIDI a aa 
WE PUSSY ARE BEGRING oi ” Sadia a Delvery Insurance ope | 

‘SOME HOT COCK ACTION! | — —_——_ Imerabchatie Check neurone J82.0 

r Sis. | CALL ME NOW!!! ’ : Foreign & Canadien Oriers | 

_} remit in U.S. Funds aod add =) $4.00 

ae 
r ° c 

| 

: SVP AS LOW AS $2.50/min. = ADULTS ONLY 18+ 

B, 

0 30 

M "HPMALES @ TRS, 
& TRAN 

— KINKY. 

CRPVTED 

30 VIDEO TITLES + ALL ONLY 59 

www.partysex.com 



| DR. JOEL KAPLAN’S — 

_ PENIS & NIPPLE 

» ENLA — 
Professii 
Resol | 

vy SAin Size Permanently & Safety 
Oitain 1 Length & Girth 

1-312-409-9995 
- Free Pictures & Brochures 

1-900-976-PUMP 
~ 4% >) Latest Enlargement Info. $295/min. 

Enjoy Hours of 

orgasmic Pleasure 

OY Sybian it Women. 
» Venus Il for Men. 
be Each, a high-tech 

masturbation macnine, 

STAY ALERT®PRODUCTS HOW TO ORDER 
(to enhance mental alertness) Product# 100's  500’s Call toll free 7 days a week 
Ly. Black Capsule 200 mg. Caffeine 10081 $0.45 $2145 «= * -“SOO-SES-9900. 
Sm. Black Capsule 175 mg. caffeine 16101 $5.45 $19.45 ala ance 
Heart Shape Tablet 200 mg. Caffeine 10201 $4.95 $18.45 ee 
357 Magnum Red/White Tab. 200 mg. Cal. 15671 $5.45 $19.45 alee: me 
20/20 White Tablet 175 mg. Caffeine 15811 $4.95 $18.45 | VISA 
Blue/Clear Capsule 200 mg. Catleine 13001 $6.45 $21.45 | 

ONGESTANT: hy 
| (tor the temporary relief of sinus congestion) PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
Round White Tablet 25 mg. Ephedrine HCL 1022) $6.95 $29.95 CAUTION: individuals under medical care should 

consull their physician. No sales lo minors. 

Diet Aid - Phenylpropanolamine HCL Caps. 1014) $7.45 $22.95 
(to curb the appetite) Sun Labs Ltd. 0368 

built to last a lifetime 

For info packet send $2 to 
Abco, Dept. HUGS, 
Box 354, Monti, IL 

61856-0354 
or visit our website 

www. sybian.com 

= (ANAL VIRGINS!)|STOP JERKING OFF: 
6 1000's OF 

) AVAILABLE 

WOMEN 

Cum 

he 
GeT Em 

t cum 1°888 2223 
938-0038 "0: 879-BABE 

eecoocacegaoaceaeceomeeneeeoeoeoeeeee ee ee eee ce 

PER MINUTE 
Over 7? | 

1-800-238- LIVE 
rom 92.50 f -9OO-435-6588 
Seeseoseceeeeeeeeeseeeseeeseeseseeeseeeseeseeses es e*eeeeeeesee0aee0eeseeeese se ee@eeeeeeeeeeee 6 



Y ai’ Min 

06-455. 
$1.99-$3.99/MIN MC/VISA wi nian 

Ny SN 
we ONHORIMORES 

7 (win hin 
ud 

hehe ANT Sin 

HHibaiy 

SORVISTENTD 
TALESIER || 

Feats ANCE 
~t)) 

LD. TOLLS APPLY 

1010890- 1 868 SPS 

As low as 
§2.50/min. 

A Soper 
I- 1-000: “

991 -4
S EX ; 

— 1 1 ON 1 ONtY 

‘Mi CORAPEST & TM BaST LIVE SEX AROUND! 
irs =800-WILD-SEX 

800-222-FUCK 
2 ALL wT e CHECK BY PHONE OR DIRECT BILL. $1.98 PER MIN. 18 & OLDER 
iS “THE ONLY NUMBERS YOU NEED TO REMEMBER! 1-ON-1 AND ORGY! 

For international sluts! ., aE, 592-599- 336 
int! rates apply | 

aAVYGYOaOOOaZAOOO 
EMA ve conte OLE IS™ Te 
INTERACT WITH YOU ON YOUR P.C. | WWW. WE TSL UT. com 



EXTREME SEX ACTS GARGLE VIDEOS ©) RUA TE ses te evtotens renee yer oeeemene semen ae 
i These 30 different video collections are offered exclusively to you only through the mail on this one simple form 

001 ALL TAPES 30 MIN. | «qo provided below. This offer comes with no strings attached or further obligations. Become a valued customer and 
; join mittions who for over 20 years have enjoyed our products. All orders will be shipped in plain packaging with 

complete privacy. Order today and begin to enjoy o world where playful meets passion and fantasy becomes 
fulfiliment. Ail models 18 years or older, proof of age Is on file with distributor. 

<i ORDER YOUR FAVORITE TODAY, ALL SHIPPED IN PLAIN WRAPPED PACKAGE MUST BE 18 YEARS OF OVER TO ORDER 

All 20 VOLUMES OMLY SIZ 

IF ORDERING MULTIPLE VIDEO COLLECTIONS PAY $3 P&H FOR FIRST VIDEO COLL 4 $1 P&H FOR EACH ADOMONAL COLLECTION 

Gentlemen, please send me the videotapes | have indicated below. USE ENTIRE AD TO ORDER 
J 001.5812 O02512 YO 003.512 J004.3510. 006.59. 3086.59. J O7.$11. 

2) 006.511. 0 009.510 O0I0.812 FONLSI0. O 012.510. 013.511. J 014.512 
J05.$9 O06S9 OOI.SS OOSIO. O 019.511. DOORS 9. O 021.511. 

J022.512 0023.59. U0204..89 2088.59. O 026.511. 027.511. O O26_5 9. 
| OF CO5T2 

Rush the iiems indicated | enclose § as payment in full, plus PAH and any optional 
changes, J send COD | encose S extra P&H Canadians 4 intemational § remit in US funds Send To: 

® ULTIMATE COLLECTION Dept Asa P.O. Box 5660, Chicage, IL 60660-5460 

Name ; : Date of Birth ss 

Addr/Apt.é ay . eerie Ge 
State = fos _————e a | am over 16 yrs. 

| Pequined | 

ALL 30 ban -_ pws Ol? oo 

TITANIC TOYS petro 
se series of NO HOLES BARRED, 

FREAKY FUCK FUCKS 
026 Take advantage of huge savings when 

| ordering multiple XXX video collections. 

‘ 

s&s i ils ~ = ‘ 

hk ] a iw | [ ’ | j a. 

it ordering multiple collections pay $3.00 P&H | 
for your first video collection and & 1.00 P&H 

for each additional video collection. 

www.partysex.com 
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Wt HOUAS VOLUME 23— 
- oa j 

i. s ‘ ‘| 
# z | ’ 

BD3223 4HR /BD3328 4HR | BD1142 4HR oreand  BD1436 4HR wel BD1437 aH at 

PERFECT Tih Las UE 

ar aren ity NS, = | 7 + a i? eee a cs ar, ECSTASY Pe Lee 

- . 
- 

Tie 
. SuMDERELLA 

a ee AA Ee + 

BD11 82 4Hh BD3218 4HR Vi BD1439 4HR- § 8D1092 4HR ™ 68D1186 4HR 

| Apt. No. 

__ State_ ___—s- Zip __ 

Business ( } 

‘rae * ae. : : Ty SPECIAL! 
_ (Cs : , | P.O. Boxes and GENERAL 312 Ame ateur Volumes — 

DELIVERY ADD $2 $9.95 E 3012068 

iw ADD S2 148A imateu ey mes 

CHEC $19.95! BD1206C 

ww ADD 

i= Name___ 
Address _ 

| | F 2 
Vi 1) | i ee ( 

) FOR 24HR. IN-HOUSE — 
K CL EARAr NC HE 

BD1133 4HR rel 

Lt ' THE™ 

Mm BD1440 4HR §9/)) BD1435 4HR Ge BD1429 4HR 

IA 

) $2 FOR CERT! FIED | SIGNATU 
DELIVERY 

IL) ADD $2 FOR 100% DELIVERY 
I = ia g.B8t1 INSURANCE 

ee n - . wl ADD $2 FOR PRIORITY SERVIC 

wilt a he j 
Yd 7 . i a ADD $A FC 9A UPS 2ND DAY AIR if | 

"Ny 
pune 

BD1179 4HRE {BD1430 4HR BD1180 4HR Be 

“ 

'BD1428 4HR_ 

(CHECK A BOX & CODE IT 

BELOW iF YOU WANT ONE), 

Shipping & 

Handing 

NJ 6% 

Sales Tax 

2nto 
| i IppIn | n / Cc Fats cht, e. pn ae as eae fa Dehn x 

| | : | | | =4 Cc Ti i . : t vi 

: HU0698 CAT #25 meeanoa 
| | r 

» SIGNATURE (| am 21 or Coke) 



~ YOUR COCKINEEDS pais rf 

You're My Slave Boy & 
| COMMAND That You 

| PUCCMENOW 
http://www.cybererotica.com sa 4 

J-800 es 

AIOE 
VISA/MC/ AMEX /DIRECT. 
16+. UPTO S3.99/MiM. 

9//MIN. ADULTS | ONLY PH NE BILLED. B8Re V/MC 

EXCUUSIVE LIVE IRS! 
ski VE! THE CHEAPEST AND THE 
tae BEST |-ON-1 IN THE U.S.A! 

All 888 #S 
are Toll Free! 9s ge SS AITIN 

(1-888-277-5266) 

ALL NEW DATELINE 
, | 

a fod cay ' 
fe | 

7 SPECIALIZING IN ] avy 4 _ >, Wd : OS eed 

ALTERNATIVE LIFE [ % = A) Ol ayour Aad % mn 9 3 FR MN A MANOR (C CHECK By PHONE ( Op DIRECT BILL. 18+ 

(1-888-933-2838) ie Lae $1.98 PER MIN. ON YOUR PHONE BILL. 18+! 

" Meet Real _ USA: | .£FQ9 FOE QOA' 

(OR: INT'L PREFIX+ | "INTL RATES APPLY, 
LIVE GIRLS, SEE THEM, TALK TO THEM ON YOUR PC. OR MAC. | www.ON-LINESEX.com 

1-800-339-2-O:No-1 Saice'i 
DEEP, DARK, SEDUCTIVE, OMINOUS 

gy SHAMEERS 

Ol 19 YR. OLD RUNAWAY 
pn dO pl eedndl MONEY! 

as HORN Y-19 
(1-BSS8-467-609010) | 

rantasy | (HORNY COEDS CONNECTION ONLY 
Call Toll - 24HRS G ¥ [- > 

. : PER 
A creative sexy MIN. 

a a 1 OD. 508. WETT 
CH yest: eek 1-900-435-0900 
immediately 

for a romantic experience of 

anything your desires. 

MC/VISA 

* 1-On-1 Talk! , 

io WANNA 

— FUCKA 
\ ® oS : r JK. 4 N 
eran) 

ww TA AN i 

| ee phe S44 US 

SUBMISSIVES + FETISHISTS | 
MISTRESSES AWAIT YOUR CALL: 

UG dT 4 700 
INSTANT CHEDIT « DIHEC T oo ~ co 

NO CHEDIT CAHD NECES 

FETISH PARTY LINE 

O00 d00-3, 1.0.4, 
Put a little 

in your life! 
. 1 t) | 4) t}e) iv 

eS, 4, f ‘) 
ras 



ey 4999 
i pam ©=HOUSEWIFE! 
Sg" ae KINKY OLDER | 

' i WOMEN 
. - 1.99-3.99,/MN MC/VISA/AMEX OR INSTANT CREDIT 

7@@ee@ed@ecmeeeae_enseeeeememeclCcemeCetclUCcPitCCcaetclUCtmC aetclUCcPitCUCciWmCUCcritCCcetClcrRetCUc tml eOtClcetlcetlUcetlUwcele 
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y SF one tA / PER MINUTE 
: L Over 2] 

1-800-238-LIVE 
, rromsz.s0 f -9OO-435-6588 
eee eoeeeeeee@eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee ee 8 8 eT eeseeseeeceseeeesedeess 

(NASTY GIRLS! 
‘sti ONLY 

744, 

[g}BENE i anon 

(1 608-423-299 «Enemas + Shaving ad DOMIMATTO: y, Ls « Fully Functional 
EG go o: , ” She-Males! MIN. | 
8 Sede 9 | ecaistelimers Welcome! | 
Mplarcinae ” 5 < Wo C.-C. NEEDED! 
° Bootlt oki ng sf , 1-800 

ole rainin 

oTRolelPlaying | _ MM er | MS FullyjEquiped 
Dungeon! ) 

~2 a SERVE YOUR mI 5 BES: i) 
\ ALLNEW DATELINE! y =... : 

SPECIAWIZING L) he 
L RATES APPL 

1-882 ny 
: a 

Sfiroxy  MEGMTEVS) -800-7H1-sPaN 
CSDM, 4 (1-8885933"26 35) 4 <a f OT am SUOKON US ae = 800-77 

PER MIN. ALL MAJOR CC. C & 
| | PER WN 

(1-888-674-9788) 

BI-SEXUAL FIRST TIMERS WELCOME! | - 

: Live Ginis FOR io 
By ON YOUR MAC OR P.C. 

mue \2s*1-900- -938-0101 
Yew. WiRT ou AL meEnN.com 

‘ht 
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Lnoogee- 4p 
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ARE CRAVING. 
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HOT 0 a 
si! ms ee 
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as low a5 $2.50min. Adults only 



exual 
laytoys 

How to order them 

without embarrassment. 

How to them 
without disappointment. 

f you've been reluctant to purchase 
sexual products through the mail, our 
100%, three-way Xandria Guarantee might 

change your mind. 

1. We guarantee your privacy. 

Everything we ship is plainly and securely 
wrapped, with no clue to its contents from the | 

| outside. All transactions are strictly confiden- | 
tial, and we never sell, rent, or trade any | 

| customer s name. 

2. We guarantee your satisfaction. 

If a product is unsatisfactory, simply return it 

for replacement or refund. 

| 3. We guarantee that the product you choose 
will keep giving you pleasure. 

Should it malfunction, simply return it to us 

tor a replacement. 

What is the Xandria Collection? 

It is a very special collection of the finest and 

most effective sexual products from around 

the world. It is designed for the timid, the bold, 

or for anyone who has ever wished there could 
| be something more to their sexual pleasures. 

Xandria’s Collector's Gold Edition 

OUR CATALOGUE OFFERS: 

* Vibrators * Dildos 

¢ Erotic Books & Videotapes 

¢ Anal Toys ¢ Lubricants 

¢ Restraints « Masturbators 

¢ Nasty Audiotapes & CDs : 

The Xandria Gold Collection celebrates the 

possibilities for pleasure we each have within 

L 

us. Send for the Xandria Gold Edition 

Catalogue. Its price of just $4.00 is applied in 
full to your first order. 

Write today. You have nothing to lose and 

an entirely new world of sib nee to gain. 

The Xandria Collection, Dept. HU0698B 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131-9988 
Please send me, by first class mail, the Xandria Gold 

Edition Catalogue. Enclosed is my check or money order 

for $4.00 which will be applied towards my first purchase. 

($4 US.,$5 CAN., £3 U.K.) 

= 

Aarne 

Addircas 

City 

State /Zip 

lam an adult over 21 years of age. 

Signalare required 

Kandria, 165 Valley Dr., Brisbane, California 94005-1340, Void where prohibited by law 
SS en 

“ay Te Pam AAT IZ Ee 

TO BE TAKEN . No harmful side effects. 

Saturate the body with the most 

powerful testosterone enhancers 

available, A.T.D.C. is S&K Labs most 

powerful stack of testosterone enhancers 

combined . They could raise 

Testosterone is the body's natural 

steroid. Higher testosterone levels 

mean faster, easier muscle growth. 

If you are not completely satisfied with the growth you 

obtain within 15 days, return it for a full refund. 

YOUR PENIS WILL GAIN 3 TO 4 
EXTRA INCHES IN JUST 2 DAYS 

NOTE THE 
INCREASE IN 

DIAMETER AND 
THE DRAMATIC 
INCREASE IN 

LENGTH OF 53% 
- MORE THAN 3 
FULL INCHES. 

Here Is your chance to overcome the problems 
and insecurities of o penis that Is too small. No 
more pumps. Now with the original... the one 
and only EXCEL-10 you will reach maximum di- 
mensions — In a simple ond natural way! The 
EXCEL-10 method will prosthetically make your 
penis 3 even 4 inches longer, also thicker and 
firmer. It will also help in the control of prema- 
ture ejaculation. You simply CAN'T LOSE, be- 
cause the EXCEL-10 Ils GUARANTEED TO WORK! 
Gain self-confidence ond your ability to satisfy 

Ce 

women will sky rocket! Join the nearly one mil- 
lion men who have solved thelr penis size prob- for only 

: Sanat lerns! The EXCEL-10 Is fosatrgged $30. Now 
personal check over the or order by cash on 

- =] ORDER NOW!!! 1-800-275-7822 smn ae: 

Call 24 hrs a diy 7 days & week or CHECK | NC postage paid 

papaya ign TT Regular model only "12.95 
S&K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd., Suite 101 paid 

Pompano Beach, Florida 33062 Be Yann $2 extra for Rush Service 

sities Lasoo _ mail to: EXCEL-10 Dept. HU69s 
. Buy 2 Bottles get 3rd FREE P.O. Box 2220 

Add for Priority Mail Chatsworth, CA 
91313-2220 international orders add 25%. (C.0.D%s U.S. only) 

Yes, | would like a catalog with my order 

Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 

Phone: | 

XXX YOUNG PUSSY. 
ONLY 

PER 
MIN. 

1-800-808-WETT 
1 -900- 435-0900. 

We sell in volume... so we sell for less! . 

SPANISH FLY: 
Now you can enjoy sex with anyone you desire, whenever you wish. 2,3, 4 times a night regard- = | 
less of your age. Our inert formula SPANISH FLY will turn-her-on - gets her motor going - makes ~ 

- her eager to say YES to your secret desires — puts her sexually in your power on the double. Works on young and older 
women alike. Use secretly or with partners knowledge. Works fast! Lasts for hours! Strong but perlectly safe! Use some 
yourself! reg $13.98 C11 month supply $B. 95 1] 3 month supply $15 () 6 month supply $22.95 

. Fr BY v4 ERECTION PLUS STAY POWER 
Serious about a larger, thicker & harder penis when No need to ejaculate before the fun begins. Become a 

+> making love? This formula promotes ROCK-HARD sexual superman and satisfy her always. STAY POWER is 

: < ERECTION by “opening up” your penis to maximum specially formulated to restore vigor - add to your 
engorgement. Erections occur when the blood flow in performance, staying power and sexual potency. Good for 

your penis is stimulated. ERECTION PLUS does this and all ages. Safe! Be the lucky “STIFF” in her life! Aag. s9.95 
more! Safe and available without prescription! Asp $9.95 C] 1 month supply $6 

]1 month supply $6 (3 month supply $10 [J] 3month supply $10 

ADD $3 PER ORDER 
for Postage & Handling 

for MAIL EXPRESS 
Add $2 EXTRA | 

VOLUME PHARMACALS = Dept HUs98 
P.O. Box 9309 « Sepulveda, CA 91393-9309 
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HOT VE 
PHONE SEX 

PHONE SEX! 
1010890-1 -868-622-0625 

CHAREGES APPLY 

UNCENSORED 
RECORDED FANTASIES 

1010890-1-868-622-0627 
TOLL CHARGES APPLY 

HOT GAY MEN 1-ON-1 

1-900-468-M.E.E.T, 

EROTIC VOICE PERSONALS 

1 -900-370-2 500 $2/MIN. 

FUCK A DREAM GIRL!! 
1-800-568-1110 vic sioo5 caus 

1-619-497-3000 
NO CREDIT CARDS NEEDED 

HOT NEW PART YLINE 

INTL. L.D. CHARGES ONLY 

$2.50-4.99/min. 18+ 
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| First of ail, eae ee Ce oe 

| does, you'd easily be prepared to pay hundreds of dollars 
for it. That's why our system (2 models to choose from) is 

| a truly unbelievable bargain at the price offered. 

“se: PENIS ENLARGEMENT | 
TO MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SIZE! 
MEN REPORT NEW DIMENSIONS OF 9 INCHES... 

10 INCHES... EVEN AS MUCH AS 12 FULL INCHES! 

Yow] 
Pinos Sle YOU U5e 

HOW Pay, 
Si Yuur vw) pauls 314 HEGUssys 

| couldn’ t be
lieve it 

big it got ins so sho
o 

to blink my 

huge, throb 

and since t 

| BIGGER and B
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Working oul with 

PRO is addicuve... 

Brad roe
 

The male erection is caused by blood flowing into hollow 
caverns in the penis. The caverns fill with blood and the 
penis grows in size and thickness, becoming stiffer as well. 

| Our system not only enables any man to increase the 
capacity of these caverns by allowing them to hold more 
blood, but our revolul SENTRY P Ring ahows MODELS: ONE ANY 

es Gees ek nd, ek 00 cerned vache REQUIREMENT 
up to the sve you Ike, sie the SENTRY onto the base of NOTE:All pump models include “MAXIMUM GAINS” How: 

at first; now 

time, | had 

yes... W as {nal | 

ig pole in the
 tube 

enis? Well... ft 

REALLY that time | have used } 
to make It 

the MAG des avery time 

the MAGNU 

Milwaukee, wi 

999 W5Jols newly tie a ait 

oils SY Sia sass EL, 

NOW LONG zie ou UO ae 

_ Extensive research brings you a system 
that takes the guesswork out of 
enlargement. We are the only system 
that incorporates: a state-of-the-art 
pump (2 models available), PLUS a 
patented “erection sentry," PLUS an 
instructional manual on maximum 
enlargement techniques and ALL THIS 

wads, 

you would expect to pay. 

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS: 
ULTRA-MODERN TECHNOLOGY 

AND GOOD OLD-FASHIONED VALUE - 
THE EXCELO SYSTEM GIVES YOU BOTH! 
Made in the U.S.A., these state-of-the-art vacuum pumps 
are equal or better than those prescribed by doctors that 
sell for up to $430, ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! 

at a price that is literally 1/10 of what 

HOT Li 
PHONE SEX 

N 

~/ Guam fuck he 
Me ipu

ssy 

3. f (ig ) d £ 1 
a | ] re 

Ba PER MIN. ON YO é 

your penis and let it stay there, guarding, maintaining, keep- 
ing your POWERFUL, THROBBING ERECTION through inter- 
course and beyond. When you are satisfied, you simply 
release the SENTRY with one hand! It's that simple! 

ALL THIS... WHAT MORE COULD 
YOU ASK FOR? HOW ABOUT A PRICE 
THAT IS POSITIVELY UNBEATABLE? 

to instructional manual. 

all that the EXCELO System with SENTRY Prolong Ring 

AP LUIS A SOUL GLAS WLUS irs 
Wns PURE JUS UF WAS TUNE ANUIY 

In a short time you can learn new ways of enjoying | 
sexual ecstasy alone or with your partner! Dozens of 

techniques are exposed in words and photos. Every act, 

every method, every device is discussed in detail. Learn 

to enjoy prolonged periods of continuous ecstasy! To 

delay your climax as long as you want! To make your 

climaxes super-charged with power and sensations. A 

eee ee is Socal 

| 64% PROLONG RING 
The amazing new Prolong Ring is a marvel of engineering. Quite 
simply, it allows you to stay as hard as you want, as long as you 

want! When your erection is as big and hard as you can make 
it, slide the ring on, The open ended design fits any size penis. | 
it fits at the base of the penis shaft, where it does 

the job thoroughly, discreetly, undetected. It never 
interferes with stroking action — EVER! Watch your 
penis jut up and out — and stay that way until i 
release the ring! Imagine lovemaking when 4 

you have the confidence of complete 

erection control literally at be ogee 1 

MAGNUM PRO) dept. pus 
P.O. Box 571627 « Tarzana, CA 91357 l 
Gentiemen: Please send the item(s) indicated. i 
lenclose OCheck OMoney Order i 

of Catt 

fo “his file hy My fy bbe = fe ywpnth | 

TURN-ON Goeeaie | 
TURN-ON is a NEW triple strength formula that will create 
uncontrollable sexual desire in women (and men) with no 1 

7 harmful effects. Atter taking, tiny particles of this genuine | COMANUAL model with Maximum Gains instructional manual $13.95 " 
imported spice find their way into the urinary tract and safe- ELECTRIC model with Maximum Gains instructional manual ......534.95 
ly and effectively stimulate the sexual | organs of either sex. { LISENTRY PROLONG RING ove 2.95 | 

C)BIG MASTURBATION BOOK $10.00 Resistance just melts away! TUAN-ON pills are inert formu- 
las that are triple strength. 30 day supply is nationally sold j 
for $14.95 — but check our prices! { CL) 30 day supply $10 ©) 90 day supply $20 CO) 6 month supply $30 | 

FULL 30 DAY SUPPLY... tony $10 LISPECIAL! “Big Masturbation Book,” 6 month supply of TURN-ON 

- FULL 90 DAY SUPPLY... $20 fsand the Pr olong Ring _....$25.00 | 

| SAVE $30! A 6 MONTH SUPPLY ....ond $30 j 

 Seceial/ Save an extra $27.95! 

TURN-ON FORMULA } 

ADD $5 for S&H © Canadians re remit in U.S. funds. 

NAME (print) _ 

ADDRESS 

I 

I 
I 
i 

fi ot a = By CITY/STATE/ZIP ot 

PDANTOO VIOEO | 
~~. UNCUT Horror, sleaze, cult 

€ & exploitation imports, 
rarities & bizarre films on 

2 VHS. Psychedelic, S&M, 
\ B&D, fetish & fantasy 

theme films. 100's of | 
infamous & obscure titles. | 
For our updated catalog | 

send $3 (refund w/first order) to: PHANTOM | 

VIDEO, P.O.Box 7301, Jupiter, FL 33468. Dept. H 

Choose from 
2 1000s of | 
~~ women 
everywhere 

who want 
some action! 

52 sarah “800 3243 1-900 
993-0075 ““" 248-LAID 
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4 “and dark treats! 

: = a ; Truly a must see! | 

every man's fantasy}, aad toilet,tales 1K 
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willing and ready 
to please with 

| | ion Sock ti the jaws ut! 
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torrents of cum! Watch 
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FF mouths with hot 
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harticore sex fetishist, hese women areRy | 
100% real- full round tis and asses NOT 
padded wel plastic’ Hippre whores! 

et fetishes come to | 
life in this exclu. & 

an sive hardcore 
ena import! Sold only 

aia through this offer 

THis IS A COLLECTION OF THE HOTTEST AND HARDEST SPECIALTY VIDEO VOLUMES. 
WE HAVE TO OFFER. EACH VOLUME IS GUARANTEED TO DELIVER ULTIMATE SATISFAC- 
TION. THIS OFFER COMES WITH NO STRINGS ATTACHED OR FURTHER OBLIGATIONS. ee eee ne en en eee ee pe oe oe on el 



Yell With Desire! | ies ? on (BARELY LEGAL 
Mistress on” GR ox 

ed 

of the Dark! 

vou wi lsuffer | 4.0''1 
ihe consequences! hth MIN. | 

P 

Call Mistress 

4 | 1-800-808- -WETT chilling good 

1-900-435-0900 

THE MAILBAG 
For Advertising Rates Call 310-288-0013 

HOT FUCKIN PARTY LINE 
— 1-704-319-2008 Free of All Premium charges 

| NICOLE'S PRIVATE LINE 1-800-552-6454 
- PERSONAL, UNHURRIED CONVERSATION V/MC 

CUM LET'S PLAY WITH EACH OTHER! 
_The ‘ARISTOCATS” Live! 1-800-736-1997 CC'S ONY 

TAM TEMPEST. LL BE YOUR MISTRESS TONIGHT 
805-773-3888 NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 24 HRS 
DO ME! MAKE ME! TAKE ME! 
818-779-2780 nett 011-239-129-4096 

$42 Tsc0.ciesaed uememy® 12 
CUM SHOOTING PHONE SEX: 
We're friendly, hot & so horny! $14 Credit ards. 
JENNY or P. ae oe -4884, 2 Girls $25 

__OR TRY 1-90 7552 $3.49/min 18+ 

INTERACTIVE FETISH HOTLINE 
1-900-740-6232 san 13+ 1-212-242-2620 vinciae 26 HRS 
DEEP, CONSIDERATE, SENSITIVE & HORNY 
330-399-9974 $1.25/MIN V/MC/LIVE UNCENSORED 18+ 

rN 4s $1.99 Per Min, © Visa/MC-© 1B) 

KINKY NYMPHO FUCK DOLLS WILL SUCK YOU OFF 
1-800-964-LslaS7A2 18 V/MC & CHECKS BY PHONE $.90/MIN. 

$12 HOT LIPS! 1-800-746-1396 $12 
1-900-435-1153 $3.99/min. HOT TALK 
FEE OUR DARKS | Denes 
CALL AND CUM FOR ME!!! 24 HRS. (805) 773 
FOR THE KINKIEST PHONE SEX AROUND 4a. eK! 

Without A Credit Card 1-900- W.E3T,- H,0,T, X 9 

TASTE OUR TEXAS HONEY-STICKY, 
HOT & SWEET! (972) 893-1271, 1272, 1273 
GET DOMINATED!!! 

+ 800- “l, S7H,A,V,E.- Us $4.95/min 18+ 



INTERNATIONAL 
SHE-MALES! 

A 
“FUCK MY TIGHT 

_SPUSSY-ASS, OR 
~ A5UEKO ON MY 

TSGPER MIN Tom DTM 

Bret yh APP bien 

17bb-404-5%19 

1-800-443-5678 
1-900-993-1456 

http:/ | WWHEPErerotih.com 

ANIECATIS,AS LOW AS Se 50/MINSAUBIIS ONLY iB: 

18+ UP TO $3.99/MIN VISA/MC/AMEX 



JU HOTTEST, KINKIEST AND NAS 
1 | 

Double dicks, 
triple balls, 

the girl with 3 
clits and girls 
who squirt 
and shoot 
their juices. 

| 60 VIDEO 
| VOLUMES $7 

P= Very, very nasty, 
down and dirty 

golden showers, 
N totlet training 

. perfect for water 

sports lovers 

s © » VOLUMES $7 
40 VIDEO 

Billy and his 
friends get 
their hard 
dicks In 

tight little 
assholes for 

their first 
butt fuck 

90 VIDEO 
” VOLUMES $6 

| Unbelievable 
farm fetishes 

for the 
advanced 

collector who 
likes it kinky 
and very 
nasty. 

B25 VIDEO 
43) VOLUMES $10 

They're 
having a 
party at 

home with 
afantastic | 

‘ty! , 

f / 48 DD tits 
| kissed and 
ie sucked featuring 
| women over 40 

| years with young 
men getting their 
ip _ 4 

Cnet only if you are an whiahtad 
_ collector. roth dh ondiob gg weird 

5 VIDEO VOLUMES $8 _ 

Nipples big and 
hard like a cock. 
Watch her fuck 
mouths, pussies 
and assholes 
and shoot her 
milk all over. 

35 VIDEO 
VOLUMES $7 

Pregnant 
ord wet 

and Hot or 
COCK. 

They're 
ready to 
drop but 
give them 

14 a good 
: fuck right 

| , now. 

35 VIDEO VOLUMES $9 

BY MK MEDS 
YS , . 7 7 

yf 

60 VIDEO 

Chicks with dicks 
| get ass-fucked 
| and sucked off 

by horny studs 
| and other dolls 

with dicks. 

VOLUMES $7 

AND | MAGAZINES! 

These beginners 
get their cherries 

| busted and suck | 
hard cock for the 

first time from 
hard young 
studs and 
older men. 

) vOLuMes'ss 

| Horny wet 
| babes crave 
| cock in every 
| hole. Watch 
| Hot young them explode 

girls are sold from tons of 
wag (0 tourists who guy goo. 

pay for play | 50 VIDEO 
_ and pleasure. VOLUMES $6 

50 VIDEO , 
tak VOLUMES $6 

Jumbo 
| mamas over 

| Watch Hollywood's v 350 pounds 
biggest studs with need hard 
10 inches or more cock and lots 

fuck hot tight of loving to fill 
pussies, juicy every 

| mouths and tight 
assholes. : 45 VIDEO. 

VOLUMES $6 

: Women who 
take strange 

objects in every 
hole. They like 

nf Zl it ct ren 

<A The nastier the 
bel better. 

60 VIDEO 
15] VOLUMES $6 

) 60 VIDEO VOLUMES $6 || 

Fuck a she-male | 
inthe ass for | 
the best anal 
sex ever. Tight 
and juicy to 

make your cock | 
explode. 

50 VIDEO 
VOLUMES $7 

PRIVATE STUDIOS dept. 8645 BOX 4887, North Hol aad (A 916171 
iSatisf ving over 2 million customers. Your order shipped in a plain wrapped package. 
i VIDEOS - EACH CASSETTE IS 2 HOURS NON-STOP 100% HARDCORE. [* | 

1 Please check selections - All Videos VHS 
specu | | Any 9 Selections ONLY $30.00! - (_JAIl 18 Selections Save 60% ONL Y 950.00!" 
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PENIS ENLARGEMENT S$ 
sihashaied Instruction and voll Products to help you and guide 
you every step of the way to a longer, thicker, and harder penis now! Our 

ENS ENUARG 
DR. BROSS INSTITU TE FOR SEXUAL EN HA [ CEM ENT 
Prof 2ssional and a. 

STEM 

customers tell us 9 inches... 10 inches... even a 

My name is Dr. Bross and | have discovered the Complete Penis Enlargement System that can 
help you enlarge your penis.The penis vacuum pump is also becoming the #1 medical treatment 
for impotence, premature ejaculation , increase sex drive and sexual performance. 

PEN [S ERI LARGEMENT SYSTEM 
>) YEARS WITH OVER 1 

LL - WORLDS 
USED § 

TISFIED CUSTOMERS. 

LARGEST SELLING 

If you have tried other pumps in the past without success | am 
sorry that you have been disappointed. But if you are serious 
about penis enlargement, increasing your penis length, thick- 
ness and hardness | recommend 100% the penis enlargement 

systems shown here that you can buy direct from the manu- 

facturer without a prescription and save hundreds of dollars. 

I. The Best Penis Vacuum Pump. Squeeze bulb and short 
stroke centric or center push pumps create a minimum 
umount of vacuum. Used possibly for masturbation but not 
for the vacuum that is required to enlarge your penis. To be 
successful you need our Penis Pumps with the exclusive 
POWER VACUUM CONTROLLER that adjusts the right 
amount of vacuum for your Penis Enlargement. 

2. Easy To Follow Professional Instructions. We do not 
ship to you a small piece of paper with instructions on how to 
use the pump and then leave you guessing on its proper use. 
Please do not be misled. Without professional instruction there 
just isn't any easy 1-2-3 method for penis enlargement. Instead 
| have produced a Professional Instructional Video and 
Magazine that shows you step by step everything you need to 
know to be successful. Only after you learn my penis enlarge- 
ment methods by watching the video and magazine it will then 
seem as easy as |-2-3. | have sold millions of my videos and 
magazines. Because of this volume my cost is only one dollar 
for the video and magazine and it is not for sale. My penis 
enlargement instructions without the best penis vacuum pump 
cannot help you, | include it Free with the purchase of any of 
my Professional Penis Vacuum Pumps. Now you have the 
combination you need for your successful penis enlargement, 
the best professional pump and professional instruction, 

However, there are some men who would like to maintain an 
erection for a considerable length of time. You must not use 
a fixed size tight fitting plastic ring around your penis when 
you use a penis pump. You could restrict the blood flowing 
into your penis. Instead, | offer to you Free with any penis 
enlargement system a Comfort Fit Erection Ring that will 
adjust to fit any size penis, 

Approximately 2/3 of your penis is made up of muscle tissue 
called corpus convernosum and that tissue can expand. The 
Enlargement process is called hypermiation. Blood rushes 
into the muscle tissue causing the penis to expand to your 
maximum potential, 

Dr. Joel Bross is a noted sex therapist, clinical sexologist in 
private practice since 1974, He specializes in sexual con- 
cerns for both woman and men. He ts responsible tor the pro- 
duction of numerous educational sex videos. 

a SUCCESSFULLY FOR OVER 3 

The penis about 3 inches is 
inserted inte the clear tube. 

Incease penis length and thickness 

is possible! 

5 MILLION 

After instruction and pumping 
this man has enlarged his 
penis to about 10 inches. 

Even when the pump is not 
used the penis “hangs thicker 
and longer 

After more pumping the penis 
is removed from the tube and 
the penis is about 117 inches. 

Stimulate a harder and more powerful erection ® Exclusive design 
| helps maintain your erection for as long as you wish without an erection ring (use my Comfort Fit Prolong 
Ring for extended sex) ® Increase confidence, sex drive and sexual performance 

The “original” and the worlds 
largest selling penis vacuum 
pump. Extra long 10 inch 
piston assembly 

One hand operation. Gomfort 
fit grip to squeeze the lever 

#0 YOu Can operale the 
power piston. 

Visit our web site 
http:/ 

Intensify your orgasm 

Phe Original. One hand 
operation, Press the switch to 

sturt wid release your finger 
to stop the motor. You have 
complete control for continu: 
ous Vacuum for penis 
enlargement. 

Important Exch 
lures. The self-contained 

moonz7ed unit can be removed 
to clean the clear tube, Other 
pumps have the motor, wires 
and hattenes atlached to the 
tube and with use and cleaning 
cun rust and damage the motor 
and hhattenes. 

$42.95 

Eclusive design. One hand 
operation fits comfortably like a 
pistol. Pull the trigger and 
instantly the piston releases the 
vacuum you need for a longer 
thicker and harder penis. 

Instructional video and magazine ® Adjustable Comfort Fit Erection Ring 
Our color catalog with over 160 products for men and woman to improve 

Includes 

CROWN SYSTEMS dept. 86H5 

| your sex and lovemaking. s your choice of Free Products. | 

Box 1560 Studio City, CA 91614. 
) Deluxe Stroker Pump $24.95 [) Check (|) Money Order 

_] Super Lever Pump $37.95 Total Purchase ..........0.0000 UNS. ce ieee 

©) Trigger Release Pump $39.95 Shipping & MSUFANCE..cccccesecereS DOO 
(| Battery Powered Pump $42.95 Rush Service $1.00.........ecsecsssseense 00 

iC) Dick Rambone Video Feature $14.95 | Add Correct Tax.............. Woe NN Aan FE s 

V 
| 

\ 
\ 
I 

I 

L} 

L} 

' 
3 Only $9.95 W ith Any Enlargement System | Total Enclosed or Charged.................8 \ 

' 
TOLL FREE 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS 1-800-378-4689 FAX 1-818-345-4643 | 
Phone Orders Code #86H5 = Specify Product(s) You Are Ordering ; 
Visa [IMC (CI AMEX Card No:_ he =e 

Expiration: Month __ Year | Crodinicaed etka tated tally © Gea inndbalder’s stveal addi: 

SS eee ee eee ee ee ee 

NAME : 
= l 

NE nee , 

CITY / STATE / ZIP ir 



FOONMFETISH? a r . VATEXJLOVER> 
1-800-704-4222 - 1-800-408-1616 
1:900:993-2218 |= Fé iow 1-900-435-2185 

| AEP? “THE tery intng we THE 
E BEST 1-ON-1 IN THE U.S.A.! 
| l¢ | ret) ' Ii (0 > c yi J | i. it Vig 1 ii m 
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oe eS | et 32.98 PER ‘aby All MAD JR OC CHECK BY PHONE 0 ADRES m 18+! 
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geeds:a little pussy : i | _ S290 7ER MN ON YOUR PHONE BL nat 

PER ay F A, e [OR: INTLPREFIX+ INTL RATES APPLY. 
_ UVE GIRLS, SEE THEM, TALK TO THEM ON YOUR PC. OR MAC. | 

~www.ON-LINESEX.com '-800-808-WETT 
1-900-435-0900. 

1 800- wine OsNc=1 Siisnce'm 

OAIVSIA Lan +s | 

Pee fii oe pa 
TANGO FF O 

LDAP CTX 
ACT AAG 

Pay for Your Special Intimate 

Services! Up to $1000.00 WEEKLY! 
START TODAY! Deiails-$1.00 to: KWW, 

| Dept. J, PO. Box 273126, Tampa, FL 33688-3126 | 

Cal Tami, 1 900. 93 923 Binas . ‘x . , | 2 GIRLS $19 

=a perars in a en! V/mc/amex 
KRKKKKKKEKKEK ines iiehes - Extra Spicy 

400-407. i 
2548 

ALWAYS 
1-800-757- 

 2MEN 
} FOR YOU! 

B00 palkec to your onedit card 

I in Your Area Who Call 
- =~ and Write You First! 

Send $2.00 for Full Details af i637 

No rthdale Blvd. Suite 032. J, Tamy 

0 Call 1-900-993-2668... 1 be 213-913-7474 
1 -900-537-91 93 

-CUM GIV Esl TO ME FROM 
ae » a3 HIND! 
: , Y PUSSY 
; | os JIS WET 
| FOR SOME HOT SEX ON BAVVAITING 

YOUR MAC OR P.C, 
www.SLUT7Z com POR ME anes Te NAL SLUTS! 

-200-938- 4342) 

ORAL | BI-SEX O11-68-EAT ONE (cof thse) 
01 1# int! rates applied. 900#: $4.99/min. /billed to your phone, HFComm 



Hot Letters. was uncomfortable about the psyc 
(continued from page 43) 

hological ramifications of in-flight 

sodomy, but | really wanted to bust that rump. Carefully, | lifted Donna and bent her over the tiny sink. 

mammarian landscape like the Rocky 
Mountains, 
glasses to downplay her slutty good looks; 
I guess carrying around C-cup breasts all 
day attracts enough attention. The pale- 

magnets for my eyeballs. 

Donna wore unattractive | 

thick, uncircumcised cock battering my 
cunt.” Save for the occasional slurp and 
groan, Donna fell silent as she swallowed 
my member. I threw my head back in 

ecstasy and nearly banged into the door. 
flesh masterpieces certainly acted as twin | 

Soon enough, Donna’s goofy spectacles — 
were torn from her face by Fidel. He 
smashed the prescription under his boot. 
Then the bearded sadist knocked Donna’s 
nude form onto the broken glass! She 
pissed herself in terror as Fidel unshackled 

Maneuvering a decent fuck within the 
coffinlike constraints would not be easy. 
But, oh, was it ever worthwhile. 

Slobber trickled from Donna’s lips and 
glistened upon my balls, Her sweet poon- 

tang was still urine-damp to the touch; 

his belt and revealed a ten-inch, amber | 
wang. | wanted to look away from the 
unspeakable cruelty; somehow, I could 
not. It’s a shame I shall carry to my grave. 

Fidel grunted and forced himself inside 
his prey. At the crucial moment, Donna’s 

eyes popped open and locked with my 
own. Her expression was one of seething 
hatred. Was the disgust aimed at Fidel or 
me? I had little time to reach a conclusion. 
A rifle butt smacked me in the back of the 
head, and two of the terrorists pinned me to 
the ground. One of their cohorts—I never | 
saw his face—entered me from behind for 
what seemed like an eternity. I’d rather not 
dwell on the details; suffice to say, | merci- 
fully blacked out. 

After a few days in the infirmary, I was 
allowed to fly home. The rest of the group 
had already left. Officially, the incident 
never occurred. My hospital stay was 
deleted from government records. No 
cover-up could ever erase my sore ass or 
temporary fecal incontinence. In fact, | 
was still on the plane when I farted for the 
first time and blew a bubble. Mortified, | 
shuffled down the aisle to a cramped stall. 

I pushed past a VACANT sign on the door 
to discover the tight crapper confines 
were already occupied—by Donna! She 
jumped at my entrance like a startled deer 
caught tinkling. 

“It’s all right,” I assured her, laying a 
friendly hand on Donna’s trembling 
shoulder. “You and I were raped together. 
There’s nothing we can’t share.” 
Comforted, she planted her big, juicy 
fanny back upon the metal toilet seat. 

Donna wiped her well-trimmed snatch 
with a wad of paper and exhaled, “You 
liked it, didn’t you?” 

“Christ, no,” I burst. “I’m no faggot! I 
mean, I’ve had to sit on an ice pack this 
whole flight!” 

“I didn’t mean that you enjoyed getting 
ass-fucked,” leered Donna. The zaftig 

brunette reached for my zipper; I gasped 
when her fingers wrapped around my root 
and stroked the length. “You got turned on 
watching me fuck. The only way I endured 
the degradation was by imagining your 

however, in this case, moistness was not 
to be taken as an invitation. 

She popped her lips from my fuck stick 
and squealed, “No—please, don’t. I’m 
still sore down there. If you want to come 
inside me, you're going to have to mount 
me the same way that terrorist did to 
you.” I was uncomfortable about the psy- 
chological ramifications of in-flight 
sodomy, but I really wanted to bust that 
rump. Carefully, I lifted Donna and bent 
her over the tiny sink. Her titties felt 
warm and yielding to my twiddling fin- 
gers. Donna enjoyed the digital stimula- 
tion so much, she did me the favor of 
reaching back and tucking my wand 
between her cheeks. 
My pulsating, purple head explored the 

crinkles of her tight, teenage sphincters 
before pushing deep inside. In order to 
keep from screaming, Donna removed my 

hand from her mam and bit down on the 
fingers. Her bottom was hot and difficult 
to plunder, but I fought the stubborn butt 
muscles with every inch. 

“Grrrahhh,” Donna burst. The rhythm 
between her tush and my groin heated up 
into a dance of the dirtiest pleasures. | 
could only hold out for a few minutes 
before slathering Donna’s bowels with 
sticky, salty fluid. 

My teeth were tightly clenched as | 
whispered, “I’m coming hard.” Donna spat 
out my hand and quickly shoved the spit- 
soaked fingers up her twat. She cried out in 

_amixture of pleasure and pain. The vaginal 
intrusion may not have been good for her 
recovery, but it made for one hell of a 
spurting climax. We helped each other 
clean up before returning to our seats. 

I’ve never spoken of these incidents 
since my return. After all, according to 
the Guatemalan government—and, 
specifically, that scum-fuck Pedro 
Lamport—my pain is not real, because 
the incident never took place. What do I 
care? There’s a Shannon Tweed movie on 
Showtime. —D.L. 

Richmond, California 

Send your sexperiences to HUSTLER Hot 
Letters, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 

900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. 

“She's a foot fetishist. If you don't have 12 inches, forget it.” 

June HUSTLER 141 
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“If | want to claim my share of Granddaddy’s inheritance,” sighs Caitlin, “I have to play by his rules. 

That means spending summers taking tennis lessons in Connecticut instead of cruising L.A. with my | 

druggy friends. But I will have my fun.” Caitlin smiles. “I can’t resist wearing my little tennis skirt on 

the courts without any underwear. These crusty Yankees flip out when they see my long legs and 

impeccably groomed pussy.” Caitlin squirms out of her top. “I could fuck my way into another small 

fortune this summer. But who cares? I’m just after kicks.” 
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you Too CAN GO FROM MINISCULE TO MAM MmoTH 
& HAVE ERECT MEASUREMENTS UP TO 12 HUGE INCHES! 

THE SUPRA-12 PENIS ENLARGEMENT | __ Fe bastest sowice 
and ERECTION BUILDING SYSTEM IS 2 nae cand oxdens 

DISTRIBUTED and SOLD IN 67 we accept VISA « MasterCard 

COUNTRIES SINCE 1965 and IS USED American Express * Discover | 

] BY OVER 12 MILLION SATISFIED MEN! 1-888 oer PUMP 
eee , | 

Bestseller Worldwide! Number One® Sinuply Because: Jing SUPRA- 12 SYSTEM is AS 
THEN, THICKEN 

It's The Mon Effectiy li new proportions IN 
N vour penis to starting 

' 

0 eT TIME, WITH 
HALF Cee RT NCHES! 

9 10 YES!! - even 

. 

sterials, hané- | MO SYSTEM IS FASTER - OR MORE FOOLPROOF! ey can buy. We are 
One Made fhe best m ~ ‘40 confident, we'll make # 

d design, featuring the ee ea It's impossible to fail using the SUPRA-12 SYSTEM to increase your genital measure- | [wing guarantee: Place | the. 
TRY Prolong Ring. S ments. With the help of the SENTRY PROLONG RING and medical research has | SU PRA-12 next to ANY vacuum 

proven that only a prolong ring can maintain an erection, enlarging your penis and Pump on the market and you'll 

is portant decision. It fe eee money - your (| use i it to purchase the best 

e You can LENG 

_ : 

measurements ol 

it's The Finest 

constructed, enginecre 

SUPRA VALVE and SEN 

on 

ae 

yudget, even ones as low as FT | liability that According to U.S. News and World Report, 
sein the same quality “worldwide and reliability Vacuum Pumps and Erection Rings are “simple, 

has become our trademark wondwi . safe and effective” (8/24/92). The SUPRA-12 is 
the World's Best Selling line of Penis 
Enlargement and Erection Building systems, 
and at a price that is an international “Best 

man Guiana hg yt gy Deal!" Similar systems, when prescribed by 

The male erection 15 produced when Blood howe ite | Diverse Cats Yast, PATRIOT Satu Ve eee oe 
bulbocavernosus muscles inside the penis uate As these muaeele se Ry ae lg Bk icici se ote Mig det 
fill, the penis increases in diameter ond thickness. By in ieeting “esiaraiigcdradd hn inl a etraw: laM ahi ie 
their capacity as the SUPRA-12 does, they can hold ll blood, adhe Ss Fe blak ex 
resulting in A DRAMATICALLY LONGER, THICKER ERECTION. Users 

5) 89Y Manufacturer, that 
Ie equal ours in features cn ot 

has it - at any price” ! le complex ~ inst. ia 
tem doesn’t include com naintaini ni 1g dimensi effos |) instantly see the differ i G it’s Easy T 9 yee a asines s 208 videotapes. Why? Because | maintaining the new, — long dimensions becomes effortless! “| fact, we're so sure yout bie In. # 

i © af i i] — ——= by ny | 

with our system, you. don’ t need them, var syste 4° ndal a the it's the finest pump made 3 

simple to opere dabic We have a  pumy p for every EFFECTIVE... AN INCREDIBLE VALUE... i THE DIFFERENCE Guarantee: it 
a it’s The Most Affor 4.95!!! All made in the U SA 3 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM! I you purchase any pump from: 

Bs ence - no questions asked! 
al Pape pelisheete alee — . 

M.A. & B.S. in 
Electrical Engineering 
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BATTERY-OPERATED PUMP of SUPRA-12 say they're “truly astounded” when they see their g BULB-OPERATED "“G" FORCE 
penises reach startling new proportions inside the chamber of ’ : | 
the SUPRA-12. And you will be Ave DEVELOPER CENTRIC the EREC-TRONIC 

with | ‘ Py - =a 

THE SUPRA VALVE & SENTRY PROLONG SENTRY" sien pe age oe WITH FIRST-TIME 
RING ARE FEATURES NO OTHER Prolong : redone A TURES ATE! a MANUFACTURER OFFERS! Ring & : Ring & Pipa yeh neh heath Getting a huge, fat erection is one thing.. keeping it is anoth oS By ine tirien tien = instruc ons * Hold down the spr ng) ‘Sw 

er!! That's where the features of the SUPRA put it miles ahead reg. $45 req. $60 ome eine tie feb demdltoy e =: a 
of its competitors! The patented SUPRA Valve “locks in” the vacu- ) ae ee i eS _ 
um power for the biggest size possible in the shortest amount NOW Now = > aa ee 
of time. Don’t be fooled by claims of “more vacuum.” Too much | $3395 ay % _ 
can cause medical problems. Every SUPRA-12 pump passes strin- 
gent quality control and is tested according to medical standards 
- no more - no less. And with the SENTRY Prolong Ring, you can 
stay as hard as you want, for as long as you want. The nearly 
invisible SENTRY rests comfortably at the base of your penis, main- 
taining your dynamic “super erection” indefinitely, but never 
interfering with your pleasure - EVER! You can penetrate your sex 
partner deeply, enjoying intercourse more than ever before, 
because the Sentry GIVES YOU COMPLETE ERECTION CONTROL! 

*FedEx shisced to street adaresses only. PO. Boxes shipped by U.S. Mail 

aud WOMEN! 
[ PLEASURE prooucT® bon MEN | mail to: BRISTOL MARKETING Dept. HuU06s 

Hot. Wel P.O. Box 7419, Van Nuys, California 91409-7419 

Ring & (nstrunctrons 

: 
pak | 4 NM ha ' i eco My = 

only °37°° | = 
= 

= » THAN SPANISH BLY] ACTIVATOR capsules, mt a . tS i Piease ship the following. | enclose $ Licheck LJ Money Order 

| | BE ] rer ypsules used as d irecte ed will ti ryt a tend ee. att - (]6ulb-Operated DEVELOPER with 
t one cere saa juicy, a dpe i eoute A ' 4 ty W= | Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions ....914.95 Total Purchase ‘ 

ut S mn utes s after you U: P he. ; _J"G"* Force CENTRIC with 

fect lasts for about 30 pa asiOr 1 ; a | ll a Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions ....623.95 | CA residents 

cap sules ar oy ivate rin e-her) ; _ i ni - Battery-Operated EREC-TRONIC with add sales tax 

cect is. irresist “efit ce a a Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions ..$37-98 | shipping by 
pity 9 od nr P ior before us Jeet an imple , j ACTIVATOR Capsules $12.00 U.5. Mail or FedEx*..5 

Antidote (to stop action) included with it's op eit 7 LICUM GUSHER Pills $18.00 || TOTAL ENCLOSED 
Ant six 620mg AC TIVATOR | at a regu lar =" €70 onty $12 - IRON ROD Pills vccsttuesasvresiaserces 100 OR CHARGED 4 

Send ALL 3 Capsules & Pills ony $30.00 To asjure prompt service 

inchide shipping cost 
SENTRY PROLONG Rik : 
fusleart ies hoe as ant \G $10.00 Foreign orders add $10 S&H 

CHARGE IT: VISA “IMC CIAMEX CIDISC. Exp. Date_ 
MINIMUM $20 

rt oe OD PIL! 6 ACTIVATOR Capsules 

MER N ROD PILLS 60 CUM GUSHER Pills 

cumM GUSHER be ! (muira puama) : 30 IRON ROD Pills 

(pollen extract) Rees Build hard, leer a 
ant to pour ou IRON lis have r 

sinker pe payee and over again, Set cad eroven to make men 

CUM GUSHER pills are a MUST! hot and horny and build stronger 

CUM GUSHER pills a year hard-ons! wen Je otk teckel 
n men in the have known @ 

pth seo The extract works for decades: Regular use of IRON 

directly on the organ tnt roe | ROD pills makes weak ogi 
to producing rich, milky spurts OF strong again... put the woo 

we juice. CUM GUSHER ere mid into non-existent srections = tga 7 

portent, 1 ome ‘ saps 50. | you crave crt forge back , 
espec oF an 

balp your ear dng oung where it teicig os tanh oo 

counts with CUM GUSHER pills! Sixty Regularly $22 $ 

tablets. Regularly $25 

if 7 if ] “i 
] a | 
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Ii | —_— |) St OS oe | | | 
ACCOUNT WLMBER 

U.S.A.* CANADA® MEXICO* ARGENTINA’ EL SALVADOR LUXEMBOURG INDONESIA ® SAUDI ARABIA® GREAT BRITAIN & NORTHERN IRELAND ® AUSTRALIA ® EGYPT: IS 

Ee ae a ine one 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-888-920-PUMP OR FAX 1-818-709-0704 * 24 HOURS / 7 DAYS 
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GUYS WITH 
BIG HARD Aviaries 

DICKS WANT |)” 
you To suck Jo) 
THEIR COCKS! Titalrignan 
ne 

and Wild 
thHyee- 
come! 

Lick it, suck it 
then screw the | 
sht out of it! 

NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRE 

>) .. 
i want ou | | ) ) = . ¥ i sa - 

to drill my 1-900-435 Kk es - | 
As TOW aS S2i50/min. aebhap sani in : 

: tight gre Vial i Tie ae 

butthele, while | Hoi dy | 
suck her huge fits! *\{ J iS J ypu 

1-900-745-6696) 3/20) | 
NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRED. i Hine a | 4 

<0 HOT & HORNY) 221) 41 
CHICKS ON ONE "A 

) FAT, HARD DICK! 
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next month in 

HUS 
freedom from sexual oppression and erects a dynamite dis- 
play of female force. A solo stunt pilot slams into ecstasy 

during her fledgling flight, losing control in her small, dark 
cockpit. A cream-skinned contortionist escapes from the cir- 
cus. She covers her tracks by cramming her tantalizing toes 
into her succulent piehole. Stranded in a life raft, two 
nymphos float toward insanity, barely surviving exposure to 
the clements by slurping salty brine and raw clams. Raise 
your rifle, and pop a shot to salute America’s Magazine and 
the gorgeous, young glories inside—buck-naked and badass. 

SS 

PERVERSION IN PEEPLAND 
Peepland, a hard-core sex dive in the black heart of New 

York City, is home to a perplexing paradox: Ethereal beau- 

ties of runway-model quality allow perverts to penetrate 
their perfect bodies at bargain-basement prices. What 
mysterious forces chain the jaw-dropping dream girls to 
the rotten Apple's raunchiest porn emporium? Ignoring the 
sound advice of leaving well-enough alone, HUSTLER 
reporter Selwyn Harris emancipates the truth from under- 

ground sex slaves doing time in Times Square. 

TOP "HOES TEST TOP TOYS 
Tired of shoddy vibrators breaking at the point of climax, 
leaving you and your wife unfulfilled, dissatisfied and possi- 
bly injured? Skip the risk, and go directly to the sopping 
source. HUSTLER rewards loyal consumers by hiring XXX 
stunt cunts to test-drive HUSTLER Toy Company’s new line 
of superior sex toys. Labia-licking lab rats spend hours work- 
ing out their kinks, offering in-depth insight on eight pussy- 

pleasing products. Donning a raincoat, reporter Steve Slauson 
diligently documents every moan and groan in his gleet- 
soaked report, Plastic Playtime: More Bang for Your Buck. 

PUDENDA PARADE 
In July’s Sex Play, “A Woman’s Point of Flue,” Editor 

Aaron Haberman surveys literate ladies who regularly 
read HUSTLER. Bits & Pieces reviews Slick Willy’s 
Presidential performance in his adult-video premier; 
Erotic Entertainment produces a prized pass to the X-Rated 
Critics Organization, the only smut awards impervious to 
the influence of advertisers. Don’t miss the chance to enter 
the HUSTLER sweepstakes. Be one of the lucky 10,000 

winners sporting wads of cool HUSTLER gear and one- 
of-a-kind porn memorabilia. July HUSTLER throws a 

gash bash, and every reader receives a pink party favor. 

JULY HUSTLER ON SALE MAY 5, 1998. 
HUSTLER’s Web site is coming now at 

http://www.hustler.com 

June HUSTLER 

INDEPENDENCE LAY — | > - \ | 
HUSTLER’s July 1998 Anniversary Issue toasts 24 yearsof [i ™.' 
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Always HOT SLAMMIN' 
ACTION! Call NOW! | 

rom $2.50 $3.0/nin. 18+, ; 

WET 
ruck? 

1-3U ay 

FUS-U-GUN SOO=FUCK 
TV, TS, GAY OR STRAIGHT! WE GO A 

SPREAD OUR WET LIPS! CREAM OUR HOLES! | 1-800- 669-DICK") 
“= 1-900-535- SLUT 3 oa oe ee cing tes mbers — hai pe — Aa 
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